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Ladies’Extra well Made Real $1.00 W in.
ter lHarvests and Pants
only 75 Cts.

177 Middle St.

*>een *or
the best
$1.00 l nderwear made, mid these are
only very slightly imperfect, which accounts for this great reduction.

Unison's' Newjewelry store.
BINES BROTHERS. For the
—1m,y—___
olidays.
CONCEDED
<12 L

COME AND

A Tower of
Strength combined
With Elasticity, Long FIbrr,
Pint; Lustre A Fast t olor.

Me Your Selection
I

have

a

Early.

lariro aud elegant line of all classes of
in a first class Jewelry Store,
make your choice.
you

usually kept
Jewelry
which
can

SUP ERIOR

man

KNITTING SILK.
nud
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offering

slightly
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RATHER REPORT.
__Portland. Sle.. Nov. 81, l«s(t.

Thermometer.
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Block, Congress St.

Pittsburg....

&vh!SdraeuciTe.&, ^ir«3i”i,n
Gold Queen Vest and Extension Chains

sii-eodtf

COLD

—

In great variety and at prices to defy competition. Flue Ladles Watches a specialty.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN.

Physician

Many novelties in American Clocks. Great reduction In French Marble Clocks. Gold Bowed
Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately fitted.

POKTLANH, ME.

SILVER WARE

Ajti les in both solid silver and plated
Also a new lot of

ware.

Si'v(*r Thimbles, Napkin Rings,Ac.
Celluloid Toilet and Manicure Nets,

apiOsntf

and Plush Cases, which are beautiful and
useful presents al any time.
Come down on Middle street and see mo at my
old stand (established 1871), hut in a
iu Satin

Tremendous
Break in Prices

NEW REMODELED

STORE,

with large show windows, it will pay you. Out of
town customers can tak- the horse cars from the
and stop at the P. O. 1 am two doors from

depot
t11'

wiimip-

sun i.

i-ook

or

enquire

I/inuou’8 Joneliy st.-iv, 177 Middle street.
Come every eveuini? till Ctiristtnas.

lor

ar eweler,

TURNER BROS.

177 MIDDLE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.

cents.

A

price
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NATURE’S
REMEDY.

never

before reached in these goods.

cf the

''uur most

Black

Plash,

Satin

medical botanists tor
their alterative tonic, ami solvent properties. Scrofula, lame ion.-. Humors,
Canker, Eruptive ami Skin DiHease*
are speedily eradicated
by its use. Vegetin*
annihilate* i.iaease by uoiiu; to it* very tountain source, and exterminating the poison from the
It
is
a complete iteaolvent, dissolving and
system.
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
action all the hi notions of the body.
For sixteen years
tills invaluable*Blood Purifier has been beft>rt the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has it failed to effect the promised results.
No other medic'ne has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.

88 cents.

lthadnim-, $1.00,

worth $1.25.
Colored

Brocade

Velvets

re-

duced from $2.00 to $1.50.

Special Bargains
—

IN

—

EVERY DEPARTMENT
For

a

fj||S0ULES PILLS) BILIOUS
i

I

Core Hemhuhe, Sld uche, Coated Tongrue,
Const ipal ion, and Bitter Taste In the Mouth.
The best Liver lvcgu tutor known. 26cts.; 6 boxes,
$ 1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Goo. Pierce & Co., SO Hanover St., Boston.

FMW&wlyl8tor4thDnnn

ensure service pipes being put in before the
of the season, applications must be
made for the same before November 25th.
novl()d2w
GEO. F.WKSCOTT, Treasurer.

TO close

CENTENNIAL

BLOCK,

93 KXC'IIAIVUE ST

,

and solicits the inspection of the public of tlic
merits of the

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBDRATOR,
for enriching coal gas, and thereby

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.,
while giving

a more

brilliant and effective light.
The

BANCS CARBURATOR
has beeu in constant nse for the past five years in
Boston and other large cities, and needs no rcc
ommendation.
Tills company is ready also to furnish

WAT E It

€r A S

for use in country dwellings, or where
of coal gas can be bad, and

no

supply

At Figures Below Competition.
dtf
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SHAW ON BOXING
ji«T oi r,

By Prof. ED. F. SHAW,
late Instructor at Harvard University.
With forty elegant

illustration*photographed
from life especially for this work. Positively tin
most perfect teacher, and the brightest and besi
Book on Boxing ever published. ilandsomel)
new

bound.

Price, Puper, 50 Cents j Cloth, $1.
For sale by all news dealers and sporting good1
houses.

jmrlO

MISS F. i.

cod2w

ALLEN,

DRESS Ai\D CLOAK MAKER,
514 CONGRESS ST., overX. John Little'*.
Rooms formerly occupied by the Misses
novl G
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A Base Ball

Sensation.

Detroit, Midi., Nov. 20.—The

announce-

ment of the possible withdrawal of the Detroit base ball club from the league, and its
admission to the American association, lias
caused a sensation in base ball circles in this
Members of the Detroit board of
rdty.
directors in this city are practically unanimous in denunciation of the recent action at
the Chicago league ineetiig in adopting the
It is said that ttiis will
guarantee system.
cause a loss to the local team, since their exwill
exceed the guaranwhile
away,
penses,
ty, and the home games cannot make up the
deficit. The change to the American association seems probable, although there is
some doubt whether tbe playrsecan lie transPresident
ferred under the new rules.
Stearns and Secretary Headley leave to-night
to attend the meeting of the American association at Cincinnati on Monday.
Cable

Lectures ori Temperance.B
SritlNGFiici.j), Mass., Nov. 21.—George W.
Cable addressed a temperance meeting by
invitation at Northampton City Hall this afternoon, and favored a restrictive license
and tlie enforcing of the present law which

lie said would be regarded strictly prohibiwhere lie came from, lie was interrupted by a prohibitionist named Robinson
who argued the matter witli and called on
him to stop speaking; This caused confusion in the hall and after another man had
worked in a plea for prohibition Mr. Cable
resumed his speech amid no little applause,
rebuking Robinson for the way he had,treat-

tory

ed him.

Death of a Noted

Fort Keogh,

Highwayman.

Mont.. Nov. 20.—The

Their little

..

son

Augusta, Nov. 20.—The committee on
water supply for Dover and Foxeruft voted
to contract with the Dover and Foxeruft
Water Company for thirty hydrants. The
system involves building

dam aud the
development of an extensive water power.
a new

The Liquor Law.
meeting of the committee of churches
a petition was adopted to be circulated for
signatures of the voters of Augusta, asking
the city government to enforce the liquor
law with vigor and the same as auy other
At a

wj

Guautano, West Indies, and reported that
last evening, while she was anchored off the
lightship, Captain Kandall, her commander,
divested himself of coat, hat and shoes and
dvdiberateiy jumped overboard. Every effort
was made to save him, but without avail.
He was a native of Stockton, Me., aged 38
years, and had a family. The officer in
charge of the vessel thinks that Captain
Randall’s mind had become partly deranged
by tliecontinuous strain upon it during the
succession of storms,
THE BELCHER WILL CASE.
Contest

to

be

Made

by

the

Backus Heirs.

Congressmen Reed’s Letter.
Gen. Hyde read the following letter from
Congressman Reed:
Poktland, Me., March 20, 1886.
My Dear Sir:

I regret my enforced absence from your
many accounts, but chiefly be-

banquet on
cause

re-

mains of Janies Swan, alias Jack Sheppard,
the prince of Northwestern highwaymen,
has been found among the Uig Horn MouiiI tains. He escaped from a sheriff some time
ago, while handcuffed, and was never caught
afterwards. He died from starvation, ainis
I manacles prevented him from procuring
food. A knife, and revolver, with chambers
empty, were found beside him.

Diphtheria Epidemic.
Isijpening, Micb., Nov. 21—On account
of diphtheria being epidemic, all dances and
been prohibited.
public meetings have
Schools have been closed and no services
were held in the churches today, by order of
the board of health.
First Blizzard of the Season.
Four Keogii, Mont., Nov. 21.—The first
blizzard of the season in Montana arrived
last night. It is snowing hard and turning
cold rapidly.

of tlie information and instruction X

might have gained from those who have so
deep an interest in the renewal of our skipping, as tlie members of tne Bath Board of
Trade.

The grounds upon which the legal contest
is to be founded are being kept as closely
from the public as possible, but they are
understood to be that the testatrix was of
unsound mind, and further that the President of Bates, the Rev. Dr. Cheney, unduly
influenced her in the making of the will. A
growing interest is manifested in the county,
deepening as the time approaches for toe
trial of the cause before Judge Morrison in
the Franklin county Probate Court, the first
Tuesday in December. It is sported in
Farmington that counsel for the college will
ask that the case may be transferred to the
Somerset or Oxford Probate Courts, on the
ground that there exists so much feeling in
Franklin county in regard to the will that
justice cannot be obtained here. It is also
rumored tliat the Supreme Court may be
asked by the college to remove Daniel M.
Bonney of Farmington, who was appointed

1 take tlie opportunity to add that your
purposes as regard to American shipping
nave
my most earnest sympathy, and that
in the ^future, as heretofore, 1 shall hold
myself ready to assist any measures calcucuted to restore our ancient supremacy.
Very truly yours,
T. B. Reed.
lion. J. H. Kimball spoke briefly to the
same lenor » Mr. Sr wall.
O. ('. Moses said he was a Democrat who
favored subsidies for American shipping, as
lie consideieil it the only remedy.
Senator Frye’s Speech.
Senator Frye was introduced amid thunders of applause. Ilis speech was the most
powerful ever heard in Bath. lie said:
Gentlemen of the Hoard of Trade and Citizen« of Bath:
I believe 1 am the dean of tlie delegation
nnu

inereiur case mo

iiDerty

in

tneir

oe-

liuif of tendering you their sincere thanks
for the great compliment you pay them in
J desire also to thank you
this banquet.
for the suggestions
for their direction
and consideration.
When I was a boy I
used to come to Hath witii a puug load of
potatoes and thought it was the metropolis
of the Union. I still believe it is one of the
the world, it lias been
best (daces in
tin; shipping port of America (applause) for
ten generations. Her shipbuilders and owners since the war have shown a pluck, will
and jferseveranee worthy the highest praise.
It is the best plaee for a navy yard in the
eoadtry. 1 agree without any hesitation in
doing all I can to promote your Interests us a
shipbuilding city because to do so is simply
to promote the best interests of the country
(continued applause.) I remember the days
when ship carpenters earned $3.00 to $3.00
per day in the days of clipper ships when
England feared for her supremacy. The war
gave Eug’and her chance, iron ships and
compound engines did the rest. Since then
till a year or two ago the government has
had other problems to solve. Senator Frye
continued at considerable length.
at
Speeches were also made by Congressmen
Dingley and Boutelle.

special administrator by Judge Morrison,
and give the estate into the hands of Dr.
Cheney, whom Mrs. Belcher named as the
executor of her property.
Death of Charles Francis Adams.

Bostoii, Nov. 21.—Hon. Charles Francis

Adams died at 3.30 o’clock this afternoon at
his resideuee on Mt. Vernon street, lie had
suffered some five years from brain trouble,
arising from over taxing his brain on literary
work on which he was engaged. He was the
third son of John Quincy Adams, and was
born in Boston, Aug. 16, 1807, receiving a
large part of his youthful education abroad,
while his father was minister to foreign
courts. He was graduated from Harvard in
1825, then commenced to study law, being
admitted to the bar in 1828.
He represented
tlie city of Boston five years in the legislature, three years in the Senate; was also
editor of the Boston Whig.
In 1843 be was
nominated by the Free Soil party for Vice
President on tiie ticket with Martin Van
Buren. In 1858 lie was elected by the K<
publicans of the Third District to represent
them in Congress and was re-elected in I860,
but served only until 1861, when he was appointed minister to England by President
Lincoln, and served in t!iat,p»sition until
1868.
He fully sustained thelngli reputation
Ids father and grandfather established as a
diplomat. In 1871 he was commissioned a
member of the board of arbitrators who met
at Geneva, Switzerland, to settle the Alabama
claims. In 1876 he was the Democratic candidate for Governor of Massachusetts. The
position of minister to England during the
civil war was a most difficult one lint the
duties were performed with tact and discretion. He was quite extensively engaged ill
the field of literature, edited revolutionary
correspondence of his grandfather and
grandmother, whieli was published in Is-DDelias published about ten volumes of Die
works of John Adams, of which he "as
editor and also published twelve volumes of
John Quincy Adams.
He became eminent
both as a statesman and
political economist
and Harvard in 1804 conferred upon him the
degree of LL. D. ilis wife, who survives
him, was a daughter of the late Peter C.
Brooks of Medford, whom he married 58
years ago, had five sous and two daughters,
two have died. Those
are Hon. John

<L>

Gen. T. W.
Hyde called attention to the
harbor. If in England a navy ynrd would
l>e built at once arid 200,000 people settle
here. I saw on the Clyde a few years since
one hundred iron steamers 1 icing built
by
2.000 mechanics, where tlie channel had to
be dredged to get the ships to sea. This
aggregation of labor is not due. to the common idea of cheap labor and material.
Belgium, Prussia and France have cheaper materia! than England. It is because she has
fostered tlie industry for two generations.
The next Congress, if it wants to build
cruisers, should distribute tlie contracts on
commission among reliable private yards in
different parts of the country. Roach", Cramp
& Son, and Harlow <Sfc Hollingsworth told
the committee ou war armament and ships
last winter that the Delaware is the best
place to build because it is the best market
for labor, is near iron and coal, and has tlie
best climate. The first only is true. We can
bring coal and iron to Batli for one per cent,
of the cost of a ship completed, and labor
can do 10 per cent, more here in
days’ work.
Now shipping is down. We have done all
we can for it.
The government must lend a
helping hand.

giuiuii

New York, Nov. 20.—The H. L. Gregg of
Philadelphia arrived in port today from

The

IVn

Speech of Ceri. Hyde.

law.
mo

11 iii flirt twit* omilli

navy yard if we can get private iron or
steel yards.
The government policy for the
nast twenty-five years has been injurious to
but
if possible we don’t want
shipbuilding,
to give up the business of our fathers. Now
government will find merchant yards better
for all purposes. I am sorry to say the free
ship idea is gaining strength. Time will
show its fallacy. We can buy foreign-built
ships and put up our merchant mariDe. It
needs more than capital to build up and
maintain a merchant
marine.
It needs
skilled labor.
Collateral industries must
exist to make ships live and duplicate them.
We must have slap yards, machine shops,
block factories, dock yards, etc., to keep up
ships. Now we are the largest railroad nation in the world. I)o we intend for that
reason only to carry our
exports to the seaboard to he carried away in English ferryboats?
Our population will he 100,000,000
in twenty-five years; our surplus products
$150,000,000. It is nil going to help England.
She uses her profits on transportation to protect her markets and extend tier commerce.
She uses it to put railroads right into our
country to take also our inland carrying
trade. She uses it to place steamboat lines
all along our western coast, and she is beginning to encroach on our Northern States
—Minnesota, Michigan and Dakota. Still
more, she is trying to drain our Southwestern states beside.
I would like to ask our
congressmen why this matter is treated with
indifference?
In two years all of our grain
will he carried to the seaboard on English
rails, in English cars, and shipped in English
bottoms. Here is another startling fact. On
the Hth of January last, not an American
flag was to he seen in the harbor of Liverpool, the largest commercial port in the
world, for the first time in the history of the
United States. That ought to wake up our
congressmen here. (Applause).
,1. M. Hayes, president of the board of aldermen, extended the courtesy of the city on
behalf .of Mayor Wakefield, detained in Vermont bv business.
a
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Farmington, Me., Nov. 20.—Three able

488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET. Notice to Builders and Others.

The Maine State Heat and Light Co.
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Franklin county lawyers, Joseph C. Holman,
Henry L. Whitcomb and Arthur F. Belcher
are hard at work for the Backus heirs in the
preparation of their contest against the probating of the will of Mrs. Sarah S. Belcher,
late of Farmington, by which the bulk of
her property was bequeathed to Bates Col-

riiUTLMii wmit coupasy.
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aroused them by his
restlessness in time to prevent fatal results

BLOOD PURIFIER.
Strictly Vegetable. Composed
plant* uml mot* best known to

price $1.0;r

Colored Si k

Cloud?’

oc.

served at similar occasions and was

Speech of Mr. Arthur Sewall.
After expressing Ills indebtedness to this
board and complimenting their long enduring pluck and indomitable will, he opened a
which, while it was free frotu oratospeech
rtal effort was a triumph of terseness, sound
ami
well digested facts.
In brief lie
logic
said: “We need unity of action just the
same as other industries.
Our interests
seem less dependent on contingent and collateral pursuits, but for that reason we independent, stubborn shipbuilders and owneis, should,work together. There are but few
to help us. To these gentlemen who are as
familiar as I ain with the Kenuehec 1 would
not say that it is the noblest river in America.
No other offers equal advantages for
either
merchant or for
shipbuilding,
war purposes, either wood or iron, sail
or
steam.
You can
locate
a
yard
any where on the four-mile reach and it
would be superior to any in America. In
our climate men can do more work in ten

Italian stetvard at one ol the water works
boarding houses, received a rather painful
flesh wound in the right shoulder, Saturday
afternoon, by a bullet accidentally discharged from a revolver in the hands of a
lad named Carroll Parks.
W. C. Blair and wife narrowly escaped
suffocation by gas from the coal stove Friday

THE ONLY TRUE

44 inch Gilbert Suilinjr, 42 1-2
cents, former

28

3 .00
30.16
30.02
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GHAS. H. LAMSON,

—AT—

50

m

Accidents at Richmond.
[Special to the Press.]
Richmond, Nov. 20—ZagaDclli Luigi, the

night.

Dr. Ret cl treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; ah cases that are irivcn m» as incurable
uy we aiiopmuic ana munwopainic physicians,
i
will take their case to treat and cure them, i find
about four-fifths of the cases piven up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance bj letter,
with tbelr full name and place of residence and
one 2-cem stamp and *2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, and **011*11! tation free.
0#h««> Homx-il u. to. to 11 p. m.

Goods,

usually

discussed with enthusiastic enjoyment by
the five score guests till shortly after 10
o'clock, when President Puller arose and in
a well worded speech introduced the real
object of the gathering.
lie then called upon my esteemed fellow
citizen, Mr. Arthur Sewall.

MAINE.

.11EDICAL KOOns

Heavy Homespun

>

tV. tV. EH UKLBEKUIClii
Sergeant. Signal ( nr|is, 0.

FREDERICK ROBIK. Governor.
sud2w

54 inch

with smilax.
The menu was very finely printed on eleThe bill of
gant engraved souveuir cards.
fare was complete in ail the rare viands

....

u

Bismarck,Da 30.01

Cheyenne....
North

s

Frye, Representatives Dinglev and Boutelle, and about 100 citizens of Bath identi*
lied with shipping and shipbuilding were

ehrysanthimnms on a green pedestal
exceedingly beautiful. Large bouquets
of hot house flowers, roses and pinks predominating, were profusely arranged along
the board, and the chandiliers were festooned

|
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Alpena,Midi 30.18
Marquette... 30.20
Chicago, Ills. 180.05

Milwaukee.
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SI.Paul,Mini,
8l. Louis, Mil
Leavenworth
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Yankton.
St, Vincent
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Platte.
Deliver, Col.. 29.50
El Paso, Tex. 29.69
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30.12

Cleveland... 30 13
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Banquet Tendered the Distinguished Visitors.-The Speeches.

was
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Buffalo, N.Y. 30.16
Oswego.130.12

Maine, Including all the latest
and

far the new in, thn,l of Index
N tamping.

Clairvoyant ami Botanic

21.3

—..

_y!

V 3u.ll

York... 130.13

Memphis. 20.84
Cincinnati, O 80.’ 6

LADIES’ RINGS

will be paid by the State of Maine to the person or
persons who shall arrest, return and deliver into
custody, Calvin P. Graves and James M. McFarland, of the town of Hancock, who are charged
wUh the murder of Lyman O. Hill, of Hast Mach las aim Charles Niles of
Wesley, on the eighth
day of November, A. D. 18SG, in the Countv of
Washington, who are now at large as fugitives

justice.

§

i
a

BOODLE ALDERMEN.

LAKE

Another Large Crowd at the Trial

1886.

22,

inMBtfJSPm

DISASTERS.
Lost

Lives

ThlrtySeven

Saturday.

present.
The tables wore arranged in the form of a
horseshoe. At the toe an anchor of roses
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Charleston-..'30.11
Savannah .Ga 30.11
Jacksonville. 30.13
New Orleans 29.99

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS !
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rililadelplna.180.14
Washington.. 3o.ls
Norfolk, Va.i3o.13
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London 30.04

Albany. N.

FITZGERALD’S
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—

Baslport, Me.
32,
Portland, Me 80.08
14
Mt.Washlu’u 30.02
80
Boston, Mass 30.06
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Remember these fine goods In all Shades and Coles,

oct22_

e

32 5

Wum

x

placing it within the reach of all, the'eby enabling consumers to enjoy the luxery of Silk
Hosery, Mitts, etc., at trifling expense

Agent*
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Humidity.
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Weather.
IClear I Cloudy Clear
‘I ran daily bar...29.960 Maximum liter. .42.6
Mean daily tiler..36.6
Minimum tiler. 3 .0
Mean daily d'w pi.23.1
Max.vel. wludM4NW
Moan daily hum... .02.7
|Total preelp.0
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Mole

1

_[7 a m .1 e >1
Barometer.. 267870 297943

Full Weigh! One half Ounce Balls for 35 els.

Durant

A

and

ni

Price 25 els. per hnlf-ouoce Balls,

of

NOVEMBER

ENFORCINC BLUE LAWS.

During

the

Late Storm.

PRICE

FOREIGN.

The Apothecary and Barber Shops of
Boston Cenerally Closed Yes-

Ex-Aldermar. Duffy Says Remorse
Made Him Confess.

Thirty Vessels Wrecked with
of

a

Thousand

One

THREE CENTS.

PROFESSOR HINCKS

Houses

Burned

on

Christian

the Island of Luzon.

Much Inconvenience Caused by the

Tho

Oavitt’s Life Threatened.

Dethoit, Mich.. Nov. 30.—A rumoi is in
circulation that some of Michael Davitt’s

j

j

friends believe that there is a conspiracy on
foot to murder him because of his opposition to (lie extreme measures proposed by
the O’Donovan Kossa Irish faction
It is
said that a meeting was held in New York
recently, at which Duvltt was denounced
and desperate measures threatened. Inquiry
lias bc< n made of some of the frieuds of
Duritt as to the truth of the rumor, and the
remark marie In oue ot the most prominent
that sti ■!( arrangements had been made as
would relieve ...
of the trouble of
trying the miscreants, in case of attempt on
Davitt’s life, confirms at least the belief that
the threats have been made against him.

A Cuban Croesus.
New
Vokk, Nov. 30.—An exemplified
copy of the will of the late Thomas Terry,
the wealthy Cuban planter and father of the
late Juan i’edro Terry.whose will leaving his
wife and unborn child
$6,000,000 was admitted to probate recently, was tiled in the Surliving
''(Bee tndaj, together with a petition
Quincy, Hon. Charles Francis. Henry ;j rf’»“te,s
of Josie l'.millo Terry, praying for ancillary
Brooks, and Mary, the latter the wife of Dr. and letters testamentary.
"The will was exeOuincy Dedham. The funeral will take i cuted In Havana, and represents an estate
place Tuesday from the Congregational vulued at $50,000,000 of which
$20,000.0000
church in Quincy.
| are invested in this city.

Announcement that the Case
of the Poople Is Closed.

New Yokk, Nov. 20.—Another large
enwd of w itnesses tilled the general sessions
court room this morning to hear the evidence
on the trial of ex-Aldermap McQnade for accepting a bribe to vote for the Broadway
railroad franchise.
Ex-Alderman Duffy took the stand after
tho court was opened, and Lawyer Newcotnbe continued his cross-examination. The
lawyer asked the witness a score or more
questions regarding his life at borne. In business and as a public man. Mr. Duffy bad
been a builder for 20 years.
The Iasi
time he failed was In 1879. He also failed
eight years before that He owed some
debts in 1884, but did not think that he
had applied any of the $10,000 boodle money
to pay those debts. He
acknowledged that
he violated his oath of office when he took
the “boodle/* Mr. Newcombeliad been very
gentle with Duffy up to this point to gain
his contidenee. At this point he asked the
witness to rehearse his narratives of the several meetings of the “combine.” The witness began ugain bis story.
Each meeting
of the boodlers was taken up, and Duffy, beto
fear
a
ginning
trap, cautiously rehearsed
h s story. At each pause the
lawyer would
clinch the testimony by asking: “And is that
all you recollect of what occurred at that
meeting?”
Mr. Nicoll became restive, and be and
Gen. Tracy popped up together. After some
more sparring, witness said the franchise
bad been granted about three days prior to
the third meeting of the ‘-boodlers.” Duffy
then said that Newbombehad mixed him
up.

it was evident the witness was
losing his
reputation for memory. Duffy stood by l>is
assertion that Reporter Kernan had lied
when he said the doors were closed at the
secret session oi August 30.
Mr. Newconibe asked if the witness had
read the story of Jaehne’s conviction, his
journey to Sing Sing, the description of the
lock step which Jaehne had to submit to.
cct.
Mr. Nicoll objected, saying that counsel
was trying to making it appear that witness
was frightened into
“squealing” through a
fear of sharing Jaehne’s fate.
The recorder Wanly said: “I think the defenee have a right to show that if they can.”
Duffy then said he had read of Jaehne’*
fate.
At this point an felderly man hurried into
tlie room and made his way to Mr. Newcombe. He conversed a few moments, then
Mr. Newconibe asked and obtained permission to suspend Duffy’s cross examination to
admit a witness for the defence, who wa«
obliged to go out of town this afternoon.
Inc elderly man then took the stand.
He
gave his name as John Daniels, a dry goods
merchant at Eighth street, on Broadway.
Ex Senator Grady conducted the examination for the defence, and tried to show
by
his witness that the Broadway road was a
beuefit to the city, but all questions on that
score were ruled out as
incompetent, and the
witness was dismissed.
'vas recalled.
He swore he signed
I,,uff.y
las bail bond without knowing what it wras
and acknow ledged his signature before Recorder Smyth in the same way.
He was too
excited to notice. Mr. Martine had not told
turn that he had a paper
fully implicating
the witness in the Thirty-fourth street railway bribery business, ai least as far as the
witness could remember. He had paid Fullgraff $2000 for his share in the Thirty-fourth
street case, or about that amount.
Witness
said Mr. Nieol wrote out a statement of what
he (Duffy) would testify against
McQuade,
and that he (Duffy) had seen a similar statenieut
for Fullgraff.
Witness said
prepared
Mr. Nicoll had drawn up a second
statement,

including Fullgraff’s testimony.

Witness

the first statement, but not the
second. After his second arrest, witness
met Mr. Nicoll three times at police headquarters, and twice at Mr. Nicoll’s house.
No threats were ever made to witness. Mr.
Nicoll promised witness exemption of: prosecution on condition of turniug state’s evi*
uciicc.
h luiBss
imu nor uoue
anytmng else
very bud during 1884. Ue was reminded of
the
street job, for which he
was
to distribute among the aldcremployed
meu.
He admitted the charge and said he
had paid the money to Fullgraff,
although
there was uo agreement to do so.
Mr. Newcomb, having succeeded in mixing up the little “boodler” more tnan on the
occasion Juf his arrest, desisted, and Mr.
Nicoll resumed the redirect examination to
restore the credit of his witness. The whole
story was carefully repeated again.
“Now, Mr. Huffy,” continued Mr. Nicoll
“1 want you to tell the jury what induced
you to become State’s evidence.”
“I done it to keep the load off
my shoulders and off the heads of my
family. The
knew very well that this thing had
people
been done, and my conscience troubled me
so that I couldn’t sleep at
night, 1 am a
broken-down man with all this money. Kemorseis killing me.”
“You did not feel this weight on your
shoulders, did you. until after your arrest
the second time?”
“Well I don’t know; I knew it was

signed

Thirty-fourth

wrong.”

“VVlien did you receive your money from
the Broadway company?”
“I don’t remember.”
“Had you received it when you went out
of office?”
“Yes, 1 had."
“Hid you receive it before or after you
met McQuade on the steps of the City Hall?”
“Ido not remember.”;
“What was said at that meeting?”
“I asked McQuade if he got his money and
lie replied “All right.”
This concluded Huffy’s examination. Mr.
Huffy left the stand, and as soon as he got to
the door his emotion all vanished. He smilingly picked up his hat, motioned to his son,
who had been sitting iu a corner, and went
over for luncheon on Broadway.
As he
through the corridor the political
passed
heelers who had been refused admissiou
hissed and jeered at him. Several central
office detectives surrounded Mr. Huffy for

protection.

Mr. Nicoll offered the defence an opportunity to cross-examine Fullgraff upon the
question of what political significance was
attached to the combination of thirteen, hut
Mr. Newcombe declined to ask him any
questions. He intimated that he would
have endeavored to show by Fullgraff that a
political scheme was behind his confesslou

if lie had been nprmittpri tn
him cm.i.
questions as lie deemed advisable. In view
of tlie fact that Fullgraff 1ms bad all night to
post himself, he would not touch upon the
matter at all.
Mr. Martine then announced that the case
of the people was closed.
Recess was then taken, and Mrs. McQuade
came into the court room to see her husband.
They chatted together, and it was apparent
from her demeanor that she feared the worst.
As soon as the jury had retired and
quiet
was
restored, Clerk Hall called out:
“Charles H. Reilly, on bail, to the bar."
Re:lly stood up smiling, and ex-Judge Nelson J. Waterbary stood beside him.
The
District Attorney said lie would move for
Reilly s trial on Nov. ‘.nth, and Judge Waterbary said be would be ready. James O’Neil
was then called, !md Mr. Newcombe was
named as his counsel.
The District Attorney said that, as the date ne wished to move
for was in another term of the
court, he
would give the other side notice that the trial
would he moved for Dec. 13, and the trial of
1 bourns Cleary for Dec. 22.
M r. Newcombe
is counsel for
Cleary. The recorder suggested that as soon as
trial
was over it
Keilly’s
would be well to proceed with
O’Neil’s, and
then follow with Cleary.
The District Attorney agreed, and gave notice to that .effect.
Brutal Assault on a Massachusetts
Man.

Malijen, Mass., Nov. 20,-Last night

a

young man named George Elms drove up to
the house of Mr. Bertram, at
Maplewood,
with the intention of taking Mrs. Bertram to
ride, .lie was refused
when he
admittance,
burst lu the door and
brutally assaulted Mr.
Bertram, kicking him in the abdomen and

otherwise seriously maltreating him, and
leaving him unconscious. His condition is
doubtfu .. EJms was arrested this forenoon
and hdd in 85,000 tolawait the result of the
victim s

injuries.

A Woman Tried for

BruLiNOTON, Yt.,

Forgery.

The trial of
Noy.20.Miss Jennie .Saxton for
forging the name of

Mr. Mason to two orders for

respectively,

was
were

8500 and 8«00
begun today. Miss Saxton

and Mason
in court.
C
F Ward
treasurer of the Savings Bank, was the first
witness and testified
substantially as has
been published regarding the presentation of
the order at the bank.

Charged with Murder.
Portsmouth, N. H Nov. 20.-Mary A.
(. rowley, who was so
severely burned recently by her husband’s pouring kerosene oil
"
Satu
it“dM?husband

her clothing and lighting
day morning of her injuries. The
Daniel Crowley, will be arraigned
afternoon on charge of murder.
on

A

Mill

Saturday

Superintendent Resigns His
Position.

Chicago, Nov. 20.—The marine losses

FROM WASHINGTON.

Light Cranlte Preferred.
Washington, Nov. 20.—There Is a fair
prospect that one of the New England quar-

ries will obtain the contract for the stone for
the new national library building, which
will be a fine thing for whoever gets it. The
value of the stone, when delivered, will be
more than $500,000.
The library commissioners have not yet determined what sort of
stone they will use. but they are reported
to be in favor of the lightest-colored granite
that is to be had, and this, as is well known,
comes from Maine and Massachusetts quarries. Gov. Bodwell of Maine, who has one
of the largest quarries in the country, was
here the other day to look into the matter.
The commissioners will obtain samples of
all the best stone of different kinds in this
country. It is said that there are, in fact,
only two quarries In the country that are
capable of turning out the stone necessary
in the construction of this building. The
Indiana oolitic stone is thought to be too
soft for the purpose, and it is not desired to
have another marble buildiDg so near the
The probability is therefore, at
capitol.
present strongly in favor of New England

granite.

Postmasters Appointed.
The Postmaster General has appointed the
following named fourth class Postmasters:
mm-miuiec,

JlUIIUU&f,

Cutting, Jr., Weaton,

MUSS.

;

U.

W

Mass.

Postmasters Commissioned,
Gen. John M. V. Corse, recently
appointed
postmaster at Boston, has received fifs commission and will assume the duties of his
office December 1st.

Harrity

All

Right.

Postmaster Harrity and Representative
Randall had an interview with Postmaster
General Vilas today, at which they urged
that the recommendations of the
inspectors,
of increases and other changes in the clerical force of the Philadelphia
post office, be
carried out. The Postmaster Genera) promised to consider the requests. He is formulating a new plan for distributing clerical
allowances among all the leading postofflces,
so as to make the distribution more
equable.

He took occasion to assure Harrity that he
had his confidence, and that his administration of the Philadelphia post office now had
his approval.
Entitled to Two Salaries.
First Comptroller Durham said today, that
while he had not decided the question, he
was of opiuion that Hon. S. S. Cox was entitled to compensation as a member of Congress from the time the salary of his predecessor
ceased, notwithstanding the fact
that he has already received compensation
as United States minister at
Constantinople

during the

same

period.

Lieut. Schuetze Entitled to Sea Pay.
Second Comptroller Maynard has made a
decision that Lieut. Win. H. Sclietze, United
States Navy, is entitled to the highest late
of sea pay attached to his grade for the
period he was engaged in the search for
Lieut. Chlpp and party on the Lena delta
«idv

mine;

rugilKru

111

tiuuspuriiug

remains of Lieut. Com. DeLong aud
associates from Northern Siberia to
United States.

lll«

his
tbe

The Postmaster Ceneral's Report.
Following is an abstract of the Postmaster General’s annual report: No statistical account is maintained in the United
States of the
Quantity, in weight or number
of pieces, of domestic mails; but, from the
number of postal cards, stamps, and pieces
of stamped paper sold to the public, it may
lie unquestionably affirmed that the mail
matter handled by our postal service greatly
outweighs and outnumbers that of any other

postal system.

Trustworthy

estimates place

the number of letters mailed during last
year at 100,000,000 more tl:a were mailed in
Great Britain, long the leudiug letter-writing nation, and nearly that number more
than were mailed in Germany, France and
Austria combined. Excluding Germany, it
is thought that all other postal uuiun conn
tries do not altogether carry so many newspapers in their mails as did ours last year.
Of all pieces of matter mailed, the proportion to each inhabitant of the United States
is estimated at 06, of Great Britain at 57, of
Germany at 19.
On tbe 1st of October the total number of
post offices in the country was 54,157, of
which 51.806 were of the fourth class and
2,291 Presidential; the latter standing 75 in
the first, 400 in tlie second, and 1,810 in the
third class. Adding the stations, the total
number was 54,654. Ou the same date the
number of money order offices and stations
reached 7,863.
The appointments of postmasters during
tlie last fiscal year numbered altogether 22,747; of which 9,112 were made to fill vacancies occasioned by resignations or expired
commissions, 587 to vacancies caused by
death, 3,482 on the establishment of new
offices, aud 9,560 upon removals. Of tiie
total number of appointments, 1,039 were
made by tlie President, the vacancies having
occurred from the following causes, respectively, viz; By expiration of commis-

468; by resignations, 253; by death, 24;
by removals or suspensions, 247; and to

sion,

offices which had been assigned from the
fourth to the third class. 47.
During the year there has been an increase
of 483 letter carriers, making a total number
of 4.841.
The cost of the carrier system rose by the
amount of $326,354.15, or 8.18 per cent, to a
total sum of $4,312,306.70.
This, however,
was over $220,000 less than the estimates of
the department, and within the appropriation of $4,485,000 by *172,603.30.
The number of pieces of mail matter,
counting collections anil deliveries, handled
by the carriers duriug tlie year, was 1,949,520,599, ail increase over the previous year of
204,983,186, or 11.75 per cent, while the earrivio

luvn/novu

out u.w

pci

1.1 in in miuiucii

The amount of postage on local matter is
reported at $5,8;®,242.07; an increase of
$558,518.87, or 10.57 per cent, on tlie previous
year; while the excess of such postage over
the cost of tile service was $1,026,936.27; a
gain o, $232,165.72, or 17.93 per cent.
The money order system has been conducted during the past year in accordance with
its well-established methods aud with cusIt was extended to
tomary efficiency.
311
additional
while
offices,
post
The special delivery service was instituted
under authority of the act of March 3, 1885,
and put in operation on the 1st day of October, this year. The act limited the service to
free delivery offices and such others as served
with ajpopulation of 4000or more; and
places
its privileges were thus operative at but 555

postoffices.
Taking the full year of the system, the
ninouut of fees paid for special delivery is
returns received
at $84,784.42,
put by the
leaving a gross profit to the government oi
$27,097.58; figures approximately, though not

nicely,

accurate.
The annual cost of

transporting

the mails
$29,073,328.56. During the past year the
increase in the cost of the service over 1885
is shown by the following items:
For postmasters' compensation, $104,329.34; for clerks in postoffices, $103,810.28; foi
free delivery service, $326,314.15; for railroai
transportation,$591,088.07; for railway postal
clerk,
$221,568.57; for star route service
$49,197.19; for stamped envelopes and wrappers, $66,269.48; for foregn mall transporta
tlon, $33,466.89; aud for special delivery ser
was

vice, $67,652.14.

Letter-sheet envelopes have long been au
thorized by statute, and Postmaster-Genera
ilowe attempted their introduction in 188:
by making a contract with the owner of on»
of the many patents. The contractor failed
to perform, and no further steps were taken
to provide them until last year. A contracl
was made in October.
Issues began in August of this year am:
the envelope appears to liud popular favor
The earlier manufactures were defective in
the quality of paper and in the gumming,
but the later articles are more satlsfoctory,
The demand appears to increase, and the is
sue to tlie 1st of November instant amount
to nearly three millions in number.
The total number of pieces received at tin
dead letter office was 5,023,745. Letters t<
the number of 12,138 containing money ag
gregating $21,732, besides 18,105 letters con
tabling drafts, checks, or other instrument.for the payment of money of the total fact
value of $1,121,154 74 were delivered to tht
The revenue derived from deac
owners.
letters which could not be restored to own
ers, and from auction sale of unclaimed par
cels, amounted to $8,879.29.

Boston, Nov. 21.—In obedience to the recent decision of the Supreme Court, and the
consequent order of the police commissioner*
all barber shops, apothecary and cigar store*
in the city were supposed to be closed to-day,
although there were many evasions of the
law. The attempted enforeement of the old
Sunday blue laws caused no little inconveulenee and discomfort tothe general public, although there was a ludicrous as well
as.serious side of the case. Odc Tremont
street apothecary store was the object of
considerable luteri-st, the proprietor having
shown his displeasure by draping his soda
water tumblers, bottles, etc., with
crape,
while in the centre of the large window lay
a
copy of the revised statutes also
draped and open at chapter U8 which relates to the “observance of the Lord’s l)av.“
In this, as well as iu other, apothecary
stores were posted humorous notes giving
the reasons for being closed.
Many cigar
stores connected with the hotels were kept
open all day and some of the down-town
confectionery stores were also open. The
closing of the barber sheps was felt most
at the hotels, and many complaints
keenly
were h«ird.
In some of the hotels, the barliers, instead of opening the shop, took private rooms up stairs,
and there shaved
in others ttiey were
guests of the house,
closed
but the
ostensibly
guests were
admitted
cards
from
the
office.
by
At police headquarters U was ascertained
that no special effort was made to hnve the
laws enforced by nutt'ng on extra officers.
Officers were given instructions not to arrest
any man who persisted in keeping his shop
open, nor to close his shop. Therefore, in
order to test the law some complaints will
have to be made before a case can be brought
up, and it is probable several parties will be
brought into court before tbe end of the
week.
MIND
The Wonderful
Mr.

Mass.,

Nov.

20— Jnsenh
Stone, superintendent of the Tower Pacific
Mills has resigned, to take effect
January
1st. Mr. Stone has been superintendent
d
t
f
the Tower Pacific Mill six years.

Death of a New York Congressman
Elmiua, N. V., Nov. 2o.—Hun. Join
Amur, Jr., member of Congress and a mil
llonalro banker, died at home in this city
this morning, aged 56 years.

by

In Boston.

Boston, Nov. 20.—Mr. W. Irving Bishop,
the thought reader, who has exhibited his
wonderful powers before many of the royal
families of Europe, gave a public exhibition
at Hotel Vendome this afternoon, for the
sum, ui ueiuoiismuiua mat psybe made a powerfuF agency in
the detection of crime.
That the announcement of the proposed exhibition made early
in the week attracted the attention and interest of learned men, was shown by the
pr**sence of such men as Dr. Oliver Wendell
llolines, Dr. Carroll C. Everett, Rev. Dr.
Brooke Hereford, Rev. Minot Savage, Mayor
O'Brien, ex-Mayor Green, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, I’rof. William James of Harvard, Editor Aldrich, of the Atlantic Monthly, Col. T. W. Higginson, E. Carrigan of tlie
State Board of Education, Prof. T. S. Perry,
Hon. John E. Fitzgerald, Mr. Dexter Smith,
and a large number of others prominent in
literary and scientific circles.
The tests
were made in tlie large dining room of the
hotel.
Numerous laaies were among the
spectators. All of the tests were successful.
The first une was the detection of a supposed
Mr. Bishop was conveyed to a
murderer.
distant part of the hotel, and blindfolded.
his
absence Rev. James Freeman
During
Clarke pretended to stab Rev. Dr. Brooke
Hereford, and theu hide the knife under a
pile of coats in an adjoining room. Bishop
was then brought in, and in a short time not
only picked out the supposed murderer, but
went directly to the adjoining room, found
the knife, and returning to the company reenacted the supposed tragedy, placing the
point of the knife directly‘on the spot
where it was supposed to have entered the
victim’s body. Other tests, such as marking
upon a blackboard numbers of hank notes
which several of the gentlemen present had
fixed in their minds followed. One of the
most remarkable tests was tlie following:
Mr. Bishop seated himself at a Piano, with a
blackboard
behind
him.
Mr.
Whitthe
ney,
singer, then wrote upon
the blackboard a little of an aria in
II Trovatore, which aria was at once played
upon the instrument by Mr. Bishop. The
most wonderlul test, and which concluded
the exhibition, was the following: A comvuiuoM-,

no

chology cau

mittee consisting of Mayor O’Brien, exMayor Green, Rev. Dr. Savage and Dr. Martin Prince drove away from the hotel in a
carriage, and returning in twenty mluutes,
reported tliat they had hidden an opal scarf
piu, supposed to have been stolen, somewhere within a radius of oue mile from the
hotel. Mr. Bishop, after aunouncing that he
would recover the pin and restore it to its
owner, left the hotel securely blindfolded,
and with his head enveloped in a black silk
sack, through which he could not possibly
see.
He was accompanied by the committee
•have mentioned, to whom lie was attached
by a thin copper wire, which was passed
from wrist to wrist. Tills, he explained, was
device to
keep the minds of the
committee upon the subject The party entered a carriage and Mr.
Bishop took
the reins, driving off at a sharp pace.
uougn ausoiuteiy unauie to

gumetne Horses

by sight, Mr. bishop drove with accuracy,
avoiding other teams, and turning corners as
correctly as any Jehu could have dune. He
drove for half mile, made several abrupt
turns and finally stopped in front of the
residence of Dr. Harold Williams, No. 225
Marlboro street- Here he dismounted, ran
across the lawn to the front door, rang the
bell, and when admitted ran up stairs to a
room on the second floor, went
directly to
the fire place, and from under a pile of shavin
the
ings
grate drew forth the pin. The
party then re-entered the carriage and Mr.
drove back to the Vcndomo. He
Bishop
went directly to Mr. Kimball, the owner of
the pin, who stood among the crowd of gentlemeu, and restored the jewel to him. He
then released from his blindfold condition and heartily congratulated on the success of his exhibition.
The high character
of the gentlemen who assisted in the exhibition Is a suflieieut warrant that there was
no collusion and that the tests showed conclusively tlie genuinity of the marvelous
Mr. bishop ex
power of the mfod reader.
plained that ho had devoted eighteen years
to the study of psychology ana denied the
assistance ui any supernatural power or
agency.
was

The Preparations

for the

Russian Consuls Leave Bulgaria.
Sofia, Nov. 20.—All the Russian consuls
have left Bulgaria. The French consul here
will protect Russian subjects, the German
consul having refused to do so.

Socialist Demonstration.

London, Nov. 20.-Socialists marched today from fifteen outlying poiuts to Trafal .a
Square. The various bodies were beaded
by bands of music and the paraders carried
banners bearing incendiary inscriptions.

Among the mottoes were
”Bv heavens our
are worth fighting for/’ and “Work
for all, over-work for none.” Several arrests
were made for obstructing the streets, stealing and fighting, but there was no serious
trouble.

rights

Captured by Canadians.
N. S., Nov. 20.—A special from
The cruiser Gen.
St. John. N. B., says:

Halifax,

Middleton arrived here today.
Commander
McLean reports capturing
two American
fi-hlug boats in St. Andrew’s hay vtNterday.
They had been sailing under Canadian fishing licenses. Their papers were confiscated
and they were granted freedom. It is alleged
that a number of American fishing vessels
have been sailing under Canadiau licenses,
and. In addition to taking our fish, have applied forand received fishing bouuty from
the Dominion. The inspectors of customs
for New Brunswick is making Inquiries into
the matter.
the

Wreckage.

Fbankfobt, Mich., Nov. 21.—The shore
was crowded to-day with a force of men engaged in overhauling wreckage in search of
oodles from the recent wreck. Thus far only
one has been found, supposed to be Win.
Connors of Sand Beach, leaving 13 yet to he
A survivor, Charles Anes, inrecovered.
sists that he saw a
small steam barge
founder. Fear is expressed that it may be
the steam barge Hattie B. Pereue of South
Haven. The l’erene carried a crew of 12
men and was commanded
by her owner,
Capt. John Perene.

Burial of

Ex'Prasldent Arthur.
Nkw Yokk, Nov. 20.—After the choral
funeral service in the Church of the Heavenbest, on Monday, the family of ex-Presily
deut Arthur, the pall bearers and the immediate friends will b« conveyed by special
train, provided by Mr. Chauacey M. Depew.
to Albany shortly in advance of the 10.30
train, which will bearthe body. At Albany,
bishop Doune will perform the burial service.
Messrs. Gresham, Lincoln,
Hatton and
Chandler, members of Mr. Arthur’ cabinet,
were amoug the callers at the deceased President’s residence this afternoon, and accepted the invitation to act as pull bearers.
umyaiviiv* wcreinrauwi iroiu .nmgo Samuel B latch ford. stating that Chief Justice
Wuite, Justice Harlan, Justice Gray au<l
himself would attend the funeral.
In response to various offers of different
organizations to join in the cortege in uni
form or otherwise, Mr. McMIchael says that,
appreciating the courtesy of these (tiers, lie
still is obliged to add that, in order to prevent the obsequies pf the ex-President from
assuming an appearance of display, it lias
been decided not to accept the tender of the
formal participation of auy military or civic
organization, as there is to be no parade, the
funeral being private. No provision will be
made for the carrying to Albany of any person other than members of the family and
the pall bearers.
No committee or delegations of any kind will accompany the body,
which w ill be taken by rail directly to the
cemetery beyond Albany, where the interment takes place.
Speaker Carlisle has designated the following representatives as a committee to represent the House at the funeral of ex-President Arthur: Frank Hiseoek (chairman).
A. S. Hewitt, W. I). Kelley, VV. M. Springer,
Thomas B. lteed, Olin Wellborn, W. W.
Phelps, C. C. Matsou, John D. Long, Daniel Ermoutrout, Kobert K. flitt, Beriah Wilkins and John T. Heard.

MACKEREL.
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MAY BLOSSOM.

in his latest characterization, that of Uncle
Bartlett in the charming play of May BlosWhen the piece was presented here
som.
before, it will be remembered Mr. Maginley
delighted everyone with his assumption of
the character of Tom Blossom.
Uriminer’s orchestra will play the follow
ing programme Monday and Tuesday evenings :

Eureka.Kiugleben

THE Y. M- C. A. COURSE.

following will be the programme:
Legends.Mohrtng
Quartette.

Sodennaau
Wedding March.
Quartette.
Church Choir Service (Harmunica).
Prof. Kyerson.
Schubert's Serenade.Schubert

Quartette.

Song (selected).
.Miss olhvier.
Humorous Selection.
Prof. Kyerson
Kobln Adair.Raymond
Quartette.

Song (selected).

Miss Kaula.
The Temperance Sermon.
Prof. Kyerson.
The Long Day Closes.Sullivan
Quartette.
Duet—May ing.tali b
Misses Olhvier and Whiteombe.
Ave Marla...Abt

Quartette.
'tlNCLK TOM'8 CABIN
a ttv

large audiences
vuiiuivu

fioiv

to

City lfallSatur-

»!(,»* nv*
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lailj

with the dolls that were presented them. The
little Williams girls as Topsy and Eva were
very good, and the male quartette singing
much liked.
THE SYMPHONY CONCERT.
Good seats still remain at Stockbrdge’s
for the concert to be given In the course by
the celebrated Boston Symphony orchestra
next Wednesday evening.
The fact that
Mine. Trebelll-Bettlni, the great English
contralto, will be the vocalist of the evening,
is one attention of the great importance by it*
self.

wo
asm

JAMES AND WAINWJUGHT.

THE STATE.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

a

WALDO

against 330,033.barrels for the same tune last
year, and 122,187 barrels in 1881. These figbarrels

as

compared with last year. The reduction ol
the catch was entirely due to the failure ol
the lishiug along the American shores. Th<
following statement will show wliero the
mackerel have been caught for several years
past:
Catch l-y Catch by Catch
Shore il’t. N Bay li t. Total

470 301,061
1881.31)1,187
188-2.878,803
378, *0£
1883.
108,010 28,000 228,08
1884.468,430 10,837 478,071
1886.302,271 27,672 320.04!
1880
15.080 04, 52
80,231
It will be seen from the above that tin
catch of mackerel tills year in what an
called Provincial waters Is far ahead of an)
since 1881.
So much for the vigilance ol
Canadian cruisers.

firebug

COUNTY.

There are twenty-live case* of army Itch at
Belfast.
Mr. Edward Davis of Buruham, has just
received

u little school of German carp
from
Washington, D. C. Mr. Davis will at unce
fit up a pond of about half an acre, where he
intends to breed this fish.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

adjourned town meeting at Eastport
Tuesday, tin* town voted to authorize the seAt an

lectmen and committee of citizens appointed
to act with them, to make a contract with remum

hi

ioi

nu uuiuuiik

ii'H

r.\i

rniiu^

$•■*>«> per annum, for supply of water for lire
protection. Including (io non-freezing hydrants, says the Sentinel.
YOltK

COUNTY.

The Blddeford Times is to make its weekly edition better than ever bv enlarging It to
eight pages.
The Deatn

Rate.

The whole number of deaths in the city for
week was 0, from the
last
following
causes:
-wards-

Diseases.
Accident

1

Consumption—.....
Uenrral debility.
l.iver (Kupture of)..

1-1---l
1

2

3

4

5

B

7 Total.
1

Old age.
Pneumonia.

Hcarlet (ever.
Water on brain.

-----------

____.1_
1
1
_1
_

Ti..;-.*

If Christ

cultivating Charles Kingsley's enthus!-'—

for humanity? To have an answer to
these questions we need not subject ourselves to a process of self analysis, ff
any
character, however good or great, la dominating our religious life, so that in all our
searching after God and our service of Him
we are directed and moulded
by thatcharac
ter, we may be sure that we are n„t wholly
ourselves, and so not wholly genuine. Only
one character should dominate
us, and its
rule is |ierf«ct freedom.
Ueligiou* biographies are useful If used with due indepernicious if made spiritual hand
pendence;
books. The temptation to try to be like a
(n
order that we may la* as good
good man,
as lie, is most seductive to some natures.
If
yielded to, it leads to the delusion that we
are acquiring tne gootiuess ol our exemplar,
when we are only gaining his mannerisms.
We shall not yield to it if we let Christ have
Ills own way io us.
This truth we may say in rinsing connects
ourselves closely with our hope
of the
future, as well as with our present duty. It
vlvitie.-. our faith in immortality. For it
assures that what we are here ia our separateness, we are to be always. This is the
distinctive feature of a Christian faith In
immortality, its inwardness, iis conception
of the unseen future, not as a dwelling in
external spender, but as the possession of
every character wrought out here in service
and conltict. Us keynote is, “We know not
what we shall be but we know that we shall
lie like Him.” Each like him In his own
capacity of
resembling him; each reflecting his own ray from thut central light.
We
know
that
we
are
most truly
ourselves
when
most like
Hiui.
And so we believe that we shall lie
more
ourselves then In being more like
truly
Him.
Moses and Ellas, nu the Mount of
Transfiguration were the great iaw-giver
and the great prophet.
That which was
clorious in each during, the earthly state
shone out more grandly In the new brightness.
Paul, John and Peter wear the old
manhood, purified and perfected
The glory
of the heavenly society consists largely in
the varied beauty of its manifold characters.
Those souls which we have seen taking on
distinct and individual beauty will wear that
beauty forever.

The tickets will be ready to-morrow at the
theatre box office for the performances at
Portland Theatre Thanksgiving afternoon,
evening and Friday evening by L> lis James,
one of the leading actors of the
American
stage to-day, and Miss Wainwi lit. It is
euought to mention the fact of tl ,r engagement to ensure a full house.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Dover people think there is

I...

had wished them to have military power he
would hare given it to them.
lie did nut
give it to them for He kuew that they would
not use it without undolug His work in
human character.
And there must be freedom to study its
truth, and apply it to conduct.
There is of course a standard of Christian
truth. Creeds are necessary. Individualism
is unchristian, for it means discord. The
church
requires a union, not iu belief,
merely, but in Ufe, of which belief is an
important element. In order to
express and
maintain this union it has to state its beliefs
and make provision for having them inculcated. But Christ has set before U the
problem of so doing this as not to repress the
spiritual Ufe, which it may easily do bv
checking Christian thought. The solution of
the
problem we are Hading out lies
in simplifying creeds (not
abolishing them),
s* that they contain but the
great historical
verities of the Christian faith, and in making uinch of scripture—scripture not interpreted to meet the claims of some theory of
inspiration, but interpreted In obedience to
the inspired writer and the inspiring spirit.
Before tlie problem Is solved it will be found
that there is a
peril in allowiug Christians to
Hud God’s truth for themselves in scripture.
But we have already found that there to a
greater peril in refusing them the right to do
so; that every mind forbidden to think, and
allowed only to assent to statements of belief, becomes torpid, and presently a reaction into unbelief sets in.
We may profitably apply this test of
Christ’s work in us and through us. Are
we natural in our life?
Do we pray our own
prayers? Do we think our own thoughts
about Christ? Does all our religious speculation grow up in us?
Or are we in our
walk with our Master partly ourselves and
some eminent Christian whom we
partly
have read o(? Are we trying to have some
of David Uralnerd’s penitence? And are

The third entertainment in the Y. M. C. A.
course will be given at City Hall this evening by the Ladies’ Schubert Quartette and
the celebrated Prof. L. L. Kyerson. The

mwj

i>ru»..n/la

their character and spiritual gifts.

Wallzes—Brunette and Blonde.Wa.dteulel
Patrol—Bandits (uew).Schultz
Galop—Kille.
Farmer

drew two

tpiichnur

We ask
whether a
church organization should take men and
women out of society and out of
family life,
and devote them to a most monotonous ami
cramping religious routine. Xoloo far as any
system makes a man or woman a mere unit
amoug other units, its
influence is not
l hrist s. He did not Intend that his servants should enslave themselves in order to
make others free. He saw the spirit of freedom should only come through enfranchised
souls and so he so planned bTs kingdom that
each unit of power in it should be the
proforce of a free human personality.
pulsive
He did not organize or tell Ills followers to
organize a society which should put control
and responsibility Into a governing board or
executive head. He never intended that his
atmy shouid be subject to strict regimental
drill. The Apostles were not officers commanding the church. All the authority they
had was a spiritual authority
coming out of

To-night and to-morrow uight Mr. Ben
Maginley will appear at Portland Theatre

Overture-

nr

the work of Christ.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

t
2
1
1
i
1

RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTKS.

l

1

i

:

There is

rumor that the new )<ne into
means a route from Dexter to Mla

Aroostook
lo, Katahdiu Iron Works, and Mt. Katahdln
Patten, in Aroostook county, thus open1 1 1
T1 4
Total.
lT \
the best portions of Maine,
ing
j and up one ofInto
reach of the public the
!
bringing
ITEMS FROM RICHMOND.
i Katahdln region.
The Camden Herald Is talking ol a railroad from Camden through Hock port. West
Our Richmond correspondent writes: The
annual meeting of the Keunebec Association ! Camden, South Hope, fjnlou, Washington,
and Winslow, to connect with
Somerville,
of llniversalists closed Thursday afternoon | the Maine < eutral at
Augusta.
|
after a satisfactory two day’s session.
Cadets' Ball.
Sneak thieves are operating quite exten_____

lo

There is

SUBURBAN NEWS.
BOWERY BEACH.

The fleet are nearly ail in, and only 141
barrels were lauded at all ports lor the week.
The total catch to date is 80,232 barre is

show a decrease' of 250.000

£**in

a9lllU||*

yesterday for New York, to attend the
funeral of the late ex-Presideut Arthur.
ton

Caught.

ures

Christ s likeness.
In conclusion Professor Mneks spoke as
follows: "We have gained a test of any sys-

President Cleveland, members of the Cab‘uv»,

sively here.
Have

had to the service of Christ.
judge of church government in
the light of this truth. No system of church
polity is to come between the personal conviction of the individual aud Christ. Is
there then no standard of truth * Yes! out
the true belie! must be freely held, and liberty in non-essentials must be granted and no
one human character is to
dominate us- if
we are Imitators, we shall fail of true
Individuality. If we are to become like Christ
m the Heavenly life, it will not be
sacriby
ficing our own natural individuality, but «e
shall preserve that, and yet grow into

The
Chicago are plotting to burn the city.
police captain, howaver, says he has no fear
of anything happening at present.

among them.

Where

a* he
(flit*
VV e have to

CENERAL NEWS.

There is

tha

At State street church
yesterday Professor
E. Y. Ilincks, D. D„ one of the Are
professors of Andover who are
charged with teachdoctrines
at variance with the creed
ing
prescribed by the founders of the Seminary,
preached from the text in 1st Cor., 12: 4-11—
“Dividing to every man severally as he will,’*
&c.
The preacher said that the apostle
sought to describe the varied workings of the
spirit. The church ought to acknowledge
the Individuality of Christian endowments.
The spirit endowed with certain gifts those
whose natural powers were In the line of
those gifts. Spiritual gifts from God follow
the individual characteristics of the receivers. We should expect this from tha
part which individuality plays in human life.
The originality of genius is the source of
its unique charm. A man who has much to
give his fellow men must have a creative and
Paul showed his own
independent mind.
natural character and mental idiosyncrasy in
his presentation of the gospel to his hearers,
t he Inspired truth in his writings gets additional potency from the personality of the
writer
It was so with Peter. He,
quick,
impulsive, but strong also, expressed himself in his work and impressed the
type of
his
“Poo
teaching.
.1 likewise
„,cha"l<'t*r
John
gives in his wiitiogsthe strong
impress of his loving yet fervid character.
As God brings men into the church he uses
them In their Individuality as he used Luther
and Edwards to influence the world in favor
of the truth, and to lay It* foundations broad
aud deep in the human heart, llefore a man
liuds Christ he must find himself.
Luther,
before he became a reformer, had to awake
to know the nature which God gave him.
Moody learned his peculiar power as soon as
be was converted; Wesley found bis when
he broke away from the established church;
Win. E. Dodge was effective by giving such

The ice men on the Penobscot are menioraliztng the mill men to keep the sawdust out
of the river.

READY FOR THE TOMB.

...

Lawkence,

Exhibition Given

Bishop

London, Not. 20.—News has been received here of a disastrous fire in the town
of Tonds, on the Pasig river, opposite
Manila, in the island of Luzon, the largest
of the Pbillippine group. One thousand
houses were burned.

Searching

READINC.

Within

Governing Boards Not Contemplated
by the Scripture*.

Demonstration In London.

of Things.

sus-

tained during the storm of Wednesday and
Thursday last, show thirty vessels lost oi
damaged and thirty-seven lives sacrificed.
The total loss to shipping is $724,100.
The Inter-Ocean's Washburn, Wts., special confirms the loss of the Lucerne with all
on board.
The special says: News has jusl
been received here that steamer Lucerne,
which left here last Monday evening, with a
cargo of ore for Cleveland, has gone to the
bottom of Lake Superior with all on board.
Steamer 15. Barker started in search at once.
She had only gone a few miles when the
spars of a vessel were seen just above the
water about a mile south and about ten miles
from this eity.
Three men were found iaslipd in the rigging. They were cut loose and brought to
this city. One is recognized as
being the
second mate. The vessel is lying in forty
feet of water. The bodies were covered
with from one to six inches of ice.

7,

Order

Individuality

SPEAKS.

Line* of Creod.

No Serious Trouble at the Socialist

Loss

$724,100.

New

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(NoV. 21, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations takeu at the same moment ui time
at all stations.

SILK,

Board

MORNING,

terday.

~

favorite with many kniiter«.

Bath

The indications for New England are genBath, Nov. 20.—A banquet was tendered
erally fair weather, slightly warmer, varia- tonight at the Sagadahoc by the Bath Board
ble Winds.
SeuaI of Trade to the Maine Congressmen.

"J

A

the

warmer.

Plate ot

KNITTING

Meeting of

Senator Frye, Congressmen Dlngley
and BOutalle Present as Cuests.

fair weather

THE

Trade.

WtATHER.

and Vermont are

FITZGERALD’S.

KENWOOD

A

Washington, Nov. 22.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire

MONDAY

IN THE INTERESTOFSHIPPINC.
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great demand for tickets for the
tho Cadets.
The blind-fold

coming ball of

drill will bo a great feature. Each member
relies on the touch of the member by his
side, as his eyes are closely blind-folded
with thick canvas cloth. Chandler has prepared some of his choice music for the con-

\
The “siren” fog-sigual at the Cape, which
since last July has been substituted by a
whistle, has at last been set up In its new cert and danciug.
quarters, and was sounded as a thick weathThe Manchester Cadets will arrive on the
j
er sigual for the first time in the storm of
noon train tomorrow and will be met
by the
Thursday afternoon last.
1 Cadets and escorted to
the United .states
The questiou of a telephone line to this
Hotel. They will bring a large company,
place is again mooted in certain quarters, ; and the famous Fife ami
Drum corps, iwhlch
but no one seems to take the initiatory step
attracts so much attention wherever it visto procure the proper number of subscribers
to the scheme. Koine think it would be best
its. A few good seats can bo obtained at
to wait until the life-saving house Is erected,
Stockbridge's. Refreshments will be served
I hut don’t the proposition look too much like
in Reception Hall by
a motion for Indefinite
Robinson, the wellpostponement:’
A lumber-laden, water-logged schooner
known caterer.
from the eastward. In tow of a Boston tug,
The programme for the
evening is as folpassed the Cape late Saturday afternoon, go- lows:
Baud concert at 7.30 o’clock by
ing west.
C handler’s band, in which
r'oxes, ravenous, woodchuck anil mink are
six numbers will
quite numerous in the wuods aud about the be giveu; exhibition drillat 8.30 o’clock by
| seashore, aud depredations by these animals
the Portland Cadets,
comprising company
on the adjacent poultry yards are frequent
movements and manual of arms to music
and extensive. A number of woodcock have
been seen in the viciutty of late.
M.
followed by dancing at 9 o’clock.

the

press.

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 22.
read anonymous letters and common
nations. The name and address of the writer are
m all cases indispensable, not necessarily for pub
■loatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
.oirtnmntcai ions that are not used.
We do not

-£.
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STATE OF MAINE.
BY THE

JY

UOYEKNOK

proclamation.

The President of the United States, lu accordwith a custom Instituted by our forefathers,

ance

lias

appointed

Thursday, the 25th day of November,
as a day of Public
I do therefore,

Thanksgiving

and Praise.
and the consent

by the advice
of the Executive Council, recommend that the
people of the State of Maine on that day lay aside
their usual avocations, h yfully gather around the
family heartli-stoue, and thoughtfully assemble tu
their accustomed places of public worship; everywhere giving tliauks and praise to God for His
bountiful gifts and fatherly protection.
Let us as citizens^)! a highly favored State esreturn thanks to the Giver of all good for
pecially
the abundant harvest, material prosperity, religious, educational and political blessings of the
year.

Let us ho ever guided by the teachings of the
Christian Religion, and wherever an opportunity
ofTers. with open hands and generous hearts con
tribute from our abundance to the wants of the
poor and unfortunate, thus serving to make this
National Holiday a Joyous “Thanksgiving Day”
for the whole people.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
fourth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, and
of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and eleventh.
FREDERICK ROB1E.
By the Governor.
Oiumandf.l Smith, Secretary' of State.

NATIONAL THANKSCIVINC.
A Proclamation.

were making rapid progress and becoming a
Russian intrigue
powerful principality.

departure, and thereby gained anew lease of
life. Her Italian Provinces lost, she seeks
an equivalent in the southeast, and hopes to
drove him from the throne and introduced I carve a new kingdom out of the disintegratanarchy and discord. Since then the Czar ing provinces of Turkey. In pursuing this
the opposition and
through his ageuts has been seeking to re- policy, she encounters
incurs the hostility of ltussia, who regards
duce the country to a level *f a Russian deherself as the lawful heir.
pendency. Had the powers not Interfered
The conflict sure to arise sometime, may
be nearer than we think, ltussia is more
this would have been accomplished.
than
a inateh for Austria, but Austria is
If, therefore, the retirement of Kaulbars
probably backed by Germany, a far greater
and the consuls meant that Russia was to
military force than Russia. “The unspeakable Turk" must get out of Europe, retreatlet Bulgaria severely alone for the future, the
reason
to
coning into Asia, bis home. Political and soBulgarians would have every
cial progress are alike impossible under the
gratulate themselves. But it probably means (fhadly shade of the Mohammedan Upas tree,
What it means and all it especially when of the Turkish species.
no such thing.
But in almost every other direction politithat Russia has
means is probably this:
cal and social progress are both visible even
been balked for the present by the attitude
in the most distant O.-ient. Japan is rapidof England and Austria in her designs, and ly, perhaps too vapidly, oecUlenting itself.
China is turning over a new leaf. Corea,
has decided to haul off and wait a more favnations, abandons her
orable
opportunity. Meanwhile Russian the last of the hermit her
ports, and surrenexclusiveness, opeus
agbnts will probably continue to haunt Bul- ders to the ubiquitous Rnd irresistible Yangaria, sowing seeds of discord and rebellion,
kee, who now turns up with his “notions”
in every part of the habitable globe.
working to create a plausible pretext for a
To sum up—the chief points are these:
Russian protectorate over the country
(1) That the politeal progress mankind has
Russia has not abandoned its prey; it is
made is a fact patent to all. This shows the
only waiting for a more favorable opportun- capacity of the race for indefinite improvement.
(2) Political progress is everywhere
ity to pounce upon it.
followed by intellectual, moral and’ social
advancement. Never was knowledge so
widely diffused, and knowledge is power.
CURRENT COMMENT.

/‘resident of the United states.
lOhR been a custom of the people of the
.h**States
United
on a day in each year,
especially
by their Chief Execu£)r tll:lt purpose
live, to acknowledge
the goodness and mercy of
God and to luvoke ids continued care and
protecInobservance of such custom I, Grover
!
Cleveland, President of the United Stales, do heredesignate
and
by
set apart
Thursday, the 26th
day of November, instant, to he observed and
as a d*y °? thanksgiving and
prayer.
On that day let all our people foiego their accustomed employment and
assemble in their
usual plac.es of
worship to give thanks to the
Kuler of the Universe for our continued
enjoy
ment of the blessings of free government, for the
renewal of busiuess
throughout our
prosperity
land, for the return which has rewarded the labor
of those who till the soil, and for our
progress as a
in all that makes the nation great, anil
people
while we contemplate the Infinite power of God in
earthquake, flood and storm, let the grateful
hearts of those who have been shielded from harm
through His mercy be turned In sympathy and
kindness toward those who have suffered through
His vtsltatious. Let us also In the midst of our
thanksgiving remember the poor and needy witli
cheerful gifts and alms so that our service may, liy
deeds of charity, be made acceptable lu the sight
of the Lord.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be
afflard.

_GROVER CLEVELAND.

Sunset Cox’s demand for double salary apbut to be made in

THE SAWDUST GAME.

Boston Record.
The sawdust game most dreadod in Maine
is that which thickens the Kennebec and
Penobscot just as they freezing.
A SPECTACLE.

Boston .Journal.

The spectacle afforded by the thirteen
“boodle” Aldermen in New York, when in
secret caucus they voted themselves $22,000
apiece for their votes on the Broadway
franchise, discussed the question whether
they could safely stand out for $2r>,000, and
then dropped to #20,000, on finding that
money must be used to buy a few more votes,
is absolutely unique in our politics. Nothing
more brazen and shameless was ever brought
to light.
OPTIMISM VERSUS PESSIMISM.
Rev.

Dr.

Dalton’s Third
Lecture.

Saturday

What is known as the pessimistic view of
life has always had its advocates (never,
perhaps, more numerous than now) who refuse
to be comforted by the cheerful pictures of
the optimists. They contend that our sunny
landscapes are illusive and ensnaring. At
best, we arg “saved by hoi>e,” which is seldom realized, while the hard facts of life am-

ply support their view of It. Pessimism
finds its wittiest, if not its wisest, exponent
in Voltaire, who in Cnndidc satirized
opti-

mism as a dream and a delusion. But all
this is fiction. Pessimists should be satisfied
with actual life. To this, then, let us appeal. Is our boasted progress a fact or a de_
lusion? Arc we of this generation better off?
How is it in France, Voltaire's own countrv.
and what iu this regard of the French Revolution? What its effects first and last? Are

they good

or bad ?
Was it a blessing or a
to the French people and to the rest of
mankind? Doubtless the answer will de-

pears not to be a joke,
dead earnest.

curse

Isn’t it about time that Collector Stone,
who was suspended at the same time that
District Attorney Benton was and for the
same reason, was reinstated?

pend on our point of view. The old nobility will give one answer, the people, another.
Which shall we believe?
Granted that if
the one has been elevated, the other has been
correspondingly depressed. Who are the
more important, a few princes and noblemen, or the whole i>eople?
Even in England a largo party, perhaps a majority
there,
regarded the French revolution with dislike,
and many with hatred.
On the continent

Senator Vest told the President that unless
Benton was reinstated he would lose Missouri in the next national Democratic convention. Benton was reinstated immediate-

ly.

_

■IMILLUloili.

And never before was the standard of moradty so high. Crime diminishes. In London and New York alike it has diminished
15 per cent, in 15 years. There is a steady
ratio between the increase of intelligence and
the decrease of crime. The criminal classes
are mostly recruited from the ranks of the
ignorant and degraded poor. Education and

THE BEST BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD
is Prof. Hosford’a Bread

produces
It

AXtlRKHKIVT*.

BONDS !

THIRD Y. M. C. A„

Alt ETAS

Preparation, made by the only

process thnt

baking powder

a

supplies

of any nutritive value.
the nutritious and strength-giving

by the system.

£ B. 4 B.

phosphates required

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.

shortening than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.

Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

masses Rre

steadily rising,

Cook Book free.
Jv

and will continue

discount

The evils of ignorance and of hopeless, because helpless, poverty are not to endure forever. It were blasphemy to say so.
The good time is coming when there will be
enough for all, and all will have enough.
Absolute equality will never come, but in
the future there will be a far nearer approach to it than in the past.
In tills great movement for the amelioration of the masses of mankind, America leads
the van. Our fathers laid the foundations In
free schools and churches, free States federally united, making one great impregnable
power, against winch the waves of foreigu
invasion would heat in vain. The reflex influence of the Republic lias revolutionized
not only our old Mother England but our ancient ally against our Mother—Franco; and
with France, Italy and Spain; allowing both
Italy and Germany how they must be united,
if they would be prosperous at home and
strong abroad.
Thus we have illustrated and corroborated
Bishop Butler’s grand idea of the irresistito rise.

Several

fought

I EClTR

brothers’” ■»

as

NO.
NO. 2.
Including

over

and desirable, 16 2*3 per cent.

new

TRIMMING DEPARTMENT.
the new Braid Passementeries, Drop Trimmings, Fringes,
assortment of
are to be sold at 25
cent. dls-

Including all

and our elegant
count.

NO. 4.

Buttons,

per

DECORATING GOODS AND TOYS.

Including many articles suitable for Society Fairs a* 25 per cent, dls*
count. Just the time when they are wanted and at this discount the goods
are cheaper than the wholesale prices in any city.

So. 3 Free Street Illoek, Portland.

UPHOLSTERY ROODS,

Window SLaii1' Curtain Fixtures,

—

—

decorating, and which have been 25
and 37 cents each, will be put In this sale at 10 cents each.
All of these goods are to be sold for cash and will not be charged on any
account either to customers or dealers.

w.

BINDING.

QUiirsrcY’s,

FIND,

Interest Payable at tfic Maverick Nat I Bank. Boston
and bankWesterly is a wealthy manufacturing
of abo- t
an

8.‘00;
ing town. having a population
assessed valuation <>f $4,882,340: and debt of but
$00,000. It lias 8 Saving* and National banks;
10 large mills and factories; the most extensive
granite works in the country, aod excellent railway and water communication.

novl5

•<J

Exrhnage Ht.

Ev**nliiti.

iiml

ALSO AN OLD FASHIONED NI PI'EK

PORTLAND THEATRE.
IWO

NIGHTS,

Monday and Tuesday, Nor. 22 and 23.

In bis great creation of Uncle Bartlett in David
Welaneo’s Charming Comedy iYraina,

May Blessum!
Supported by

carefully selected Company with

a

Entire New Soenery and Novel Mechanical Effects.

MSTtVK
Under tlie management of
FBOU.WA8. Six mouths' run at the famous
Madison Houare Theatre, N. Y.. excelling In popularity all tne well kuowu successes.
Prices 76, 50 and 36 cents. Hale seats commences Friday, Nov. 19.
uov17dtd

PORTLAND CADETS,
ANNUAL

tbits

DRILL

CO.,
eodtf

AND

BALL,

COMPLIMENTARY TO

FORT L \ 1 D

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.

CITY HALL, Tuesday Ereulntf, Not. 23.
TICKETS .10 CIKNT0.

Reserved Heats for sale at Stockhrldge's Music
Store.
novl'j

PULLEN, CROCKER 4 CO.
Bankers and Brokers,

CANDIES.

noon

—

H. M. PAYSON &

Hall, Vlonslny After-

VI. c. A.

The Fisherman’!* Bride.

ISTEBEST ALLOWED OS DEPOSITS
eodtf
lelo

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Member* of the IV. Y. BtorL £xt linage.
Private Wire to New York a^d Boston.

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Prisons to whom the above lines do
spectacles will
appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual Imperfection which coramu
This
corneas.
improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he
defect is called ASTIGMATISMS
not
not

LMESTMEAT

SECURITIES

8th STOCKBRIDGE.
CITY

DENTIS,

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,

Nov. 24th.

Grand Festival Concert by the Boston

SYMPHONY
OKCHENTRi.

MUSICIANS.

60

60

Assisted by the World-Renowned I’rlma Donna
Contralto, from London, Eng.,

FOR SALE.

NEW YORK CORRESPOS

d4t

MME. TREBELLI BETTiNI,

Herr Wilhelm Gebicke,
Conductor.
Reserved Seats $ 1.25; Admission (1.00.
...

NUTS AND RAISINS.

Spectacles for 25
ii

The present depression in the price of Sugar has caused a corresponding decline in t|ie cost of Candy,
in consequence of which we a e enabled to offer a line of the finest Frenth
Confections never before sold at these prices.

25c. Candies for 18c. lb.

12 1-2 cents per

Wlntergreen Wafers,
Fine French Mixtures,
Cream Peppermints,
Red Rock Candy,
Cocoanut Balls,
Cream Checkermints,
Fine Mixture,
Acid Drops,
Wlntergreen Lozenges.

CANDY.
9 lbs. for $1.00.

lb.,

It is made from the best Granulated Sugar and Is a perfectly pure aud healtfulJCandv, at a remarka-

expressly for

us

from

above are the lowest prices ever made in Portland
Our Candies are made
from Caue Sugar, aud by written guarantee from the manufacturers are warranted en-

glucose and all other Injurious substances.

Taragona Almonds, 22 cents per lb.
Jordau Shelled Almonds, 50 cents per lb.

New Castanas. 12 cents per lb.

New Pecans, 15 cents per lb.
New Filberts. 15 cents per lb.
New English Walnuts, 18 cents per lb.

Mixed Nuts. 15 cents per lb.
Shell Bark Walnnts, 10 cents per quart.

Fancy Tablo Raisins, 20, 25 and 35 cents per lb.
New Figs, 10, 15,18 and 22 cents per lb.
New Dates, IO cents per lb.
Fresh Malaga Crapes, Florida Oranges and Lemons.
Solid, for Price List.
Retail Orders of $10.00 delivered free to any station within 50
miles of Portland.

585 and 587 CONGRESS STREET.
FM&W31

novlO

ff

A.

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for 1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best qual.ty, at $4.00, $5.09 and $8.
ch

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner

BIJRINEm CAKl»n.

mL LOUIS

D. M. D.

ALBUMS !

TEACHER OF PIANOEORTE,

303 M CONGRERR RTBEET,
see

my patients

novlS

ano

41 OKAY WTHKET.

dgw

DUNHAM,
I’ortland Wrhool af

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
12 EXCHANGE ST..

Mtraography.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and erenlng sessions.

—

Send for

circular.

PORTLAND ME

jeas_

JONES,

CLARK,
STREET.
WF&Mtf

TO OUR CUSTOMERS FREE.
a

...

Job Printer
Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Me.

All orders by mall or telephone promptly atended to.novlleodtf

MRS. OCT A VIA C. EMERY,
Air Cumberland Hi., will treat patients In
Christian Science, from 1 to 5 p. m., dally.
novl7

Un»

Pstsnt

Shingles.

Send for Circular, and Prloa-Uat. Pros.

E. VAN

NOORDEN

383 Harrison

&

CO.,

Ave.. Ilo.ton, Han.

eod3m

aug23

Charles

Augustus Cummings,

LOCKE A

LOCKE,

_,.No stlckimr. blistering, breaking,

or

trouble.

Stoves

Elasticity, stiffness, and gloss produced, (lives
Troy finish. Ask your grocer for STARCH INK.

that the Fox head is on every package. Made
and guaranteed by TI1K 4;ftoiM»K vox
WTAKCH t'O.. ( iiK iiiuaii, O. octSOeodlm
See

mmm sleds

~m

sleighs.

We have a flue line of

FRAME AND CLIPPER SLEDS,

NO. 41

1IOV18

and Furnaces,

Three door, weal of
Joseph A. Locke.
fet>27

STREET,
foimer
oUlcr.

Ira 8. Locke.
dtl

u<»«*_

i

BAS KET $!

9IK

PAPEH;

dim

U.TOvr«TrlsVs2.^X^,fe

Miss

Fairweatlier’s,
STREET,

They

Cf

The celebrated Gypsy Violinist

HERR RACY.Clmbalo
F. RAC*.Viol incello
VIVOS FROM AY.Director

Assisted by PROP. J. W. CHl'RCBILL,
the celebrated Elocutionist, In Dramatic
and Miscellaneous Readlngs-

Evening Tickets—Reserved, 35 and 50 cts. Admission 25 cts.; Children 16 and 26 cts.
Matinee Tickets—Reserved. 26 cts. Admission
15 cts.; Children 10 nd 16 cts.
Tickets sold at Stockbrldge's Thursday morning Nov. l*th. at 1) o’clock.
HalOarc on M c, K. K j». A E B K Ijlte
trains on G. T. R.
novlodtd

Thankhgivinff

Elegant Display

FLAVORED and
f#r ^e consumer,

the BEST SELLINU and most attractive shelf goods for the retailer.
We
haTe in stock a full line of above goods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

Dancing to commence at 8.30. Admission for
Gentlemen, $1.00. Former lady pupils admitted
without charge.
Waltz class Friday evening.
nov20Utf
THEATRE.

THANKSCUINC
Tliitiarr «a«l
AND ON

DAY.

.Yigkl,)
—

EVENINC.

LOUIS JANES.
Aim me

tseauurui ana

MARIE

Talentea

WAIAWRKiHT,

Supported hyaSuperb and well Selected Company.
Til

t.tKSUI VINW

nATIItll,

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.
rti

tititscivHic KiKtnu,

vmopjius.
FRIDAY
NICIHT,

Seats on sale Tuesday
76, 60 and 35 cents.

m<

rnlng, Nov. 23. Prices
nov2<Hlrtt

R. H. Stearns & Co. MONTGOMERY
otto

eo*13m

FAIR,

Xov. 88, 88, 84, 88, 8« and

*7.

Admission ZB cents.

darn

oct20

CITY
Owe

Week, <

HAL

.waurwi

Every Evening

iw,

dtd

L7

flewdwy, Nev. 'ill.

Wednesday and Saturday
Matinee. Engagement ol
and

D. W. HESELTINE & GO.

ATKINSON & COOK'S

Would respectfntiy announce that
they have
succeeded H. P. 8. (ioold In the
proprietorship of the well-known

STOCK CO .11 FA.AY.
First Appearance ol the Taleutcd Young American Society Favoi I o.

MISS MAUDE

DRUG AND APOTHECARY STORE,
Corner of
n°ylt*

Congress

and

Myrtle

Sts.
dt!

CARD.

“S0‘,|at?u

wl,h

m>,eIf
li. A. AxKiss(iN a Co. house
furnishers corner I earl and Middle streets,
1 shall he
Portland,
happy to meet my friends In the state of Maine at
iny new quarters.
My twenty-live years experience In the business with Walter
a (V
six of which was spent as manager Corey
In connectn^

BfPo'rtlSHmEf

with Walter I. <Srev> of
Hire Co-, warrants me fu believing that I can
fill
any order entrusted to my care to vour entire «»*
isfactlou. Assuring you That we
one of the
largest stocks of carpets chamber sets and
suits m thceoumrytn.elect from i remiln parlor

hive

_

JUST.RECE1VED.FROM CANADA

Very Respectfully,
LORENZO K, DYER.
0Ct20_
dtf

MR. EO. P. SULLIVAN.

THIRTY HORSES,
Weighing from OOO to 1400 pounds, and containing several very nice matched pairs.
NO. 81 FRANKLIN 8TREET.

Positive appearance of the well-known
Theater Comedian.

And

dlw
30LD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b.

BAILER'S

firealfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pur*
Cocoa, from which the excvnm of
Oil haw been removed. It hs* three
times the strength of Cocoa mlxod
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,

novl

eod3m

BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Maw,

Repertoire.

PEOPLE'S FOFH.tR

FKICkS.

IO, 20, and 30

cents.
Reserved Seats without extra charge;
Sale
mences Saturday morning at 9 o’clock.

com-

Monday Evening."logon,*."
Tuesday Evening. I.ilile scm'ly.
Wednesday Matinee.. Camille.

Wednesday Eveulng.I.eveawal HewerThursday Evening. Tfce i.ixly el I., ■■<•.
Friday fcvenleg. .(Hew fer IIlew.
I.ilile Em’i,
Saturday Matinee.
Saturday Night. Divorce.
Mpeeinl Nreaery lee every Flay.
Ca'clum and Electric Light effects by the New
York < alcliim Light Co.. Hosiun.
Tickets at
iiov22

Stoekbrldgo's Mils! : Store.

d2w

CIDER BARRELS.

Said by Crocers everywhere.

rttr

Boston

MR. JOHN T. CRAVEN,
a
Company ol thorough Artists,
competent
in an entire
new

MURRAY BROTHERS.

and la therefore far more economical, costing less than ons cent a
cup. It Is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily dlgeeted, and
admirably adapted for Invalid* aa
well u for person* In health.

of

BANKS,

and the Popular Leading Aetor,

Can be seen at our stables,

BASKETS.
novo

Ball !

KVKNINti, N,f. 2],

THl’KSDAV

—

are the BEST

NO. 8 ELM
And gee the

BAND,

National Orchestra from Budapest, and the following Soloist*:

FR IDAY

BASKETS.

PERFECT PURITY,
GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL^ WEIGHT.

lours

The Ladieg should all call at

EXCHANGE STREET,

Parlor Store; also Noreltr Hot
Air Furnace and the Garland
Oil Store.

WHITNEY.

<I2"

—

I Agent for the ULENWOOD B. and NEW
ELMWOOD, Ranges and Glenrrood

WHOLESALE ANI> RETAIL.

&

Ranges

l*OKTI,ASD,

Which we offer at low prices. Also
WOOD A!VD I RON 8*0 W SHOVELS-

KENDALL

DEALER IN

—

The superiority of these spices ami mustards con-

have removed to

180 MIDDLE

by Ike t'rlrbralcd
HI YOAHU.Y

dnP

WHOLESALE AM) RETAIL DEALERS

Pure

SPICES.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

(successor to O. W. FULLAM.)
—

Mh.walirr -tl.rtgiig.
More
than fifty Savings Bunks In New Hampshire
Vermont and Koode Island, Also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividual, are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

To the Public.

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
07 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

25.

KtL.ntV HA MSS,

XVE WILL DO IT WELL-

ST ROOF

Metal

PER CENT ROMS (ilARANTEED

by tile

JVE •WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WK XVILI, DO IT CIlEArLY.

CO.,

November

Two (irnad €'ooc«rt»
Arrkdukr Jo*cph

IMPORTERS.

Portland, He

In tbs World Is tbs ltontrou

eodtt

HOWES, HILTON k HARRIS.

H. THURSTON &

ETEMW,

The most Versatile Actor In America.

In thuir

SPECIALTY.

Ml

Thursday,

ROSTOV

"BINTEBS’ EXCHANGE,

MONTH.

MWFtf

nov8

IFTEMOOI

—

»oyl1

MORRISON cfc CO.,
NO. 565 CONCRESS STREET,

THANKSGIVING

PORTLAND

Absolutely

valuable present.

Under <«. A. K. Hall, Near City Hotel,

Trust
band.

Tremont St. and Temple Place,

*

for Presents this month.
chance to secure a

THIS

constantly

on

CORNER

HI ARKS,

names

PRESENTS

TWENTY-FIVE

Season tickets to the three Symphony Orchestra
Concerts. $2.26 and (3.00. Now on sale at Stocks Music Store. Half fare on the M. C. R. R.
Late trains on G. T. R. K.
Note.—To avoid disturbance the doors will be
kept closed during the performance of any number
on tbe programme.
novlSdlw

dtf

#

SOI kHIDl.K, M*U
tickets 75 cents and <1.00.

bridge

470 Congress St,

•

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY & SILVERWARE.
customer has a

and

for

R. H. Stearns & Co.,

First Quality Custom and Heady
Made

97 i-8

Hanks

®W8

-RANCFACTl'REBR OF—

WM. HI.

suitable

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Aeent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.

WF&M6m

HASKELL &

7

Street.

Exchange

Securities,

janl3

STOVES, TIN WARE
AND

Choice

Funds

Wholesale and Ketall Dealers In

—

Cor. Middle and
Savings

novl2il2w

TENNEY &

Maw is the the time to buy your Albums for Christmas.
I offer a special trade for this week only for 67 cents. It is
the greatest bargain ever known.

Every

SYMPHONY CONCERT,

tVHIT.VKV

EZERMAlT BANKERS GYPSY

JULES
of Holland.

Book, Card

BARGAINS.

Call and register your

THIRD

Pupil of Herr Vink and Herr Vauder Linden,

My former office In Hammond Block, near ConSquare having been leased to other parties,
Fess
am obliged to remove, and have taken rooms at
whero I shall be pleased to

MEJIBKB* OF
Vew York, Chicago and Bouton Block
Exchange*
PRIVATE WIRGM TO
IVew York, C hicago Washington, Portland. Fall Hirer, Providence, uud IVew
Bedford.
0Ctlleo<13mo9

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

EDUCATIONAL,.

REMOVAL.

Lancaster Building,

CONORESS

SECOND SYMPHONY CONCERT.
31YROM tV. WHIT3BV, Mol.Ut.
Evening tickets 76 cents and <1.00.

CITY IIALL.

„odtl

my22___

313
novl7

Frank C. Crocker.
eodtf

and BROKERS.

may be depended upon and fair
prices guar? nteed.

-OF-

FRANK B.

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

and Franklin Streets.

Congress

auyo

BEST MATERIALS ANO WORKMANSHIP

SPECIAL SALE

GREAT

H.

Stanley T. Fpllbn,
decl

CLOTHING.

PHOTOGRAPH

RONTON,

F.

State

friends._

NUTS.

TSmZ'SAT

cents.

ft

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No. S
St., Boston,

OSCAR B. BRANN,

bly low price.
Quality considered, the
tirely free

gQ

ff

if

a

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

Chocolate Batter Creams,

Cream Dates,
Cream Almonds,
Cream Peppermints,
Fun Cream Mixture,
California Fig Paste.
Vanilla Butter Creams,
White Rock Candy,
Vanilla Chocolate Creams,
Turkish Bum Drops.
Assorted Frnit Jellies.

it

GREEN & BATEMAN.

Evening

Assorted Chocolate Creams,
Pine Druggist Barn Drops,
Princess Cream Bon Hons.
Assorted Cream Walnuts,
Chocolate Caramels,
Quince Bon Bons,
Vanilla Caramels,
Peerless Waferg.

Fine Cream Bon Bong,
Vanilla Chocolate Creams,
White Cream Walnuts,
Fine Cream Almonds,
Pineapple Bon Bons,
Pine Jordan Almonds,
Chocolate Cream Walnuts,
Assorted Cocoauut Bon Bons,

Eye glasses for 25

cents.

ALSO

40c. Candies for 25c. lb.

COCKLE’S
ANTS-BILIOUS

ROOK

$40,000.

other First-Class Securities.

—

PILLS,

eoutf

City, County and Uuilroad Bonds, and

1GEE FURNACE CO.’S GOODS
—

with the OPTRA LMOSCOPIC TEST LERSE, combining the best
methotls known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

NO. 5.

GENUINE

TENNEY & DUNHAM,

Portland. Maine.

mne iooe.

A lot of small baskets suitable for

BURDETTORGANS.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

FIVE PER CENT BONDS,

Wc have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use RACKET'S TRIAL CASE, together

The Ladles of the West Knd Congregational
Church will hold their Annual Fair at

BENJAMIN MAGINLEY

APPLY TO

FOK SALK BY

SUPPER.

AN1>

The Favorite Comedian,

STOCK.

—

SALK

Will be served from 0 to 8 o’clock. Extra cars will
from Congress Street Station to the hall and
return. Adiiilssioii free.
uov’JOd2t

First National Bank

(HI.ode ■•load.
FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING

novlfldlw

APBOK

run

nov2

RYERSON,

L. L.

Admission, 25 cts. Reserved seats, BO cts. Reserved seats to members, 28 cts. J|T“< .'nurse tickets with reserved seats to Lite remaining six en
tertalnnients reduced to |15o to alrparts of the
house. Reserved seats for the course to members
only 60 cents. Reserved seats on sale at Stock

WANTEO TO PURCHASE

WESTERLY WATER WORKS,

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

Prof.

Mchkian, Humorist and Character Aktut.

Y,

218 MIDDLE STREET.

Celebrated

And the

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantlyon hand.

dtJ

LADIES’ JERSEYS.

twenty styles, all

PIANOS !

STOOLS m COVERS,

novlG

I.

NO. 3.

Consumption.

distressing cough.

iu our store will be given up to the carpenters and
in a few days, iu the meantime we want to reduce
possible and will sell at a discount from regular
follows:

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Ladies’ and Children’s Cotton Underwear, Aprons, Pillow Shams, Ac.,
16 2-3 percent.

Catarrh in its destructive force stands next to
and undoubtedly leads on to consumption.
It Is
therefore singular that those afflicted with this
fearful disease should not make it the object of
their lives to rid themselves of it. Deceptive remedies concocted by Ignorant pretenders to medical
knowledge have weakened the confidence of the
great majority of sufferers in all advertised remedies. They become resigned to a Ilf? of misery
rather tliau torture themselves with doubtful palliatives.
But tills will never do.
Catarrh must he met at
every stage and combatted with all our might. In
many eases the disease lias assumed dangerous
symptoms. The bones and cartilage of the nose, the
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affected as to be useless, the uvula so elongated, the
ihroat so inflamed and irritated as to produce a
Sanford's Radical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It is local and
Constitutional. Instant in relieving, permanent ill
curing, safe, economical and never tailing.
Each package contains one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent, and an
Improved Inhaler with treatise; price, $1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

sall

QUARTETTE

LADIES’ SCHUBERT

INVESTMENT SECl/KITIES

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

Departments

inarked prices

marked attention throughout.

constant and

_

for alteration
painters
the stocks as much as

ble influence of the example of a model
State.
An unusually large audience listened with

Catarrh to

Kumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
Tb&Mfcwnrmly

In Misses’ Newmarkets and Children’s Coats, we
have just opened New Patterns, not to be found
elsewhere.
To close some former lots we have made prices
surprisingly low.

Canerrt br tbe

Uraad

bridge’s.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

MISSES’ CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

less

City Hall, Monday Evening. Sov.22,

SlfUKTLEFF,

SWAN & BARRETT,

We have To-day added to our splendid assortment
of Garments a large number of English Newmarkets, in Checks and Plain Cloths.

requires

p.arn.«s & 4»
Maine Central. .79 & fi»
p. & o. K. K....«s

No. 194 NIDIII.K H'llIKKT, Pwllasd.
January 1.1884.
<anldit

Ladies’ Newmarkets.

industry join hands in rescuing these classes
from the temptations to which they are exposed, and which usually prove too powerful
as long as human beings are both ignorant
and idle,—enslaved by vice and sloth. The

the alarm was immense, calling out armed
Another of Mr. Bayard’s diplomats is in
resistance on every hand.
So that France
trouble. He is accused of too close alliance
I was assailed on every side. The French
were
with the English. Perhaps he may defend
compelled to arm in self defence, and note
himself with the plea that his alliance is not
the superiority of a free people who have a
closer than was Mr. Bayard’s with Sackjust sense of their rights.
vile West in the fishery matter.
Compare tile
French peasant and the people of France
The delegation from St. John seem to have
today with the same classes under the old
got scant comfort from the Canadian governregime. Consider the comfort within the
ment in the matter of a winter port for a subreach of all, the general thrift, and the universal compulsory education.
sidized line of steamers. Sir John MacdonThe diminished power of the Church is a cause of conald knows that Portland is the best port; but
how
gratulation, seeing
that power was
knows also that it is not well to do
anything abused. No doubt the French have gone
to make himself more
The last election impunpopular in the too fast and too far.
mly furnished proof of a reserved force, a
Maritime Provinces on the ove of an eleclarge conservative class, able and ready
tion. So lie straddles the question after a
J to
restore the balance.
that
makes
the
style
Turn to England, and consider the
Bluenoses feel bluer
changes
there since the revolution of 1088.
still.
Before
_-_
that date England was ruled with a rod
of
It is denied at Washington that a new
iron by her kings. Norman and
her
English
I lautagenets, Tudors and Stuarts
draft of an extradition treaty has been
What
have those
to show that we should reagreed upon by the United States and Can- call them ifages
we could? England in the
reign
ada, though negotiations looking to that end
of Elizabeth was less populous than
London
are pending. The draft some time
today, and not a fifth part as powerful, wealago agreed
thy, intelligent, or free. After the revoluupon has not been rejected by our Senate,
tion of 1088 England was
really governed by
the matter being left unsettled. It is bean oligarchy—a few great
families, Tory or
lieved that the coming session of the Senate
\\ lug, down to the
of the First Repassage
form Bill in 1832. Since then,
will see some sort of a treaty ratified. Canada
by the middle classes, through ministers selected
is said to be exceedingly anxious for
from
one,
the old families. It is remarkable how
having grown very tired of being a refuge of the late Liberal cabinet were men of few
the
for American bank defaulters and thieves.
people. Yet the people have had their say,
and in the main, their way, since 1832. Their
The village of Pittston is experiencing a
power was greatly enlarged by the Second
in by Disraeli to
difficulty very often experienced in places of dish the wi
VY higs, the Tories led
by Disraeli
its Eiae. The villagers want better protecgoing beyond the Whigs.
The same thing
tion against fire; but the farmers don't want has happened again under
the ToSalisbury,
nes resisting further reform as
to help pay the bills.
It would seem very
long as they
and
then
safely
could,
the
Liberoutbidding
plain that a village, if worth Anything to a als in the
completeness of their concessions
town, is worth preserving from fire. The
to the pepple. The result is
household suf- The Stnndnrd of Purify and Eifarmer reaps advantages enough from the
frage which, with a few exceptions, is realcellcnce.
manhood suffrage.
neighborhood of a village to repay him for ly'Compare
now England of today with the
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
the slight increase in taxes which would be
England of the First Beform Bill, the Eng- Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have giveu this powder a thorough chemical
needed to give a protection against fire.
land of Tory rule. The landlords were then
examination and find it to be of full
entireThere is such a thing as saving at the spigot in clover, for they could impose high duties ly free from Alum, Ammonia, I.lme weight,
and the Phoson the people’s bread that their own
produce phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
while it leaks at the bungliole.
might command double price.
Liberty of preparation every way to be recommended for
the press was unknown. So was
popular ed- wbolesomeness and efficiency.”
The Dominion of Canada has a popula- ucation.
Dissenters were crowded to the
RICHARD ( STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
tion of four and a half millions, not includ
wall and subject to many petty
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
annoyances.
lag Indians. This is less tiian the pop- Ihe masses were ignorant, brutal, rebellious
State Assayer of Maine from '76 to ’83.
and miserably poor. The upper classes
ulation of the single State of Mew York,ar.d
were
FOKSALE
BY ALL GROCERS
| arrogant, selfish, domineering, cruel.
A man
niarlO
but little more than that of Pennsylvania.
was hung for stealiuga
_mindly
sheep—the jails were
Yet since 1878, when Sir John Macdonald’s
crowded with wretches whose
misery was
enough to move a heart of stone. But great
government came into power, five hundred
as the changes of the past
fifty years those
million dollars have been expended, and the
of the next fifty, or even fifteen, will be
Dominion has today a debt of $318,522,G95.
scarcely less. These three things are in the
By this immense expenditure great improve- air, will soon be formulated, and carried in
due time; the abortion of primogeniture
ments have been made, including that stufree sale of land, and the disestablishment
pendous undertaking, the Canadian Pacific of the Church. Primogeniture
is conceded
railway. But can a people hardly more by all, and free sale of land by most. If resisted the end will be compulsory sale either
numerous than the Pennsylvanians, and not
under the form
proposed by Mr
nearly so rich, afford such improvements? Chamberlain, or recently
some other, still more strinThis is a question to be settled at the next
gent. So of the Church. Now the Church
election.
might retain most of its endowments and so
i1
lunger ueiavea.
George Ticknor Curtis, -the attorney for Demos becoming irritated, will
deinand and
the Mormon church, proposes to the Secrecarry disendowment as well.
Popular edu- Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.
tary of the Interior a new plan for abolish- cation is now advocated by all, though long
delayed. The only question now is—shall it
ing polygamy. He urges that the men who be wholly free to the
people?
Strange to
have plural wives, but are living with only
say the necessity of this, a law of self-preservation to free institutions, is not seen even
one, should not be molested if tl ey choose to
by Liberals as a body. Many' are against
support their extra wives, but not to cohabit
it and cite the United States as a warning
with them. The older men of the Mormon
Meanwhile the cost of living has diminished'
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. TUNING TO ORDER.
work is more abundant, and wages have inchurch sincerely believe In spiritual
marriage
doubled.
creased—nearly
The
masses
are
and to absolutely separate them from their
better fed, clothed and mannered. In fine
wives would be, according to Mr. Curtis, an
England is now a republic in all but the
interference with
religious convictions name. A great uncertainty hangs over the
pending contest concerning home rule. But
which is not justified by our laws.
The
whatever the immediate result, of the end
OCtl4rttf
younger members of the church regard polythere can be no doubt. The paople free and
in possession of power, will freely exercise
gamy as permitted but not required by the
divine law, and consequently very few of it there, as here, whenever thov feel that the
republic is in danger.
them have married more than one wife. Mr.
Italy is another example showing the beCurtis says “we have only to exercise a little neficent result of recent
changes in the direction of unity and popular government.
natianca and refrain from nersecntion and
84 Bawlej St* Boston, flass.^-^
Once
a
geographical ex-possession, only a
we may look to see polygamy die a natural
prey to every foreign invader.
united
Now,
death at no very distant day.”
and free, Italy takes a high place in the family of nations. She has a large and efficient
There can be no doubt that Aldermen FullTurcoman
<id Silk Curtain*,
array, the most powerful warships in the
graff and Duffy, who are now revealing on
world, and above all, a system of free schools
the witness stand the details of the doings of
compulsory education being the rule.
Spain, too, is waking up. She has now
f*D
the infamous New York board of aldermen
5,000 miles of railroad—nearly all built withwhich sold the Broadway railroad franchise
UPHOLSTEh/ HARDWARE.
in twenty years. These railroads have alto Jacob Sharp and bis
WI M A Kit, Til J£ OVT.Y
Spain, and done more
confederates, are ready revolutionized
than Church and State totelling the truth. Their motive may not be for the country
gether. The people of Spain are no longer
UOLLBB,
and probably is not any higher than to save
content with the old cry of “Santiago Cresso
and our Slop Roller U MauUafd.
themselves from the penitentiary, but theii
Lspana!
Having discovered the folly of
iW~AaU your Dealer for them, takenoothor
story fits into the facts already proved and their old bigotry and pride they are laying
[WHOLMALE.'J
down the musket, turning their backs on
is consistent with all the circumstances surDon Carlos and the priests, and
ap21
fodly
taking
up
rounding the transaction. Of the thirteen the shovel and the hoe, are now pressing forward in the path of inustrial progress.
men whom Duffy and Fullgraff name as reNot
has agriculture improved, but manufacceiving bribes, Jaehne is in State prison only
tures have increased, and iron itself is now
already; DcLacy, Dempsey and Sayles are exported to England, which is the same as
SOLE AGENTS FOB
in exile, McQuade is on trial,
McLoughlin coals to Newcastle.
But if the uprising of Spain is marvellous,
and Kenny are dead,
McCabe is crazy,
the renaissance
is
O’Neil, Cleary and Reilly are waiting trial, cent. For ages ofGermany more magnifioppressed by petty princeand Fullgraff and Duffy have turned State’s
ships at home, and torn by internal dissenAND
evidence. Of the other nine indicted aider- sions, and without weight in the councils of
Europe, she suddenly rises from the dust,
for
siiiiik
men, Rothman has fled to Germaay, Waite
from Original
gathers up her strength, arrays her forces, lto|>aii>
is an informer, and Farley, Finck,
Kirk, conquers France, and becomes the Dictator
Patterns,
Miller, Pierson, Sheila aud W’endel are at of the Continent in the person of Bismarck, whose rule at home is tol- 12 AND 14 EXCHANCE ST.,
large in New York city under heavy bail.
erated for the present, in
consideration
of the success which he lias achieved abroad.
PORTLAND, JUK.
Gen. Kaulbars and all the Russian consuls
But of the future there can be no doubt.
novl'2I'M&Wtjayl
have left Bulgaria iu a
huff, declaring that Within a generation, liberal principles will,
henceforth the Bulgarians must look elsedoubtless, be as ascendant in Germany as in
France and England. The intelligence and
where than to the Czar for
protection and
assistance. Undoubtedly if ; he Bulgarians morality of the German people are a sure
pledge of this. And with agovernmeut of the
could be certain that this was the end of
people by the people, Germany will not
Russian intrigue in their
again lapse into the imbecile’ condition
country they would
which
regard the situation with great complacency. falls ais common to every country when it THE GEEAT ENGLISH REMEDY
prey to factions and divisions. The
Russia s interference has heretofore been
For Liver. Dllc. Indigestion, etc. Free from Merlow. mean and enslaved condition of the
; contains only Pure Vegetable Imfredlcnts.
of
productive
nothing but harm. Kaulbars German peasantry made them the easy dupes cury
Agent: C. N. CklTTKNTON, New York.
of
their
own
nobles
and
a
certain
prey to inprates about leaviig the Bulgarians to their
vaders, more especially the foxy Frenchman,
fate, as if his presence were necessary to
who always counselled the German to maingcp:»qThM&wlynrm
their salvation, when the fact is that the sole
tain Provincial independence and integrity,
his
at
of
the
of
National
expense
independence and
being there was by intrigue or
purpose
integrity. It is education, more widelvdifthreats to turn the country over to the tenlused and enthusiastically pursued than in
Book-binding of every descrlptfon done In a satAlso blank
der mercies of his master. All of Bulgaria’s
isfactory manner at low rates.
any other country, which lias elevated the
books made and warranted at
Herman people and secured them a signal
woes are due to the interference of the Czar.
triumph over their hereditary foes a lesson
It had a stable government and a Prince wlio
y.
to all.
was beloved by his people and who governed
Even Austria, dominated by the south and
AT
1-2
EXCHANGE ST., over Press Office.
97
Under him they
least intelligent Germans, has made a new
them wisely and well.
cl3m
nov4

i1

FlMWCUt.

Kook land.6» & 4,
No. Pacific llold..«t
Anson.4s
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_
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FINK lot of barrel-, lust ree. I vest a-id lor vile
A bv 1C STANI.E\ A SON. Hu Fore-street
Portland.
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A
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"the

press.

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 22.

Portland City Os.Munlctp'I varlouslOO
K. H. aid 1907 .124
forttaKHtjOi,
Bath C ty Os, Mun. various.102
Bath City Cs K. It. aid various.... IOC
Bangor City f.s, long It. It-alu ..11.3
Bangor City Os, long MUU.122
Belfast City Cs, u. K. aid
104
And. & Ken. U. K. Os, various .106
Portland & Ken. K. K. Os, 1806 llo
Leeds & Karming’tn It. H. 6s.110
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. It. Consol 7s —132
Maine Central It. K. 8kg Fund Os. 100
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg Os... .101%
2d mtg Os.108
3d mtg 6s... .110

WIT AND WISDOM.

"Say. mister,

don’t you want a boy?”
"Are you out of work?”
"Yes."
“What did you do during the snmmer?"
“I stuck flies outo fly paper in druggists’ winders, bat fly time ’8 over now.”

reliable friend always ou hand,” such
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup has always proven itself
to be.
Don’t:—If a dealer offers you a bottle of Salvation Oil in a mutilated or defaced
package, don’t
touch ii—U may be a worthless counterfeit.

“Keep

116
124
100
100

Hut Is the best quail dog lu America

at lilui now.”
A* swans to be
rar it.”
"

pointlug toward that

restau-

‘‘Yei.rtr; aud I’ll beta hundred dollars that If
J.OU go lu there you will ilud somebody eating
quail ou toast.”
_

The well known strengthening properties of
iJtoN, combined with other tonics aud a most
perfect nervine, are fouud ill Carter’s Iron Pills,
which strengthen the nerves and body, and improve the blood and complexion.
>

Mrs. Hendricks—I can say one tiling in favor of
Mr. heallierly—lie never takes the last piece ol
bread ou the plate.
Dumley (very cordially)—No, indeed, Featherly
ain’t quick enough.
The Brooklyn Bridge
Is one of the wouders of the world. So also is Dr.
Seth Arnold'« Cough Killer wonderful ill its remarkable curative qualities. It never fails when
taken in season to cure Incipient consumption,
coughs, colds, and sore throats. 25c., 50 c., and

druggists.

.00 at

Domestic—1 have come to give you notice that I
leave a week from to-day.
Mistress—But why do you leave, Mary? You
have never made any complaint.
Domestic—No, ina’am; but I must have anew
subject for conversation, or I shall lose cast with
my set. 1 have discussed your eccentricities so
long that all my friends know them by heart. 1
bate to leave you, for you have always been a
kind and indulgent mistress: but you see how it
is. my standing in society is at stake. One week
from to-day.

Prompt relief in sieklieadaclie, dizziness, nauconstipation, pain ill tlio side, etc., guaranteed to those using Gaiter’s Little Liver Pills. One
pill a dose. 25 rts.
sea,

A wag has truthfully said that if some men
eould come out of their graves and read the inscriptions on their tombstones, they would think
think they had got Into the wrong grave.

112
112
123
134

108

102%

barley

0.000 bush.

DETROIT, Nov. 20, 1886.—Wheat firm—No 1
While 76vie cash; Mich Red 77%e; No 2 lied at

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations ot stocks

77c.

are received
dallv:
and
Santa
Ke
Railroad.
\tch., Topeka
08%
vnrk and New England Railroad.
02%
do nrel
rasreiu Railroad.
127
Eastern Railroad Os.133
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad corn
33%
do pref......
Mexican Central 4s.
62%
»teii Telephone.
200
Mexican Central.
133*
Wisconsin Central. 2d%
Boston Water Power Co.
ks,
...

Sotmra 7 s.10314

Old Colonv .. ..184
doxleau Central It 7s
66%
Boston
Alhanv Ksilrnad*.
19!)
California S mtheru Railroad.
38
Btddeford City 4s, 18-1.lot ya
Boston & Maine It. 7s. 1893.118
Maine Central It. Os. it Mo bonds.lo7%
Maruueite. Houghton and Oat. K., com_ 38

____

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Nor. 21.—Sugar was weak until end
of week when owing to receipts and favorable
news from foreign markets, important, sales were
made, closing rather firm. At oulports little business was done.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
at *1 fill* 1 87'a gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refilling, 85 to 9‘> degrees polarization, In hlids, bags and boxes, at
1 62V4®1 87 Vis.
Centrifugal sugar. 92 to 96 degrees polarization. at 2 18% a 2 43%
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks In
Matanzas, 22.000 boxes, 211,000 bags and
the week, 2 boxes,
4.700 hlids; receipts for
4700 hags and-hlids; exports during the
hints aud 24.000 bags, of
week. 444 boxes,
winch 30 boxes aud 23.000 bags were to the
United States.
Freights nominal; j:> hhd of sugar loading at
Havana at 2 0(V*3 2o gold; t) hhd of sugar from
ports on the north coast (outside ports) for the
United States at ? 2:>71250.

ated 603.621 snares.
* no louowmg arc
today’s

quotations ol Govern
securities:
United Stales bonds, 3s ..100%
New 4s, reg.127%
New 4s, coup.127%
New4%s, reg
109%
New 4%s, coup.Ill
Central Pacific lsts .116%
Denver « It. Gr. lsts. ..118
Erie 2ds
.102%
Kansas Pacific Cousols.107
Iregon Nav. lsts.110%
nntou Pacific 1st. liuy*
do Land Grants
do Kinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Pulteo, Crocker
S Go.. No. 33 Exchange street. Port laud. Me:
Ydarns Express.
137
ueut

Express.107

Central Pacific....
4754
Rhesapuake * Ohio.
1014
Chicago
Alton..
'lncago A Alton preferred
.100
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy .140%
Del. & Hud. Canal. 100%
Del., Lack, .v West.....
141

■

ttllioGrande.....3SS/»
Crie..
37%
■

When Baby

sick,

When eho

t/ai

Whan she

oooant^

v

we

gave her

Castoria,

Child, she cried for Castoria,

78%
133%
nu., Bloom. « Western. 17%
..&ke Erie & West. 1B%
Lake Shore. 97
Louisville &;Nasn. 02%
Manhattan Elevated.106VS
Michigan Central.
90%
Minn. « Kt. Louts. 23%
do pref..
61%
II issouri Pacific.110 y8
New Jersey Central. 49%
Northern Pacific. 28%
uo pref.
63%
Northwestern. 120*4

■

22
Anzoua.New York..LDerpcol ...Nov 23
Santiago.New York..Clenfucgos Nov 24
Areapulco.New York. Panama.Nov 24
Erin.New York..Loudon.Nov 24
Saalc.New York..Bremen.Nov 24
Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool...Nov 25
..Nov 25
BritaiUc .New York..Liverpool .Nav 26
(lellert.New York..Hamburg ...Nov 25
City Washington New York.. Hav&VCruz Nov 26
Aurania. New York.. Liverpool... Nov 27
City of Chicago .New York. Liverpool_Nov 27

ally

..

Miss, she clung to Castoria,
Whan aha had Children, she ga.e them Castoria,

27
3i>
1
2
2
4
4

Some tireinan. somewhere, evidently smitten
with somebody, gave the following toast:
“Cupid and fils torch, the oul> incendiary that
can kindle a flame which the engines cannot

quench.”

N orthwestern preferred.141
New York Central.
113%
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. 16

do pref. 28%

>hin

I

WHY IS IT
That rheumatism and neuralgia are so prevalent?
This question has not been satisfactorily answered, but it is certain that these diseases are notiouly
the most painful but amoug the most common,
and some member of nearly every family In the
land is the victim of one of these dread tormentors, Ladies seen to be peculiarly bablc to neu
rajgic attacks, which, In the form of neuralgic
headache, pain In the back, or nervous paius are
of constant occurrence. Not until the discovery
of Athlophoros had any remedy been found for
•either rheumatism, neuralgia or nervous headache. and they were generally conceeded to be
incurable, but Athlophoros has been proved to be
not only a certain cure for these diseases, in all
there varied fonns, but a safe remedy. If, in the
use of Athlophoros, (he bowels arc kept freely
open, its success is certain, and to aid this, Atlilophoros Pills aro recommended, which, while
providing the necessary cathartic, will be found to
be a valuable aid to the action of the medicine.
Athlophoros is no experiment, it has been tested
and has proved its woaderful efficacy.
The Athlophoros Pills were originally prepared
as a remedy for use In connection with Atli'.ophoros, for rheumatism and neuralgia and kindred complaints. TTscd In connection with thai
remedy, they are a certain euro for either of these
very common and distressing diseases. They
have also been found to be an invaluable remedy
for any and ail diseases arising from vitiated
blood or general debility. They are especially
valuable for nervous debility, blood poisoning,
dyspepsia, distress after eating, headache, const!
patlon, loss of appetite, and all stomach or liver
troubles. For diseases of women they are inv.il
nable. These pills aro perfectly harmless and
may be safely used by adults or children.
Testimonials of those who have been cured wil*
be sent tree on application.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros ami
Athlophoros Pills, hut where they cannot be
bought of the druggist, the Athlophoros Co., 11:
Wall St,, New York, will send cither (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular paiee, which is $1.0
per bottle for Athlophoros and 5i>c. for pills.

Ohio & Miss.
Out. & Western.%.:.
Oregon Trauseon.
Pacific Mail...
Panama

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Nov. 20. 1886.
The following are to-day’s closing •juoutn'ii' ni
Grain, Provisions, &e. \
Fisin.
nraitt,
I
Superfine and
IKighMxdOoru.&2g62%
low grades.2 60*3 60 Corn, bag lots—68*.
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. .61*51
XX Spring..4 ”0*4 23 Oats, ear lots
3i\i. 4'
Patent Spring
Oats, bag iuts—40,> -1
Wheats
..5 00*5 25 Cotton Seen.
23
Mich, straight
car lots. 12 6>
roller .4 50*4 75 do hag...24 00;*25
«
clear do.... 4% 4%:Sack’dBPu
<4
atoneground. 4V's*4 35! cartels. 18
6t Louis st'gl
| do bag... 17 OUallDO
roller.4 75*5001Middlings. IS 00*2o 6
clear do_4 26b4 BOido bag lots,! 1100*22
B’lori-ios-.
Winter Wheat
—

00*18

■

Patents.6
Fish.
Cod, **qtl—
Large Shore2
Large Bauk2
Small.2

00 855 25 i Pork—
Backs ...15 00*1 65

75*3 IX),

60|Beel00*2 251 Ex Mess.
25*2

Pollock.200*275

*

.14 50*4 4 7
Clear
Mess.12 COo. 12:51

Hal-

....

8 00*8 fa
P25„9f.i
0 60*10 0>

Haddock.1*0*2 00
Ex Plate.
Hake.1 26 b 76 Lari;Tubs
Herring
.p..6%*7c
Tierces— 6%@7c
Scaled, !»x. le
18 oil 00 I PttilB.7
No 1.
(*8
Macker
1886. iHams 4»lb....11*11%
Shore Is.21 ..0*26001 docovered. .14*14%
Oil.
Shore 2s. 12 60*15 001
Med. 8s.
I Kerosene—
Pet. OV
I
Port.
Kef.
Small.
®
Product.
Water White. b
IS
Pratt’sAst’l.mbhl.
Cranberries—
Maine.4 75*5 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11V,
50
.7
Cod..
8%
00*7
Ligouia.
Cape
Pea Beans...1 80*1 90 Silver White. 7%
Medium_1 80*1 90 Centennial. 8%
ttuiaina.
German mdl 00*1 75
Yellow Eyes.1 5o*l 65 Muscatel.... 2 25*3 Cs
Potatoes, bush, 45*551 Loudon Lay’r 2 60*2 87
St Potatoes 2 60*3 25|OnduraLay. 9% *10 %
2 75*3 oo I Valencia. 7% *8
Onions
Turkevs.jii.alHi
nilgai.

Chickens.12*14!granulated $rlb.6V»
s

Fowls.11*121 Extra C.5 s
Seed*.
Ducks .14«15|
Geese.12*18|Ked Ton....82% 3,42%
Apples.
Timothy Seed2 25*2 3
1 25*2.25 Clover.
9
*11
^.bbl
Cheese.

.xa>

Vermont ....13% *14%
N.Y. factory 13% a 14%

Sage. J4%*16

Bauer.
Evaporated 4Mb 9*1 Oe
I.emons.
I Creamery D IS. ..26*26
Palermo.6 00*7 OOlGilt Edge Ver—25*27
Messina.6 00*7 (>01 Choice.17*16
Malaeers.... 4 00*4 50 Good.14*1.
lii'ii nut.,
Florlda. 4 2

(Store.12*1-

*0 001

Eggs.

(Eastern extras ..—* 2(
Valencia
2.
Can & Western..
Messina aud Pa
Pleriao l* bx.0 60*7 OOlLimed.2t

Imports.
F U Tucker—4150 bags sugar

I HAVAN A. Brig
to Geo S Hunt Sl

to._

H;*:iroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND. Nov. 29, 188b.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For For
and 98 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for cm
nectmg roads 98 cars miscellaneous merchai
disc.

BS.
am.

_

1st

;>rei....*.

Nov.

ma

Highest.....

* Lowest.

Closing

_

4

Dec.
76
76%
(74%
75%

Jan.
75%
75%
75%
76%

82

82%
81v

82%

COEN.

Nov.

Opening....
Highest—
Lowest.

□Closing.

Dec.
88%
36 %j
86%
36%

.Jan.
37

37

36%

36%

May

4i>

41%
41 >.

41 Vi

OATS.

Nov.
lamest.

Closing.

I

Dec.

Jan.

26%
26%
26%
20%

Portland Daily Pross Stock Li3t.
Corrected by swan & Baeseit, Bankers au
Brokers, 186 Mi llie street.
S T O C K 8.
Pur Value. Bid.
Aske
Descriptions.
n;s
Canal National Bank.loo leu
l.,6
Casco Nal. Bank.100 158
no
First National Bank.loo
62
Cumberland National Bank.. 4o 5o
125
Merchants' Nalninal I »nk.. 75 123
145
National Traders' i:unk.loo 143
8o
90
Ocean Insurance C'u.100
w
loo
Portland Comiiany.
50
ca
6u
Portland Gas Couipahi

m.

_aMNDD.

State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106

r:

May
80%.
30%
30‘.
30%

2

■

107,

20.

Arrived.

»

IS HARD CS sen, IIST OR COLD WATER.
LABOIZ» TIME and SOAP AUAZ
INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Vo family, rich or poor should be without It
Sold by all Grooeiy. BEW AUEof imitations
jrell designed to mislead. FEAR LINE is the
l>NLV SAFE labor saving compound, and
iSwaya bears (ho above symbol, and name of
JAMES FYIJL NEW YORK.

Are You Familjarwlth tlie Plans
—

..

...

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
8 AN FRANCISCO. Nov.2", 1886.—The followug are dosing official quotations of innmie stocks
‘►-day:
Cal. & Va.

19%
lo%
Savage.
7%
«><tie. :— 8%
Yellow Jacket.3%
1 own
Point...
2%
(louId & Curry.. .7. 4%
Best.
5%
vfono.. 2%
Bulwer.
1%
Utah.{ 3%
tale & Norcross.; 3%
Mexican—..
f%
Potosi. 5%

Ophir

IT

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University i
of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown i Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Rot/al Prussian
Order ofthe Red Eagle; Chevalier oj the Legion oj
Honor, dbc., dc.t says:
LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of traehy
cure alia.
It ia in no tense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to bo not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calieava. which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry.”
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or ntliicted With

Knight

kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
m umsm Fatbits oqsmitxo cltczbihs.
weak

Usef by Her Royal Highness thelPrincess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions.Chapping.Rouglwcsa. $1-00* Of druggists.
LIEIUG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Suraapurlila, Is guaranteed as the beet Sarsaparilla in
the market.

M&Tlyurm

Cannot be mads by medicines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by the tise of

beans—Choice'.small N Y hand picked peal 70fa
New York large hand picket;
Vermont hand picked pea at
1 80^«p 85.
nay—Choice prime at $17 50<a$18; fair to trood
$16 00&$17 00; Eastern fine $12 a,$l5; poor to
•rdinary $12a$15: East swale at 9a$10. Kye
draw, choice, $15 50(^16 50; oat straw $8^.9
l 76
bush; choice
io 1 <»6<gl 70; small

on.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick f>
50® 1 62Vfc.

bbl 1

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO,'Nov. 20, 1886—Cattle nominal; reeipts 1,000; shipments 0,000; shipping steers ai
1 u()a4 90; stockers and feeders at 2 00^3 50;
•owsTbulls and mixed at 145(g3 40; bulk —,
(trough Texans —.
Hogs lower—receipts 47.0(H); shipments 10,)00;rough and mixed at 3 50 a3 80; packing and
.Upping 3 70u-4 O0; light 3 60^4 00;8kips 2 00a
40.

sheep—receipts 1,000; shipments 1000;steady

^ood 3 OO'a.4 OO: common at 2 00(^2 75; Western
3 oO&3 5o ;Texans 2 u0^r3 20. Lambs at 3 60(a
3 90.
Print Cloth Market.
FALL KIVEK,|Nov. 20. 1886.—The print cloth
uarket is quiet and steady -Product ion for the
week 175,000pieces; deliveries 165,ooo pieces
dock « n hand 131,000 pieces; sales 114 OOo pcs;
pot 67,000 pieces; futures 67,000; prie<*-3 76 for 64s; 3c for Gux50s.

NEW YOKK.Nov. 20, 1886.—Flour unchanged;
12,600 hbls; State 2 15 a 4 75; Ohio at 2 eu
Western 2 16a4 76; Southern 3 26^6 »v.
Wheal higher; sales 872,000 bush No 2 Red for
December 80Y* (fc8oc; 1.272,000 bush do lor Jan.
it 87:V«(g87»/4C; 96.000 bush do Feb at 89(a8«» H ;
.8.1 >00 do May 93 V» .v;3^c; receipts 2u7,4'a
sales
t* o;

011311.
Corn better; sales 80,000 bush; receipts *02,oubush.
Oats firm; sales 3"*,000 bush, including for lieember at 33Vac; receipts 38,OoO bu.
beef steady.
Pork quiet. Lard dull.
Sugar steady. Butter firm. Molasses is dull.
,'etroleuin firm, ltice Is steauy. Coffee is firm
Hie
Turpentine dull,
..

relghto

steady.

{Spirits

toslu quiet. Tallow" dull.
Cotton quiet and firm;Uplands 9 3 16c; Orleans
sC; sales227 bales, futures barely steady.
CH lCAGO.Nov.20,1886.—Wheat closed strong*
demand. Coro was a shade
er owing to foieig
Provldons easy. Pork
Oats ruled fit 111.
firmer.

closed lower.

The Flour market is unchanged

*>o.
soutnern wmu-i Wheat Flour at 4
Wisconsin 3 90a 4 15: Michigan do at 4 oo®4■.»«
.oft Spring Wheat, 3 oO4 IO; Minnesota bakei>
1 1
60«t4 lo; palents 4 10a.4 80; low grades
\\ beat—cast
0.2 7f>; Rye fiour at 3 25<%3 6<>.
at
74
nioLttioiis were as follow*: No z Spring
No *
No 3 do 67
; No 2 lted 7^*/aC. Corn

Vsi«h69c

No 2

>

36VsC. Ott.S—No 2 at 26V4C.
Ry»;
Provisions M» s>
3c. Barley- No 2 at 13 Vfee.
Lard at 6 9 ; Dry salted aliom
• K 9 6- ^9 Go.
ier» al 6 10^5 2
;»lior claur side i> 7*>«%a 80.
iw.uipU-riuiir, 31.0.-. n»j»i ywmi. »»,
ft
tiuuli; oat* 113,000 bu; ryt. 400(
..., coru
bu,li ;barley, 40,000 bush.

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL containdesirable
feature in a PERFECT LIFE IN
every
SUKANCK POLICY.
It you will send your address to the nome Offlee, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish lnll i..formation in regard to the Compan,
and Its plaus.

I

SHE UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for then especial patronage, because
a HOME COMPANY, ami because of Its age
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plaus and conservative management.

I

It ts

Edward It. Skccomh, West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond. Portland, Maine.
John E. DeWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston. Mass.
tloN. Pehoival Bon sky, Portland. Me.
Hon Makquu F Kino. Portland, Me.
Thomas A Poster. M. D.. Portland. Me.
Hon. E'hkd. E Richards, ltockport, Me.
Geokoe L. Dehlois, Boston, Mass.
Geohoe vtannako. Brooklyn, New York.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Fhedbuick Kobie, Gorham, Me.
OKFIPEKS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretory.
I'HOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director.
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

of

jrWICHT,
Agencies. Easter

Department.

SINKINSON,
eodlJ

fcb.%

Its value

was

recognized by the

from results obtiiiued
in the Free Hospitals that have
beeu established and supported
by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.

They

now

equal

ilternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
for connection with earliest trains for

season

'"Tl'irougli"tickets

for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Reluming, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYLF..*Jk. Manager.
octltf
___

140 FREE

BEDS,

land 12.05 p.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP Mmn
—LINK FOB—

California, Japan, China, Central -j
and South America and Mexico.

at 2 p.

to

or

A DA,TIN

A

113 Nlnle INI reel, l’.r, II rend »t., Mo-tor..
dtf
jelo

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WISTEB

via- Moville and Halifax,

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (»ia Ltndondanj.)
Ntll.I.VG DATK.N^
From

i

j

Liverpool.
ith November,

and contain

Our Liquid
by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change their food, but add live or
•tiore drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less

thirty days.

Send for flic Report of tin* Oinirof tin* Section of Obstetric*
of flic Viin rii nii Institute of Homrend at Saratoga at
annual meeting of issG.

oeopathy,

the

Circulars were sent by him to all the Physicians
in the United Stair*, ask'iiy what their experience
was with Murdock'* Liquid Food in its usejor infants under, as well as over, one year old.
Then what results, with all (he
different Milk preparation*. Drain
Foods, I'eptonoid Foods and Beef
Extract*.
The 8urgical Staff oi Murdock’s Free Hospital
for Women are lu daily attendance, except Saturday, to examine patients and assign beds.
EVERY BED FREE.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on Huutlngtou avenue, above Westchester Park,
contains fifty (60) bed*.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
ou Gaiu.’vboroiijgh street, corner of Huntington
Each
avenue, contains 60 beds.
hospital in
charge of a separate staff of responsible surgeons.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 40

It ft IN I IT I. NEitUt'E.

From AVO'

in'tli^STK

It Is stronger In smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated .eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but it will be superior to all other
preparations iu treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock’s Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.

my2«

LIQUID

CO.,

Boston.
8M&WU

(tciMi&weownrmyie

\

(Avonmomli

Ml.Its.

I From

Dock.l

Portland.

at ‘.'.In a.

For

coup

Trip

International
—

CV.AIS, ST. JOHN «. 8.. HALIFAX. N.S.
—

.Mi ALL

PAHT* OF

tnd until 'urtber notice Passenger Trains wd
Leave Partlnad

S..1.1

;

or

passage apply on board to captain.
GKO. K WKsT. Manager.
HKKriNliM.

Kallroud,

THE

annual meeting of the stoeklioh

s

of the

Westbrook Manufacturing Compa y for tho
choice of officers and the transaction oi any other
business that may legally come before them, will
be belli at their office. No. 10 Central Wharf, on
THURSDAY. Nov. 25. 1880, at 3 o’clock p. m.
Also to act on a proposition to amend Article 1 oi

—

Katb Ncatin, Prince
Hroa...
wards Island, and Cape Union.

ARRANGEMENT,

Cor.tmancmg Mondaj. October 4, 1886,

Westbrook ManufactureGo.

STEAMSllIP CO..
fok

rnnning D4V TKIHI brFnrtlMnd wn«l .TImI cal.

FALL

TilK

Meals and ltoom included.
or pannage apply to
K. »l. MA.TIPNOy. A«rai.
70 l.onu tVhiirf, H««loo.

—

l.inr
iwrm

Stockholders of the Portland A Rochester
Railroad are hereby notified tliat their annual Hireling will bn bold at the office of Geo. P.
Weseott. 33 Plum Street. Portland, on Wednesday, the first day of December uext, at ten o’clock
In the forenoon, to act upon the following articles, viz:
1. To hear the report of tho Directors and act
thereon.
2. For the choice of nine Directors for the ensuing year.
3. To elect a clerk of the Corporation.
4. To transact any other business that may lecome before them.
gally
*
Wm. H. CONANT. Clerk.
in vldd2iv
Portland November 16.1883.

freiitfit

SIdtl

PORTLAND Sc MONTREAL LINE.
iOnly

..

Portland 4k Koclicntcr

From Long Wharf, Boston* 8
m.
From rine Street Wtuurf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. ni.
>
v
insurance one-hail tin* rate of
s.illing venae).
the Penn. K. K.. and
the West

918,00.

Ogdensburg R. R.

u>.

ANNEAL

p.

Uouud

Portland and

ui.

For freight

sep'Jodti

flffitrrnrv-

mission.
Prwhicv

TO

JOSKP1I HICKSON Keneral Manager.
WM. EDGAK, <i. P. A.,
J. BTbPHENSON. 8upt.
dtf
Nov. 1. 1886.

and aftei MONDAY. Nov. 1,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally. Sundays Excepted, for Long Island.
Little Chebeague, Jeuks.Ureat Ohebeague, ilarpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland aud lntermluate landings at 8.40 a. m. Arrive Portlaud

LINE.

Freights for
by
South T»y connecting linen, forwarded free ol

TRAINS.

alter UmiIs), Oct. 1J,
PassengerTraius will I.e«v

Oil and

ON

From BOSTQM eierj WEOMESDAY and SATURDAY,
from PHILADELPHIA emn TUESDAY and FRIDAY

'fr"Vtr

—

a

m.

(or

as

tvUoWS:

llrldgton, Kryeburg, No. Conway-

Patiyans, Rtehleoani. Lancaster. Wblteflelu
Littleton, Wells Kiver, Montpelier, 8t. J"hs
bury. Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington. 8 wanton, Ogdensburg and West.

V rn. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate stations, wttb stage connections for
No. Wlndbam, blandish, Llmiustou. bebage,
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Palls, Denmark,
Lovell and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brtdgtoe.
Trains Arrive ia Pertlnad*
|IO 33 a, m. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
I1 33 n. m. from Moulreal, Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, 8upu
,CHAS. H. KOYE, O. T. A.
octldtf
Oct. L 1886.

3.13

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO. BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

iiosloUiPliiladdiiliiii
3

and

_

Detroit, Chicago, Milwnab
Flariauali, Ml. Leals, Omaha, Magiaaw, Mt. Paul, Malt Labe Cilr,
Denver, Man Fenncioca,
and all points in tne
Aorthwesi, WesI nnd botilhweM.

IMI.AND MTEA.HEBM,

■

STEAMSHIP

and

m.

<Founds,

__—

..

DIRECT

L

Portland & Rochester R. R.

trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through T'lekets to all points West aud South
rt
may be ban of 8. H. MELLEN,Ticket Ageni, pi
land A Rochester Demit at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W. PETERS Sunf
J
oct23.Uf

December.
It ii November.iTkxas.
|2d
25th November. I Don I MON,
j tilth December.
1
of
Rotes
PlwM«r
Cabin.$5 and $80 Return. $00 and $150
Return..*00
lutermcdl ite$3
Return at lowest rates.
$ 13
Steerage
Fur freight or passage, apply to
& CO.,
TORRANCE
DAVID
Foot of Uni la street.
nov2dtf

Many of these boys suffer from Scrofula. Eczema
and other skin diseases, which yield quickly by
the use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different In flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,

FOOD

l From Portland
vli> Halifax.

25th November.
OBEOON,
lHtli November, Vancouver, [9th December.
2d December. IBarkia.
_|23d December

feet of floor.
3(5.000
Food can be retained

MURDOCK

BTiiMrHi
paF-AMEKS.

7.10

TICKETS SOLD AT DEDUCED KATE

Fur Cort'si X venue (Deering) lOOOn. m
3 OO amt 0.30 p. at.
rile 1.03 p. OX. train from Portland connects al
A vet J nail, will, Honour Tunnel Boult- lot
Hie West, and at Cnioo Depot, Worcester, fie
New Verb via Norwich l.iur, and nil roll
v a .Mpriuetleld, also with N. V. A N. K. B. M.
(‘•Steamer Maryland Route") fur Philadelphia
ftuiliuiarr. xVushiagtoa. and the Month, tod
Willi Boaloa A Albany B. B. for the West.
Close uunnectluu made at Westbrnnk la »e
net wttn Ihrough trains of Maine Central K. K. a,.'
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

Nailiii? lie tween Liverpool ami Portland,

m.

Chicago

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

(mixed) *0.30 p.

ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

1AM

35 Exchange SI., and Qeoot Fool cf India Strael.

-“^HorilaMd:

in.

I,

AKBIVALM.
Frans Lewiston and Auburn, 3.2b a. a.
12."o. 3.15 and 5.SU p. in.
Frans Osrkssi, S.2.~>a in 13.06and 5 SO p. os
From Cbicngn and Montreal, 13.06.
From Quebec, 13.06 p. ni.
Pullman Palace bleeping cars on night train
jParlor ears on day train between Portland
1Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

Ptr Worcester, (lisln, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, Wiadt,,.u. aud Eppiaa at 7.:t
a. m. and 1.03 p. at.
Par Hnucbrstrr, Caacard, and points Nort:
at 1.03 p. m.
Par Hocbrsirr.Mpringvale, tllr. il, W atet.
baro,and Sues ttirrrnt 7.30 a. m.,11.05
and imixed) at 0.30 p. tu.
Par Gorham at 7.30 a. at., 1.05, O.'JO, an
(mixed) at 0 30 p. m•
Par siaceurappu, Cambcrluail Hills, U si
brook Juucliau and Woodford’* at 7..b
ami lo.oo a. ut.. 1.03, 3-00, 0.30 an

or general luIonu.it Ion
address the General Eastern Agents.

A.

1.30 p.

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

^

Freight, Passage,

For

liarham, Montreal,
1.3' p. in.
For Hurkflcld nnd Faaten,
Far

,Quaker.

m.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

ACAPULCO_sails Wednesday, Nov. 24, noon.
From New York, pier Lot ol Canal St., North
Itiver. lor Sn. Vri-.uci.ro .-la The I.ihrau* ol
Paonan,
Great reduction lu rates to San Franclseo, Cabin
$•>' >; steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Jfopa» nn«l Chine.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday Nov. 20th,

after MONDAY, Mae.
trains will run as follows
DKP IKTl UF.M.

1p. m.

BRADFORD^ (LT. A._oct29dlf

B. C.

mad

Far Auburn nnd Lewiston,7.10A m., 1.1b
Iind 6.20 p. in.
For Uorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30, 4.10 and 3 2*

Canton 4.15. 9.15 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8 26 a. in., 12.06 p. m.
situ: CONNECTION!!.
DAILY—From VV. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy ; Buckfleld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
aud Turner;Canton 4.20 p. in.; arrlvlug at Peru
6.30; DixHeld 8.00; Mexleo 7.00 p.m.; also for
Returning, leave
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 0.00, DixHeld 7.00 a. m.; arrlvlug at Port-

every

apply

*Uu

""RETURNING—Leave

JOHN BROOKS anil TREMONT

E.

Deinarara.

K4-

WINTER IRKANGEnEKT.
The new Steamers of tills Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P.M.. for -EASTPOET
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. “jr-Freight received up to 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Stalerooins, apply a: the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Infer
■nation at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fu-l
J. H. COYLE, JU..
of State street.
Hen’l Mana.'et.
novZOdit

the By-Laws.

WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 17,1886
The above meeting will be adjourned to
THURSDAY, Dec. 2d, 1880, at the same hour
uovlSdtd
aud place.

Iu efreel Oct. 4, IMMO.
Trains Leave Brldg ton.....

A.M.

r.M.
3.20

8.00

10.66
3.36
Arrive Portland.
8.36
3.18
lautve Portland ;PAO. K. K.)
«.t>0
11.10
Arrive Urtdglou.
Stage connections at Brlilgton fur North Brldg
ton, llarrlsou and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival ol 11.10 a. m. train.
Sweden bt .ge connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with C.i Op. m. train.
Stage dally from bandy Creek for So. Brldgtoo
on arrival of S.52 p. m. train,

octbdtf

BENNETT. 8up».

J. A.

SAME CENTRAL
niter MONDAY, Ott. ti,
1336, Passenger Trains Leave

On utid

Portland

an

follow*:

a. m., Tl* Angustat 1.20 p.
ni., via l,rs i,t#«. 1.2b and 11 I. I b i> tu, via Aafor Kllrwurlh. Bar Hirbc, VaareFrevin•I o. Ml. Jubu. Hullfus. ml lb,
Aewtsih County,
res, Ml. Mlepbeu .tad
1.2" p in., t.25 and :11.1b p. m. K
8aee«
Ar PisealU'iuls B. H., 7.10 A Ul., til. If p. m.,
for Mkowhegau, II, Ifnsi an
Drilrr, 1.20,
7.10 a In..
1.25, til.15 p. 111.. 4V alervili.
1.20, 1.25. and, :11.1b p. m.. and "n
5.13
(or
at
llullawell,
m.,
Augusta,
p.
i.uly
Itumlinrr nnd lliuaswi. It, 7.1oa. m 1.25,
6.15,111.16 p. in.; Hath, 7.10 a. m.. 1.26, 6.16
mm., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 n. m.;
Horkluad and Haas nnd Liarela K. K.,
7.10 a. ni.. 1.26 p. m.; Anl am and Lewie
ion at 8.3o A m.. 1.20,6,00p.m.; I.ew.staa
via HrunewicU, 7.10a. UL, 1.25, 111.16 t' Ul.;
Farmington, Monmualh, 4Vintbrup, Oakland nnd Nerlh Anson. t.20p. in.. Farmington via Brunswick. 7.10a. ni and 1.26

For Hunger. 7.10

Cnsluf

Saturdays

p.

m.

All trains limed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

COXUKE3S 9T. STATIO*.
where through ticket* and baggage checks toft?
be obtained tut principal points Kant and Went.
;Tlie 11.15 p. n. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and run* every night .Hun
days included, through to Bangor but not !•
mornings or t*> Belfast
Skowheganon
and Dextcgr or beyond Bangor ou Sunday tuora-

DR. HAM’S

BRUNSWICK—Ar 19th. sch June Bright, Barter, Savannah.
SAVANNAH—Sid 18th, sell June Blight, Barter, Brunswick*
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, sell Geo L Young, Perry,Fernaudina; CathieC Berry, Smith, Savannah ;
Lois V Cliaples. Ross, Fernaudina; Beni F Fool,
Davis, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar i8th, sell Jas Rotliwi I.
Howes. Boston.
Ar 19th, sells Elbridgo Souther, Fairs, Turks
Island; Genevieve, Haley, Charleston.
Cld 19th, barque Jessie Macgregor, McFaddcu,
Sagua; sells Florence J Alien, Soule, Galveston;
J B Holden, Lake, Palalka.
Cld bulb, barque Emita, Crowley, Boston.
N EW YORK—Ar 19U1, barque E L PetteuglU,
White, Iloilo (July 1); Mary C Hale. Higgins,
Cardenas; sells Clias N binnuons, Babbitt, Bangor lor Washington; Maggie J Chadwick, Orr,

Monday

tiiK*.

Traiii* are due In Portland as follows: the morning trains from Augusta and Bain ;>.4T» * w.j
Lewi*l«m, 8.5*1 a. hi. ; the day trail** U"ft» H*n-

For SMEW YORK.
Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is tho
fountain of health, by uFi:. Dr. Pierce's Gold.
on Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
lair shm, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ol constitution will be I'stablished.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-i>oison.
pecially 1ms it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula oi the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Concha, Asthma, and kindred affections. ft is n sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
Liver
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Bold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Anti.
OR. PIERCE’S PELI.ETS
Bilious un.1 Call.artlc
25c. a vial, by druggists.

;
!

1
;

roston.

_.

—

lei*

This Plaster

acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
Sid 18th, sell Brave, Hodgdou. New York.
back, the seat of all pain.
In
HARBOR
HU It'll ISLAND
port, schs A
FOR A 1,1,
S Allen. Lastpurt lur New Volk; Clias L bears,
M
Hill
Kate
ior
n. Portland
bee lor do,
no;
\ l.ung Troubles, whether
ill) Bidder. Boston for no; Bertha Warner,mm
v \ local or deeply seated,
Lucy A Davis, do lor Norfolk ; Sarah & Ellen. 1 oi ; Lji ‘t
It Sit \ \ this Plaster will be found
■Vmine bee fur Philadelphia; Maggie Gliari.no
W to give Instant relief by
W
14
(W
^
#»;
from
baeo
Warren
B
for
1'otter,
for do;
do; Hope
V
L i anp vlug between the
Haynes, Wlseasset for New Haven.
t
M \ shoulder blades.
m
l
i
Helen
G
sens
Gardiner
for
Thompson,
Also,
SHARP.
1
M
New York; Diadem.Boston for do; Nettie CumW
v
ing. and Mary B bntiih, Thoinastou ior do; fan y
\ lyFor Kidney Trouble
FI
Allies, do for do; Olive LUzabelh, Pol llano for ito
BHIIkiIBh
litneumailsm.
Neuralgia.
r I'
it H Card, Franklin for do.
and Back
:
X
$Kl’iVlii in l lie Hide,
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 19th. sell
eorge A AliSH Ache, they are a certain
and
der
Wentworth, ClaiK’s Cove for Bangui.
speedy cure.
'*f
®ACJf
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, sells Agues I
Glace, Savannah tor Boston; Nettie B Dubbin,
Bold by druggists for 25
st John, NB, lor New York, Teluiuab. Bangor
1
T
p
i
cents, or five* mr fl.
tor Providence.
in purl, unique Payson Tucker, from Norfolk
Trade mark patented. Mulled on receipt of price
fur INirumnutli;
lings Cura Green. Bangui i,
Om4wia Me C».- General Agents,
l>> iit ot
.Work ; Katalidui, uo fur blainluu; ,n
i ia.s
OC12U* W.F.v M-6m-nnu
Boston.
W Hyde. 1m Puiladeluiila for Boston; beaisii .e.
Nova beotia for New York; Charlotte Lucs,
•mu fordo; Willie Marini. Gardlnei b.r no; Rival
RiN'kpurt for do; Carrie belle, BtJuim. ill. lor
I'mladolpliia; Bessie 11 Rose, Kenm-boe no o
Flora Condon, Bang r lor no; G o Vi .iuann.lvi unebeeforoo; New Zealand, Calais no .sea n.i
vell; A B Crabtree.Hum Sullivan lor
numnm
Ke>stone, Calais for Brldgepurt; caiuilr." Ivmgi.i.
Kuekland fur Pawtucket; Dolphin, cm-e. Bay n
Por'land; Mary A Hall, PliiiaUelpImi Ior Baiii.
Nellie, Jtoekport for New York.
EDGAKToWN—Hid to 19lli,sc!i Edw Laineyer,
Acliorn, llotmkeii lor Selem; Com lnekei. Harding, ElizaheUipnrl for Uo; Lamartine, Eaton, Purl
Jnnuson ioruo; Alabama. Warr.no lor Calais;
dar> Means, Eaton, Elizabeinport for Bangor;
Dulpuin. .nunroe, New York for St Joim. NB.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, sens .lima A Berkele,! ros
v. Hoboken;
Ripley Ropes. C ,opei. Rock port.
Clil 191h, barque Jusuna 11 lngeisoll, Fuierson,
Peusaeola.

—

j

\

OPTICIAN,
again at the Preble House, Room 106. Take
the lilevator. Office liours 1 to 2 and 7 to
8.30 |i. in. Tills being his 12th annual visit to
Portland. He does not claim to do auy miracles,
but can furnish Irmn his large stock of goods, ait
mode especially for bis ti-nite, a perfect fit,
or If any complication ot visual delects exist, will
make to order such

IS

as will give Perfect Vision
RSetider the Oreatesl Possible Aid.
lie also Inserts

Slpectaeles

ARTIFICIAL

or

EYES

Bent Quality.
Please give your name to his advance Agent.
when
W. E. Uurpee,
befalls. or an order by postal card or otherwise at the Preble Iloune will
roce*ve ids earliest atteiuIon. Having received
a generous patronage from Portland people in the
past, lie hopes to merit the same in the future.
Of the

INeanr Notice the

following

Letttr

you made for me about three years ago, iny eyes
nave been benefited and my vision
greatly ImNow am abl« to use both eyes, while beproved.
fore I was obliged Ut do all my work with one
eye. Previous to being fitted by you I had several
pairs of eye glasses made through the advice of
good oeculists, but must say that in comparison
with yours they were very defective.

New lurk.
ai kill, seb Hamiali
D, Campbell, Westport,
bid 19in, brig Bahama.
SALEM—bid Ittth, sens Helen, from Hobokei,
for Dover; Hamiali D, from Westport for Boston

I

8URE CURE FOR
Liver and Kidney Complaints,
Headache,
Wind in the Stomach ok
Pains in the Bowels,
Indigestion.
March 2, 183*1.
Dr Ham,
Dtar Sir:—l tool It a pleasurable duty to extol
have been a
your medicine to the very highest. I
sufferer tom the dreadftil disease dyspepsia tom
childhood, and very often after eating have vomited
3 months
ud the greater part of my victuals. About
of your invigorator,
ago I waa induced to try a bottle
which at once gave me relief, and I have not had a
am
vomiting spell since. I tecl like a new man, and
but
perfectly welh I have tried many medicines,
none had the least effect until I took your Inviaorator. Hoping you may go on In your great work for
suffering humanity, 1 am

D. M. HAM A Co.,
54*11 road St., Boston, Mass.

WS&Mly

INSURANCE.

ASTER1

"Tims Tried and Fire Tested.”

PHCENIX
INSURANCE CO.,
HARTFORD,
CONN.

J'lsunry 1st, 1NN6.

$2,000,000.00

Reserve for Unadjusted Losses... $ 231 478.72
Reserve for Reinsurance. 1,884.1)83,3’

TOTAL ASHKTS,

I CURE

FIT$r

time and then Imvo them return again, I muan a radio tl enra
I hava mud* the dt»»it«o of EllS, EIMI.KI’SY «•r FALLING
HJCINESS a llfa-long etude. I warrant n>y remedy tucuru
tha worat cw«. Buninae othere hav» raled U no reaaon for
not now receiving u aura. Send at ouc for a treat lee and a
Fro# Bottle or my infallible remedy. Give Exi>r*»a aQ(j p
Office. ft eoata you nothing for a trial, aud 1 will earn
Addropa l>r. II O. BOOT, 1W Fearl St *N*w VorlL
novO

A

W. D. LITTLE k CO.,
$1 Kicksa

r

"t.

Agents,
eod3w

CONSUMPTION.

I<*r the above disease; by Ha use
I havs a oovltlv* rorofdy
vhn..«nda Df cases of tlie worst klnl and of long ■ andlug
cured Ind-v*l,so strong i. o>y faith Id ItsetBpacy
FKXlf, tofatli.r .hl.val.
hi K TREATIBIOO this disease. to any sufferer. Give ex

lava Son
iTtuillaTWO BOt*ri.*S
II4
not'd

71 J’OK I- L l»

I
1

WINES

mil!

OF

IN

IJQIfOKS

ALL HIND#.

PAOKAMK.S

Tin 011101 SAL
roh %ai

r

by

of €o<-a*urtucr*lii|».

l S1AHLEY & SON, importers
tlHUiimnl Managers lot New England tor ta
Celebrated

•lusto M. Quintero having withdrawn. All all ills
of the late firm be sett leu by Mr. E. T. Nutier and
Mr. George L. Kimball, who will coutluue tin*
t 418 Fore
business under the same Arm name,
NUTTER, KIMBALL & CO.
novlodlm
Portland, Nov. 1, 1880.

dAwflm

OFjCOPARTNERSllll\

'I1H8 partnership heretofore existing under the
| name of W. L Wilson & Co., lias been dissolved, W. A. Wilson retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.
lc ntluue the Grocery Business at the old
stand, under the firm name of W. I,. Wllsou & Co.
octZHdtiFRANK W, STOCKMAN.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

DR. WILSON
can now

Ik; consulted at bis

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS’ BUILDING,
C?ougre«« Hi.,

corner

HQ. 410 NIKE ST..

ilHMIT

PORTLAND, ME

MIAERAI. STRIA'S WATER,

%t HO '■

t) t It Kl NON.

IIBKKBY

Tit INK.
tli.1t til.

Sim,
lias been duly apt>olnted and takNOTsubscrilier
lilmself the trust o( Administrator of Hie
MU IN

no

The uiost u dictous lu flavor; npjMdl/.lng i:i »*l
t; and bv IHxtral us*- euable# Dy>P‘ptt«n t«» eat
meats and hearty food wlMiout injurious rriiof*.
For >nle by ail Grocers. M. A. JEWELL & CO,
octGetHl3m
Agents.
»e*

upon
estate of

JOSEPH E. MILLER, late of Portland,
111 the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonus as Hie law directs. All persons hsvlng demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhil.lt the same: and ull persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make pajKKfcD V. CHASE, Adni r.
nov8dlaw3w»
Portland, Nov. 3, 188ti.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
an Indian
Preparation.
Reliable reieienee given. Consultation free. Hy
Mrs. W. W. Hadley, 175 Tgemout St.. Room 48,
Boston, Mass.-Tuesuays. Wednesdays and Thursdays : hours. 1) a. ill. to 4 p. m. P. O. address, 128
Summer Street, Lynn, Mass.

Permanently removed, by

Itoril, BRKtkLKs, PIUPLIH,
permanently cured, by an
English Preparation. Price $2.00. Address Mrs.
W. W. Hadley, 128 summer St., Lynn, Mass.
eodSm
oct99

and Block II. ..U

of Chm-.i.

pay. only for medicine. Cionaulm
lion ami ft: xu»»iuuiio*i free Office hours from
u a. m.t«» 8 p. m.
aug28tf
No cure,

tl.e aftermomi trail

r

Steamer T■ TV OV KITH MONKn.akcster*
trip* per week mi the route tftweeu Portland i.u
Macbuaport, leaving Portland at U.'O p m.
Tuesdays ami Friday* anil Maelilasport ai 4.00 a
m., Monday, and Thursday*.
FATHOM TUCK KM, (leiterai Maminer.
F. K. BOOTUBY.Oen’l Fass. and Ticket Agl.
oelMti
Fort laud. Oct. 2o. 1»H«.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PArtrttt*UKR TRAM SKHVILK.
to

rffrn

llolludoiinu IMuuturw.
Effective Kemedy tor pain or weakness
Breast, side. Back, or L'mus; also for
Liver Complaint, Weak Longs, Cough, Cold Spot
between ibe sliouids. As.lima, IntUciillv In Bn atlog, PI, urlsy, etc., in wl leh eases they give mi
mediate uil permam t relief. Tins is the oldest
and most reliable Belinda.ma P aster made, itud
contains an extra quamiy ot belladonna.
ssnld by nil Urngulsr.
mitclieH's

An
lo the

sep24

Mundnr,

WESTERN

Octahcr

M-ft.

MW-

III VISION.

TRAIN* LRAVK POKTUND

co-partnership heretofore existing under
1 the tlrin name and style of Nutter, Kimball &
Co., is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr.

'll HE

$4,48$. -20.7*

l.l.043«, Prr.id.at.
W. Jll.l.*«»!f. V.re-Prm’l.
I, tv. 4*. NKII. OV, Scr*,.
«. II. lirnDICK, A,«*i Ner’j.

(Hjf’U

eodAwflincW

tx*l27

COPAKTNBK4HIP IMOTICIH.

If. ItK

u jiikm ewee

eerily

SEALED

Dissoluiion

n.m.:

PORTLAND. BANGOn, MT. CESERT i MACHlAJ
STEAMBOAT CO.

Harbor

.Tftuiue.

1121,814.02

NET 8UKPLUS,

fel)2d

k

United States Esoinkeii Office. \
Portland. Manic. November is. i*s >. j
proposals. In triplicate for dredgL.g in
harbor of York. Maine, will be r « .vedat
this office, No. 637 Congress street, until 3 p. in.,
of Saturday, Decemler 4, 1888, un i will be
Immediately thereafter, in the presence
opened
of such bidders us may attend.
All uecess -ry blank forms, and full information
on the subject, will be furnished to parties desiring to bid, on application at this office.
JAKED A. SMITH.
novllkl4tftkdec2d,3d
Major of Engineers.

DISSOLUTION

CASH CAPITAL,

«' tremont 6T.
sexd tea cAuim.::. ya races-

<n

Far ItaK&aa at 17.30. t».4U a. (la., 12.40, t3.3'
p.in. lloKtan far l*arllaad 7.34>,H.S<« a lit., 1.0©
and 4.00 p. in. For Scarbaro Brarb, Piae
l oini, 7.30. 3.40 a. m.. 3 30. 3.30 p. m. Mara
ft«dd« fat d. Hraarbaak. 7.84% 8.40 a. tv.,
12.40, 3.30. 3.30 p. n». Well** Brarb 7 30, 8.40
in.
ftar4k Berwick, Ou*»
t. in., 3.30 |*.
Farter, Hun thili, Law<
f ull-, (lave,
l.awell.
7.30. 8.40 i. m.. 1* 40 8.80 p.
rrarr,
in
Horbrurr TMrnainjr la* and Alla* Hay.
8.40 a. ni.. 12.40,3.30 p. m. .tlaarbrairr and
C’outard vu* Law tenor 8.40 ;u in., (via Nt*wm*ikef Juliet Ion H.3i1 i>. m.
tConnects will* all Hall Lines.
SC.IDAV

en

THE

OF

ORGANj*(b piANO
CO*
*bStO«:M»aS-

l

street

Gilman M. Wilson.

Street._novl3dtf

iu

and 12 43

r.ian Express train at 1. 30 a. in.
|,iuiil« «] 1'ichrtn. tfnl (tad ■r««»»»<4 c*a—, fa*
nil pot mi- in the Pr«flerr« aa -wlr «•! rc*
•lured rate*.

l*KOPO«OI.N.

l*ro|>oMnlM for Slrrdciux

at 12.40

Bangor, WatnrvlUe. Bali Augusta, W«h*R*
land and Lewiston at ft.43 p n*.. tb* iitgiil I'nll-

----

Tru[j -'pllj;’00riMAN

With W. II. Ilervev A Co.,8 Union 8t. Boston, Mass.
Far Sale by all DrugyisU and Dealert.

Gratefully yours,

'^Hand

■

Invigorator.

Dyspepsia,

Prof. Jlrotm.
My Dear Sir: In reply to yours of-. I am
pleased to say that through the aid of eye glasses

—

) sM

Aromatic

Portland, Maine, Oct. 27,1885.

No. 74 Winter

:»#r

(Mourners leave Franklin Wharton Wwines«lj*yr
and Saturdays a! 8 p. in. Keturuiug, leave
38. East Liver, No*' York, on Wednesdays «in«
3. H. COYLK, is.
•Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Genera) Agent
sept-21-dtf

~

|
i

Ar until, barque Henry L Gregg, Randall,
Pernambuco; brig Rachel Coney, Bryant, Curacoa
In ilart Island Roads 19th. sells Mabel Hall,
from Rockland; Belli W Smith, Bartlett, Calais;
lna. Scout,
Willard Salisbury. Gray. Bangor;
Providence; Appliiaffe Amelia, Willard, Boston;
John Douglass. Jordan, W&reliani.
Cld Unin. barque Freeman, Howes. Yokohama;
barque LeviS Andrews. Watts. Pensacola.
Sid 19th, sco Annie P chase, for St Augustine.
Passed the Gate 19Lh, sells J H Eells, from New
York for Camden; Joe Carlton, do for iiookpmt;
Henry, do toe Bosiou.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 18tb, sell Joe Carlton,
Heal, llockport.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19lh, sells Stephen G Ilart,
Rivers, Brunswick; Lizzie Meyer, Harrington,

Louisa Smith, Perth Amboyfor Bangor.

■

the tank.
If richer,

cure

PriGe, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

SAN DIEGO—Ar 11th, ship Jeremiah Thompsou, Avery, Foil Discovery.
GALVESTON—Ar 19th, sch San Domingo, Bennett, Philadelphia.
PENSACOLA—Cld 19th, barque Syra.-Pettengiil. New York.
FEENANDINA—Clrt 18th, schs Edw P Avery,
Hawley, New York; Isaiah K Stetson, Trask,

never was an
on Raw

AKKAMUEnENTS.

WINTEIt

...

...

THE FIRST-CLASS STKAMEHS

profession

than
DIBRCTOKM.

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 19th, ship Harry Morse,

KAII.ItlMUS.

Leave Portland, via O. T. Kailway, 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston H.OO; Mechanic Palls (mixed train;
h.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.05; E. Hebron 9.30;
E. Sunnier
10.35; Hartford,
BuckHeld 9.46;
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57;
Mechanic Falls 3.15: arrlvliig at W. Minot J.27;
E. Hebron 3.37; BuckHeld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.1o; Canton 4.25; GUbertvUle 4 35 p.

Fall anti Winter Arrangements.

HIE

PROF. BROWN,

Murphy. Cardiff.

I

Kffecl Nov. I,

Arru|tnrai In
ISM.

Winter

FARE ONLY $1.00.

Also essay read before the American Medical
Association at Richmond. Virginia, and Washington, D. C.

arc in-

Manager for City Agency, Portland.

runs.

OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOISE.

Kuinford Falls k Burk Held Railroad IURA.\I) TRIM RAILWy OP CAMBJ.

STE AUERS.

t SI HE wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfelA ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
tills Company, and under Its workings extended
insurance Is provided lor in case ol lapse.

novo

sure

CoiitfreM* Street,

482

K IU.KIMUM.

“BOSTON

THE VALUE OF MURDOCK’S LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES,AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

IT

JAMES

a

!

has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
managed by Its Board of Directors and OB
cers, whose Integrity and ability are unquestioned.

CEO.

1•

er.

IT contestable alter three years.

Superintendent

lilth, and came off and sank. The captain and
crew saved themselves 111 a boat and were picked
up ny a lug and taken <o Philadelphia.
sell Darius kddv. of Bangor, belore reported
on ltye Beach, bus broken
up. Only a
ashore
Boston Produce Market.
of materials saved.
part
B“-iON, Nov. 22,JBS6«— The following are toSch Keiiduskeag, from Bangor for Providence,
.i.v* <juuiaji' iis of Provisions, fire.:
belore repo t d al Salem leaky, has mane temPork—i.oue cm 14 "<■&.14 25; short cuts 14 50
porary repairs and shipped two extra men to as5 «;(• ■,
; 4.0 g I
! sist in working the vessel.
light hacks at 13
New York, Nov 20- Barque Henry L Gregg,
>86U; loan mis 14 60(&15 00; pork tongues at
from Guantanamo, arrived to-day with loss of her
50. prune moss $13 50^14 Oo;extra
13
captain, (Randall) who jumped overboard and
orime at io 50.«$11; ute«8, at 11 00; do new at
was drowned.
a 12 00.
11
Beautort. NC. Nov 19-*-Sch Kate Wentworth,
ashore near Fort Macon, is fast breaking up. A
lu 6-lb piUl»;7Va «8
7V*c in !<mu pails;7V*
wrecking
party is saving rigging, sails, and part
ii 3-ir. pails.
of cargo.
Ilams at Hr?! 1 J/aC
iii, according to size aue
tire: smoked shoulders 7s/i@8c; pressed liatns at
uumcsuu

payalts losses promptly. Its policies

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

Notice to Mariners.
Light Honsr. Inspector.)
1
First District,
Portland. Me. Nov. 20. 1886. )
tn
the
that
the
Buoys
Notice is hereby given
Kennei-ee, on Back rivers, have been removed tor
the winter season.
By order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batcheller,
Commander, U. 8. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

CLOTHIER,

THE

THE CLOTHIER,

Congress Street, 482 Congrcsn Street,
OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOISE,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Foods and and Extracts known, it
being the ONLY Knw Condensed
Food, free from insoluble matter.

calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
a .d Massachusetts.

Memoranda.
Alpha, of Maclnas, from Philadelphia for
on the shoals ubove Brandystruck
Newport, Kl,
wine lighthouse, Delaware Bay. morning of the

city, at 6c- 4* lb.
i.uticr- Western extra fresh made creamery 28
./29c: do extiafirsts at 24a.26c;do firsts at 19
d22c; do good to choice held* creamery 19(a23c,
do fresh imitation creamy, choice at 2l%23c; do
firsts lC^19c; do factory, choice 15@16c; do fair
to good at 12 <&14c; do common lots at 10ta 11c;
do dairy nominal at 14a2oc; do New York'crm
•'xtra fresh 29ft30c; do extra Grsts 25®27c; good
to choice June 22a/24c: Vermont ermy extra at
29a30c. Jobbing prices lt®2c Maker.
Cheese—Northern, choice to extra, 12V2@13c:
sage|13V2(^14c; Ohio choice to extra 12l4(gp2i^ ;
Western choice to ex llVfe@12V4C; lower grades
tccording to quality; job lots V2C hitcher.
Eggs—Neat by 35&38c; Eastern extra 28c;Eastern firsts at 24jct25e; N H and Vermont extra at
27c; New York choice at 24^26c;Western choice
23 a 24c; Michigan choice 24c ;Nova Scotia choice
z4a26c; limed 18(&19c. Jobbing prices lc high-

OF PORTLAND, ME!

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,

Office of

IRA F. CLARK,

482

and others on the value of Murdock’s
Liquid Food over ail

4 Hi; you aware that this Company has paid to
V policy-holders or their representatives more

iier7

good*

25 cts. each.
50 cent Scarf Pins at 25 cents.

COTHIEES,

THE

32 doz. slightly imperfect 75 cent Undershirts and Drawer* at only 50 cts,
each.
We have Jnst nut la stock a splendid
assortment of Winter Moves, Ho-ieiy,
Muffler-, Ac Also, a flue line of Sleeve
Buttons, Scarf I'ins, Collar Buttons,
A c. Best Linen Collars, 2 for 25 cts.
Celluloid Collars and Cuffs always 1*
,stock.
Look at the 40 cent Braces that we
i ire selling for only 25 cts.

CLARK,' IRA F. CLARK,

IRA F.

Send for Ess.ay mid DIsClJSSIOK
before Hie British Medical Association at Brighton, England. 1880,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association

than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

MERCHANTS' XMOHANGI..
Passed Deal 18tb, shtp Eureka, Davis, fm Hull
for Sau Fraucisco.
Passed Isle of Wight 18tli, ship Palmyra.Minot
Shields for San Francisco
Aral Aspinwall 1st hist, sch Alice Archer
Fletcher. Snip Island; 4tli, barque It A Alien,
Feeler. Bosom.
Sid fm Callao Oct I-, barque Sami H Nickerson,
Locke, CaU la Buena.

$20,00
THIS IS THE LIST LOT WE CAN
GET AS WE CLOSED THE ENTIRE
LOT, and like the tour previous Invoices
are tiought to sell not to show.
45 doz. 50, 75 cts , $1.00 and $1.25
Sleeve Buttons at ouly 50 cts. each.

Congress Street,

#1.25.

goods, and

more

CLOTHIER,

at

we know we are
selling
III an any other retail cloth*
lug house in this city. Customers, after
visitiug all other clothing stores in this
city, say It Is a POSITIVE FACT THAT
WE L'NOEKHELL THEM ALL.
100 do*. 35 k 45 cent Neckties at only

That he is selling for

CLARK,

essay read before any Med
Food Extracts, except on
icaJ Society
Murdock's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufat
hirers of Extracts have published many of on
essays to show the value of their counterfeits.

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
lu 1848 under the laws of Maine?

FROM

$30 Overcoats

HTKA.VIFU*.

There

—

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

eodlmnrm

Sell

11 ur a l -Jc.
Pressed hogs,

OF THE

you
DO pany
is

Malison.

or

3 cases each of All Wool Scarlet aud
Blue Ribbed Undershirts am' Drawers
only02c. Sold every where for $1 and

57 more of the $lH.OODoubleBrea*ted
Blue Hulls, with detachable button* at
only $10,00, just the suit for railroad
These Suits are worth $12 at
men.
wholesale, and this will be the last lot
tlritt we shall put ou our couuters at
this price. We pay pot Cash for our

SAVES

I--—--I

...

1

-.—-

•

nov8

$0.00, $7.00, $s.00

WASHING^BLEAOHING

LACTATE CO.,
173 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

..

-■

Also Houses’ Donbie Seated Drawers.
Call and see them.

OPPOSITE PREBLE BOUSE.

««

Prepared by AVEBY

....

6 5o
quicksilver_
■to {ireferret!. 24 00
h mistake.
17 5"
24 60
hrfarlo.
Uale& Nofotoh*
.8 35
Host & Belcher
7 00
2 00
Horn Silver
Sierra Nevada. 3 -5
Eureka.....
4 50
ellmv .Jacket
8 76
ilver Kins. 6 50

BEST THING KNOWN

Get a 10c. trial size bottle of your druggist.

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Bramtiall, Hamilton, Raritan—clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Sarah Louise, Wilson, Boston—oil to J Conlftv Sl Son.

..

..

Opening...
Highest....

PORT OF PORTLAND.

....

[By Telegraph.]
May
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Honey’

■'

..

A

(Roughs,

.....

Domestic Markets.

WHEAT,

I Opening....

.317

...

cure

a

but a regu ar $12.00 isult
for $0.00. and it* equal was uever offered by any manufacto-er or retailer
iu Portland. We are giving customers
Come in and share it.
Six
a benefit.
dollar- -aved is $12 earned, and you
to
ever
meet
such
a
chance
will lie lucky
again. The-e goods are not off color,
uor marked dowu because they are lUht
weight, and we dou’i want to carry
them over, hut genuine new fashionable
goods this seas 'n’s make, bought for a
surprise to oar customers und competitors.

T1IE

“BOSTON.
I recommend * Lactart and
as a safe and very
efficient remedy for Coughs,
Colds,
Croup, etc.
"
O. G. CU.BEY, A M., M.D.”

NEWS.

St., Paul
94%
Si j Pau1 ^referred.12u
Berlin Mills Co.
St.qFau:, Minn. &;Man.
117%
S h Nellie J Dinsniorc, Parker, Clark’s Cove, to
st Paul t
maha.. 54%
load
for Norfolk—J Nickerson & Son.
do pre..„
.Ufi%
Sch Ella Pressey. Pressey. It ackland, to load for
Texas Pacific.
22%
York—J Nickerson & Sou.
New
Union Pacific.61
Sell Maud S. Osmore. Harrington—N Blake.
tJ. s. | Express.
«1
1
Jas Henry. Monroe, Friendship— N Blake.
Sell
Wabash, 8t. Louis & Pacific
20% !
Sch Lion, Chattn, Brooklin-N Blake.
do prei. 37%
Sadie Kimball, Kimball, North Bootliliay—
Sell
Western Union Telegranh
.78%
N Blake.
Alton & Terre Haute....
40
Slo.
p Superior, Carnage, tor South Bristol—N
do pro.?.
Blrke.
►oston air Line. 100
SUNDAY. Nov. 21.
Hurlln do
Cedar Rapids.
65
Arrived.
Canada Southern .3...66
snton...
Barque Naversink. llall, Boston, to load for
K. Tenu
13%
Mntauzas. To Chase. Leavitt & Co.
East Tetm, 1st prof.. 76%
Biig Fannie B Tucker, Sylvester. Havana.—
Kaoiiu & Texas.
36%
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to J S WinsHouston «v Texas.38
low & Co.
210
Metropolitan El.
Sell St Thomas, Kelley, Boston, to load lor South
Mobile & Ohio.
; 19%
America.
Mortis Ac Essex...141%
Sell Emma C Middlefon, from Bootliliay.
107
•reg' u Nav..
SAILED—Schs FI. Richardson, Etna, Nellie .1
Richmond & Danville.
..200
Diii-more. Penobscot, Robert (1 Dun. Frai k O
Wells Fargo- Express..127%
Dame, .1 Nickerson, Ella Pressey. Mattie J Alles,
vnti'hl Iowa
.>
15%
Grace Cuslilug, M 1, Wood, and llie fleet which put
Con. Coal. 26
for a harbor.
in
fort Wavin'..
.144
U»ne island.
97
The side-wheel steamer Lincoln, lately employPacific 68 of *05
326 V#
ed between Wiseasset and Portland, is undergo-*
iug extensive alterations at Batli. Her wheel
houses have been cut away and part of machinery
Now York Mining Stacks.
taken out to make way for two propellers.
[By Telegraph.]
The new sclirCl tide Harold, iu the yard of the
NEW YORK,Nov. 20. 1886.—The following aro
N E Shipbuilding t o, at Beih. Is to lie launched
u m.u;: 0uut.1t.lou6 for m.niug stocks to-day:
this week, she Is about 800 tons, hails from New
Haven, and will be conunanued by capt Uilbert
35 75
Colorado-Coal

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

IT4

L

08

Pullman Palace... k.. 144
Reaamg...
40%
Rock island...127Vs
st Louis a Ban Fran. 36%
<10 pret.
71%

on.

FINANdHL AND COMMERCIAL

68%

This Is not

IRA F.

believing it will meet
with universal favor, and
soon become a necessity
in every household.

...

«*

Rceived Nov. 17th, the Uflli invoice of
08 of those elegant Silk and
Satin Lined

$10.00 suit,

marvel of purity
More economical,
than i lie ordtuary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low lest, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only In
emu Koval Baklso Fowdku Co., lOO Walt Si
N. Y.
ju2dly

Honey,

Sell Sadie Kimball. Kimball, Boston.
Sell Cock of the Walk. Lewis, Boston.
Sell Wreath. Uorden, Franklin for Providence.
Sch 1) S Lawrecce, Ellsworth for New York.
Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
sell Mattie J Alles. Crockett. New York—Berlin
Mills.
Sell Etna, York, New York—Portland Kerosene
Oil Co.
Sch (iracc Cushing, Drlukwater, New York—

33%
20
36%

powder never varies.
strength ami wholesoxieness.

JVKTE>

...

SATURDAY, Nov.

This

MCTART

MINIATURE ALMANAC..NOVEMBER 22.
7 3S
Sunrises.« 4fllHlirh water !
8 03
Sun sets.4 07 ulfcllwalor I
90 4m
t
Length of day
923!,,„|„„t
9ittin
I
Moon rises. 2.46 “elgnl

I A T ilNE

POWDER
Pure.

same time not interfere
with the digestive organs
or affect the nervous system, we offer our

27

A

seen

Conger’s Pateut CHKSi KK-MIIEi.D
UNllKR'Hl TS. It is the only gar incut
that affords absolute protection to the
lungs.

$12 SUITS FOR $6.

Colds,
Croup, Hoarseness, and
Sore Throat, and at the

Cephalonia..Boston.Liverpool.

....

v

TN response to many inJquiries, from both the
medical profession and
the trade, for a medicine
FREE from objectionable
drugs, which will effectu-

Den

Erie preferred-.—..
I Rtnoiij Chutral.

n

line assort-

mail's Furnishing Store.

I

Absolutely

...

a

shirts, Move*.
Hosiery, Collar- and Cuffs, aud hi fact
of
found
all kinds
iu a Uentlegoods
Railroad and Policemen have yon

LACTARTand HONEY.

for

We have always In stock

ment of Outside Flannel

Look at all the $12.00 Suits iu Portland, then come to our store
and see our

Spoken.

Sarmalian.OUcbec.Liverpool... Nov

75 cts. euch.

ANOTHER LEADER.

Watyiui, Rocklaud.

OF STEAMSHIPS.

Circassia.New York. .Glasgow.... Nov
Belgenland.New York.. Antwerp.... Nov
Konavlsta.New York. St Thomas .Nov
Aller.New York..Bremen
Dec
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruz Dec
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg ...Dec
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool... Dec
Dec
Niagara.New York Havana

are

for Havre.

Nov 0, lat 33, Ion 78 41, sell FosUna, from
Philadelphia for Cardenas,
Nov 14, off Ilatieras, brig Golconda. DriukWat(*r. from Pensacola for Boston.

f. clark

I* selling 50 doz. of the celebrated
Petersburg
#1.00 White Lauudrled
shirts «t only 75 ceut* each, the best
lining, best made and best wearing 75c.
Shirt in the city.
35 doz. #1.00 011 Tan (iloves at only

not manufacturers, nor have
vve got 20 stores, but we have got the
best lot of Clothing for the lea-t money
of any clothier in Portland. Low prices
tell.
Spot Cash brings Low Prices ;
and Low Prices brings natrons. Look
into our store as you go by and be convinced.
We

Poi L Spain Oct 29. seh Roger Moore, Gilkev,
from Wilmington, NC, ar 22d.
Ar at Ponce Oct 29, barque Ada P G< uld, Hearaliau, New York.
Sid Oct 18th. brig Jennie
Phinney, Morion, for
to load for North of Hatteras.
Mayaguez,
Cld at Ni rth
CB. 19tti Inst, sell Rebecca
Sydney,
F Camden. Diggfu*. New York.
Cld at St John. NB, lMh sclis D
Sawyer, Beal,
and c. nrv
luKuighain. New York; Frank W,

LIVERPOOL, Nov. 20. 1886.—Cotton market
quid— pi anils at 5 3-16d; Orleans at sa*d: Sales
8000 ha l•s;8pecu,afion and export 50-1 bales.
I.IVERPOOL.Nnv 20, 1886.—Quotations—Wlnler Wheat Rs lod*7sd; Spring wheat >1 Rs Sid *
nils 11 ci; Club wheat 7s*7s 2d.
Corn—mixed
Western prime at 4s4Ved; pens at 5s Sd
Provisions. &c.- Pork at 66s: bacon at 38s 6d for short
clear
Cheese 61s for American; tallow 2os 6d;
lard, at 32s 3d.

prom

Ira

IRAF. CLARK

At

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

SAILINcTdays

MIMCBLLANBOtW.

niSCELLANKOVS.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Falmouth 18th. ship Ilecla, (from Sau

Francisco)

—

New York Stock arid Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
N EW YORK, Nov. 20
1880.--Monev on call
is active,
ranging from 4 to 0 per cent, last loan
closing 6. Erkin meieantlle paper at In6 per
cent. Exchange quiet and steady at 4 80V«
«4,;si
and 4 84% <24 84%. Government bonds are dull
and steady. Railroad bonds
moderately active ami
generally Urm. The stock market closed active
aud weak.
Tue iratisaeiions at tee stock Exchange eagre*

American

bush: corn, 834,000 bush; oats, 71,000 bush:
rye 1,000 busli.barley 36.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 20 1886.—Flour is firmer;
XXX at 2 35*2 45; family at 2 55*2 70; choice
3 05*3 16; fancy 8 40*3 50; extra fancy 8 Bo*
Wheat higher No 2
3 80; patent at 3 »5g4“35.
lted at 76>*c bid. Corn Is higher: No 2 Mixed at
84 Vs* 3414c. Oatl nominally easier; No 2 Mixed
at 26*26Vac. Lard at 5 85*5 90.
Receipts—Flour. 6.000 bbls; xvneat. 18,000 bit:
corn. 39,000 bush; oats, 13,000 bush; rye, 3.000
busli. bai ley 24,000 bush.
Shipments—F'lour, 5,000 bbls; wheat d.'iiiil bu:
corn, 29.000 bush; oats 1,000 bush; rye 0,000 bu;
.„„„

107
111

Boston Stock Market.

a

,

*

lot

....

In port, sclis Governor, Sargent, fm Bangor for
Lizzie Cochran, do for New York ; Wm
2°9too;
Todd. Biddeford for do; Miuetta, Wiuterport for
Boston.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, schs Kdw l.nmeyeri
c.*'w V>rk for Saco; I) L Sturgis,Bain for Boston;
Eliza Auu. Boston for ltockland, Bertha F Nick*
Bockptjrt lor New York.
PORTS MOUTH—At ldth schs Dora M trench,
Rowuoinhani for Greenw ich, leaking badly.
Ar 19th. sons Mentor, Bath for Boston; Grace
E Stevens, Boston for
Bangor; Geo Bird, do for
Rockland; Surprise, do forHarrington; Albert,
Hingham for Mt Desert.
Below 19th, schs Line-in, from Millbridge for
Boston; S Sawyer. I>;un;u istotta for do; Two Brothers. Keimebee for do; Walter M Young, from
Lamoine lor do; Ximena. Maehias for do; Mary
L Varnev, Bath for d'
; Thos J Kackett, Gardiner
Mazurka, Boston tor Rockpoi t; Charter
{^rdo;
Oak, do for Wiscasset;
Hiram, do for Eastport;
Montezuma, do for do; Sarah Louise, do for Portland.
BANGOR-Ar 17th, sell Mary E Morse, Baker,
lorthmd. to load for Richmond.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 18th schs Geo W Cushing,
Cushing. Portland; .1 W Raymond. Westport tor
Portland; Relief, Blake. Kockforl for Jacksonville.

Shipments—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat, 18,000

116
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TRAMS

’.OU, 4.15p.m. vta Eastern Division

for Ronioo
to Scarboro

Crossing.
EAMTEliN DIVISION.

Tar Mo.i.>1.1*

-i*.on

a.m..

sl.osi, vd.uii p

ui

Uuslwalor Farilnu.l (7.3". WHO a. in., Ik.Ho
17.00 p.m. Tape Tlisnbclh, #e 0 a. no, 1,00
u.iai a. in., 1.00 p. m
•l.oo p. in.
"..Co,
Ki.ldt-fwr.l, 2.00, #.00 A m., 1.00, 8.00 p
Psrnwssili, hrwksriMrl, -alens and
ill.
l.,nn. 2.00, #lllO a.
III.. I.OO. 6.00 p.
m.
t,ar.aarr #.0O a. m., 1.00 p. ni. Parlor and
Pullman cars (>n l-alus leaving Boston at S.So,
ti.Oo a. ro., 12.30, l.oo, 4 0", 7.00 p. n„ and leaving Portland at 2 00, 7.30, 6.40, #.60 a. m., 12.40.
I.uo and 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
ear* 011 trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.,
and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
tFroul Vans 11,1 wick lo Svnrbsr. I ,,MI g via Wesirru Division.
•Connects wlih Hall Lines for New York. South
and West.

((Connects with Hound Lines for New York, Honth
end West.
T'o leave passengers only
through rickets to all points W*»i and rtouth
h r sale at T-i-o ao-si-w I'tehri OKr* ('•■»m-reinl Mirrrt, Hwrllaari, aw,I To ion Ticket
ndee, IO KukssreSIreel.
JAa. r FUKHKK. (Isn't Manager
l>. J. FLAMDKKH. »Iso. P A T. a
M. L. WILLIAM*, Uen'l Agent.
'"<23
dlf
<
HIIp

*

.1

:i|r
U S'V ho *?UBd .(« Ills M 0*0.
1.iloP.
AcMnnlaiu.M.—ISS0V

•ertlslag Bmesatr. Snrueo hUs.,lL isser. s«-*••»
*e eontrsc'
leturUlM' VV VO Ait

THE PORTLAND

FRATERNITY.

THE WINTER PORT.

-—

MONDAY

MORNING,

A Crowded

NOV. 22.

Meeting
ish

at the First Par-

Ministry Bent

Canada’s

Church.

on

Portland.

Selecting

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Rev. Dr. Boiles Speaks of the Aim of
Advice

Mother*. —MRS.

WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the ltttle cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and Is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle,
lanld
SM&W&wly
to

the
And

lic,

attended by an audience which completely filled the pews, while some were
obliged to stand at the back of the church
The services were both
appropriate and ini
teresting, and those present gave the closest
attention to the remarks of
the different
speakers.
The music by the church choir
was of its usual
excellence.
After reading from the
Scriptures and
prayer by Rev. Dr. Hill, Col. E. C.
Farrington, the president of the Fraternity, delivered a brief introductory address.

From Frank J. Fierce, Periodical lie
tot. 188 l Valor .Street,
Augusta, Me.

“I am pleased to say that two bottles of your valuable Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam
lias cured me of a cough of
nearly a year's standI
have
tried
ing.
many mixtures during that
time without ssccess.”

president fahrington's remarks.
^

°*

One Is a dose.
novlGd&wlw
________

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N, G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

.--—

..'

I lie custom house will not
be open today.
There were 32 arrests last week, of which

15 were for drunkenness.
c exports last week
were valued at $18,1-U2.90, and included 835,715 feet of lumber.

The Sardinian, of the Allan Line, is expected tomorrow.
The boiler and engine which will be placed
in Mr. Freeman
peeks’ new steamer, arrived by boat, Saturday, from Boston.
The Munjoy C. L. S. Circle meets this
evening vviiu airs. L,. L,. Uummlngs, No. 79

matter will be

tomorrow night.
The art exhibition still remains open at
the Art Building. Several of the pictures
have been sold. It is intended to open the
exhibition to the public one day this week.
Mr. George Davis’s horse and carriage,
which
disappeared Saturday afternoon,
a

milkman.

street, yesterday

At Millett’s grocery store,Congress
square,
can be seen three oranges raised
by J. Vick-

the florist, this year.
weighs one pound and nine

urgent request for his hearers’ strong
port.

The largest
The
tree is a Florida sweet, seven years old.
The Deering hand fire engine Niagara has
been sent to Boston for -repairs. The
Niagara, r.s early as 1848, was purchased by the
town of Saco, and was the only fire engine
there for years.
A new industry, the manufacture of varnishes, has been established in Ligonia.
The rolling mills have large orders ahead,
aud the kerosene and lead works are running to their full capacity.
December 13th has been fixed on for the
Wheelmen’s Ball. President Stevens will
design the dance orders, the Little Women
ounces.

rtf t.liA rAfracli tmrnt

tnKlon

J

The commissioners pronounce the road in
excellent condition. The stable at Morrill’s
Comer is being enlarged.
At East Deering, on
Tuesday evening,
J. A. Cone will deliver his lecture on “The

Sandwich Islands,” illustrated by large oil
paintings that are genuine works of art. On
Wednesday evening the same lecture will be
delivered at the Clark Memorial Church
Woodford’s.
M
Rt. Rev. Bishop Healy, in
carrying out
the decrees of the recent council at Baltimore, will enjoin the priests in this diocese
from performing marriage ceremonies in
the
evening. He will insist that weddings in
church shall take place with a
nuptial mass,
or failing in that, as
early in the afternoon

republic.

One reason for the teaching
by people of
culture and refinement in such institutions
as the Fraternity, is the
danger that those
people who lead lives of honest industry or
ease may forget the miseries and
hardship
of those less fortunate. The misunderstanding felt by one class in its relations with
another lias always been a source of trouble,
pr. Bolles spoke of the effort to benefit those
in need of
help as one of the highest attributes of a Christian life.
At the conclusion of the address, an
opportunity was given to the audience to contribute in aid of the
Fraternity, and the
nieeting was dismissed witli the benediction

possible.

by Rev. Dr. Hill.

Jack McAuliffe. the light-weight champion, it is reported, will have a four-round
glove fight with Mike Barry in this city
tonight. From here McAuliffe will journey
to Bangor, where he will meet
Marcellus
Baker in a glove contest on
Thanksgiving
Day. Baker is anxious to have ode meeting
with McAuliffe, and will be satisfied to
that

The

Montgomery Fair.
This evening the grand fair will open

and
continue for one week. The Guards will report at the armory promptly at 7 o’clock in
full dress uniform.
From there, headed

by

Chandler’s military band, they will proceed

to the rooms of the Fraternity Cadets
The
battalion will then take up the line of march
to City Hall, where the
will be

extent.

«

Mvoiy maze.

Mayor

Yesterday forenoon a fire in the rooms occupied by Mr. Iia Stockbridge, in the house
of Mrs. Brazier on Myrtle street,
destroyed
or badly damaged
everything in the apartments. Mr. Stockbridge before
going out

ceived and escorted to the Rink.

Promptly
o’clock, Mayor Chapman will, in a few
remarks, formally open the exhibition. The
Primary Cadets will give an exhibition drill
and Chandler’s Band will
play during the
evening one of their delightful concerts. The

rink wiii be prettily decorated.
The ladies
will furnish refreshments
during the entire
week. Half fares have been
arranged on
the various roads running into the
city.
Thomas
Corp.
William Flaliertv (“old four
o clock in the morning,”) will
superintend
the target shooting.
..Arrangements have been made with the
Maine Central railroad so that one fare rates
will be given to those wishing to attend the
fair, from Bangor, Waterville Augusta,
Brunswick, Bath and Lewiston on Wednesday, good for return on or before Friday.

Harris,

room

next to

those of Mr. Stock-

Mr.

Harris, seeing tbat he could not
subdue the flames, sent a still alarm to the
house of Casco, No. 5, and the fire was extinguished with a hydrant stream.
Mr. Stockbridge suffered a
heavy loss. His
piano, a cabinet bed, tables, chairs and other
furniture, books, pictures, the carpet and

Thanksgiving Candies.
George C. Shaw & Co. are making a
specialty of candies for Thanksgiving. There
are all kinds, made of the
very best materials, pure and wholesome. Not only this,

window draperies were
nearly ruined. The
whole second story of the house will have to
be repainted to remove the
of the

signs
smoke, while considerable repairing will be
required in Mr. Stockbr'dge's rooms. The
house is owned by Mr. Jerome
Rumery and

but in the hands of the confectioner these
materials have been turned into as delicious
candies as Portland people have ever tasted.
The line of goods the firm exhibits is
very

is insured.

Apron Sale and Supper.
Ladies in want of an apron should attend
the sale this afternoon and
evening, at Y. M.
C. A. Hall, given under the
auspices of the
Ladies Circle of the West
Congregational
church, as there will be a large variety of
aprons, both plain and fancy, which are to
be sold at a very low price. There will also
be quite a number of useful and ornamental
articles for sale. An old fashion
supper
will be served from 0 to 8
o’clock, the tables
to be waited on
by a large corps of pretty
young ladies in neat attire. The committee
have worked hard, and
say they will have a
supper that will tickle the palate of tiie most
fastidious, and it is hoped a large crowd will
be in attendance.
Admission to the hall
will be free. Horse
cars will run to Congress street station at the close of the sale.

Thanksgiving.

tor a number of
years the Rev. S. P. Pearson has with the
assistance of some of our

benevolent citizens, provided the
deserving
peor connected with the Gospel Mission with
suitable dinners on
Thanksgiving day, and
it is the Intention of Mrs. Pearson to do the
same this week as far as she Is
able, and any
contributions in money or food will be collected and judiciously distributed If she is
notified at No. 45 Wilmot street.

re-

at 8

had built a fire in the grate, and a
spark from
the fireplace is supposed to have started the
flames. Two ladies on the floor above
smelt
smoke and called Officer
who occu-

pies the
bridge.

sup1

ROI.LES’ ADDRESS.
Bev. Dr. K. C. Bolles of Salem, was introduced by President Farrington, and delivered an instructive and eloquent address
upon
the scope and purposes of the work of the
iratcrnity. Dr. Bolles mentioned his former
pastorate in this city and the interest be felt
in tlie Portland
Fraternity, which was formed at about the time he moved
away from
Portland. He spoke of tlie necessity of
teaching the hoys and girls who are growing
up in ignorance, and the work which the
Fraternity is doing in this direction, persons
who have been educated in circles of culture
and refinement giving the benefit of their
knowledge and friendship to those less fortunate. The college and university point with
pride to tiieir great men, the statesmen, philosophers, scientists and poets but before
the poem can be written its creator must
possess a knowledge of the alphabet, and
the effort made to give the alphabet
|of education and training to the young is as deserving of respect and consideration as the
work of tlie colleges.
The speaker said that years ago, when in
London he saw how quickly the authorities
took under their protection two children
who were run over
by a recklessly driven
carriage, he had asked himself if it was not
possible that something might be done in
that great city to ameliorate tlie condition of
the poor children who never knew what it
was to be kindly treated and cared for until
some calamity befel them.
In this land of
ours it may be that tlie rich arc
growing
richer and the poor, poorer. That is not
proved, but Dr. Bolles said that when he
thought of the widespread laxity of morals
and tlie decreased power of
religious teacbmg among certain classes in our large cities,
he feared that crimes might be committed
even in tlie name of
liberty, for which tlie
nation would blush with sname and which
threaten
might
the very existence of tlie
I1EV. DR.

Grimmer will furnish the music.
Thirteen new members were admitted to
the Turuveiein on Friday last. The
society
has decided to give a dance in
February,
and Prof. Doldt has commenced
drilling an
exhibition class of twenty-five members.
Post Commander F. A. Motley, of Bosworth Post, asks that every member of the
post who was a prisoner during the war inform him of the fact, that he may forward
the same to the department.
The horse railroad company have added a
handsome new car to the Spring street
line,
and will add another to the
Congress street.

as

to the attention of the

au

ery,

takn

brought

SECRETARY GILSON’S REPORT.
Secretary Gilson’s report gave the scope of
the society. He stated the aim was to attract
the boys and girls of the street into
comfortable rooms, furnished with books and
good
games, and forming them into classes for instruction, thus fitting them for a better life,
and giving them good manners and
good
morals, fly thus instructing and
elevating
‘hem chances are afforded them to obtain
good positions in business and society. In
18(19, with three or four teachers, and some
twenty street boys and girls, the Fraternity
had its origin in Preble Chapel. The Fraternity has occupied rooms on Congress street
since then, and now has
apartments on
r ree street, but it lias
outgrown even these
later quarters and needs a large,
airy coffee
room, with bright, open fire, a lecture room
with a piano, and in fact a home like the
Young Men’s Christian Union of Boston. It
is not believed that the society conflicts
with
any other charitable organization; it is nonsectarian, and help from Catholic, Episcopal
or Orthodox teaching is
cordially welcomed.
The speaker then gave a list of the studies
in tiie evening school
classes, and stated that
one evening a week Is given to
games, music
or lectures from well known
gentlemen, and
tlieie is also the Thanksgiving
supper, the
gymnasium, girls’ sewing school, and the interest to make industrial features
permanent.
the
primary department was started
to rescue the small
boys and girls before
„„ftract?.1! had become crystalized. In
1884, 250 rough boys were bronchi. In nnrl in
iwo tears me
cnange lias been marked. They
have formed a military
company, have become disciplined and
orderly, and will this
winter, train the younger boys. The older
graduated into the evenprimary boys have
thus the primary department
5nB
is fulfilling its mission of a
training school
for the h ratermty. The speaker closed with

The loss by Mr. Charles Herrick by the
burning of his buildings at Cumberland
amounted to $3,000 more than the insurance.
The post office will be closed from 10 a. m.
to 1 p. m., today, out of respect to ex-President Arthur.
Mr. John L. Shaw has received a barrel of
clothing from Mrs. E. P. Staples for the
sufferers by the fire at Farmington.
Up to the present time $2,771,000 Eastern
Railroad 6s have assented to date to preferred stock plan.
A regular meeting of the Y’s will be held
at the W. C. T. U. rooms at 3 p. m.,
today.
Members are requested to come prepared to
sew on K. G. articles.
While stepping from a car at the corner of
High and Congress streets, Thursday evening, Ur. John Buzzell broke or seriously
strained a ligament of his right foot.
Mr. Ware, of the Boston and Portland
Clothing Company, will furnish the dance
orders at Bosworth Relief Corps’ assembly

morning, by

so-

city government during the winter. The
president referred to theprimary department
the latest feature of the
Fraternity work.mid
in closing spoke of the need of
assistance
and a greater number of workers.
He then
introduced the secretary. Hr. A. S. Gilson,
who read his annual report.

street.

found on Portland

—-ui

ciety. One youug man who, after receiving
an education at the rooms of the
association,
served as one of its teachers, is now
engaged
in business in one of the towns near Portland. Two others, who came here from foreign lands, were sent to tile Fraternity by
the prominent merchant who took them into
liis employ, and now aro in good situations
with savings in the bank. There is room for
a much greater effort
by the Fraternity, with
some financial aid, and it is
hoped that this

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

were

*, y raternity

were to render an account
of their Stewardship, and those
present were
to judge of the work which had
been done.
Farrington then referred to the fact that
there is not in 1 ortlaud, as in
many other
cities, a system of evening schools at which
an education may be obtained
by many of
'vll°. cannot attend the
a™
day schools. The fraternity is doing wliat
it can to supply this want.
Young ladies
and gentlemen of our city give a
large portion of their evenings to serve as
teachers,
and they are meeting with
gratifying results!
*
iucut instanced several eases in
which the pupils of the
Fraternity school

22_MW&SAw

Munjoy

was

Col. Farrington said that lie regarded this
as a business
meeting, at which the oflicers

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, ami others
whose occupation gives but little exercise, should
use Carter’s Little Liver Pills for
torpid Liver

—-

President and Secretary
Tell of Its Work.

of its work and a statement of its
purposes
and expectations might be made to the
pub-

_

and biliousness.

wa

The meeting at the First Parish church last
evening, given under the auspices of the
Portland Fraternity, that the annual
report

OH, WHAT AN AWFUL BREATH!
There is nothing more healthful than onions.
The trouble is that persons are afraid to eat
them because they make the breath unfragrant.
But there is a less fragrant breath than that
freighted with onions. We mean the breath of a
person with a foul stomach. Take him away! we
Inwardly cry when he whispers in our ear. Do
see that your breath is
pure. Take a few Bkandeth's Pills and regulate your liver, stomach
and bowels aud your breath will be sweet,

n<w

the

large and the prices are moderate. No
thanksgiving table Is complete unless when
the dessert is brought on a dish of candies is
added to the menu. The firm also keep an
excellent assortment of those delicious imported candied fruits.
Central Labor Union.
In response to the call for a meeting looking to the formation of a Central Labor

Union, about forty delegates, representing
organizations in this city, Cumberland Mills
ind Saccarappa, met at Knights of Labor
Hall yesterday afternoon. After a full discussion of the matter, it was decided to hold
mother meeting Saturday evening, Dec. tth
it 8 o’clock, thus enabling delegates to pre
lent the matter to their respective
organiza
lions for action.

Charles R. Frost.
Charles R. Frost, an old citizen of Portand and for many years a prominent builder here, died at his residence on Park street
ast evening after a long illness. Mr. Frost
vas by trade a carpenter, and was connected
i is builder with many large buildings in this
< lty, among them being the
City Hall. The
<

leceased was 73 years and

i

ind leaves

a

The St. John

Organization,

family.

eight

months old

Delegates Leave OttaIn Disgust.

An Ottawa special to the St.
John Globe
“Vs it is quite evident, nfter tbe interview
the St. John
delegates had Friday with the

Cabinet regarding the winter port
question,
that tlie government have
fully determined

on

making Portland

the winter terminus.
It was expected that when the
delegates arrived iu Ottawa the government would be in
a position to
say yes or no as to whether or
not they intended granting the demands of
the people the delegates were sent here to

This does not appear to have
represent.
been the ease, as the only satisfaction
they
got out of the Cabinet was that the Postmaster General promised to take it under
consideration. The people of the Maritime
Provinces will now be kept in
suspense as
long as it suits the government to hold off
giving a definite answer, and as there is every indication of an early appeal to the peo-

ple, the

matter may be held in
abeyance until after the elections are over. It
is said the
interview throughout was not
satisfactory,
every argument of the Cabinet being in favor of Portland
as a winter
terminus.

Slessrs. Weldon and Harding left
Friday
night, thoroughly disgusted, report says.
The St. John Sun gives this account of the
way the St. John delegates were
put off by

the Postmaster General:
Sir Alexander said lie was free to
say that
the delegation had cleared
up a good deal of
prejudice about the Bay of Fundy and its
fogs and dangers. He had also been enlightened by tlie statements made
respecting the
depth of water iu tiie harbor and at tlie
‘St‘
such
vessels as
the Parisian would .When
he water-borne at low
tide, it was plain that there could be
no objectiou to St. John on that score. It watt
necessary that the steamers should go elsewliere than to Halifax on account of
freight.
I hat had been recognized in former confrrnnta

ivhtnli

mn.l

were Hon. George P. Wescott and Col. Fred
N. Dow, both members of the next legislature, Hon. Charles McLaughlin, Hon. Wm.
L. Putnam, Dr. W. A. Robinson of Auburn,
E. B. Denison, Prentiss Loring, C. S. Chase]
Mr. Boberts of Sargent, Bolster & Co., Mr.
Dunbar of Jas. Bailey & Co., and others.
The supper was excellent and served in admirable style, and at Its conclusion, brief
speeches were made by the guests and by
President
several of the club members.

clause. It reads as follows:
“In winter to
make Halifax the terminal
port in Canada,
and to terminate the winter
voyages at Portland or such other port as the
Postmaster
General of Canada may designate or
approve
for that purpose.
The words “or such otii-r
'oean “or such other
port in
the l nited Mates.
1 he Postmaster General was free to designate St. John.
There
was the utmost desire on the
part of the
government to maintain the essential feature
of their general policy, Canada for
the Canadians, and under changed circumstances
there was no doubt what the
would
policy
be.
the government must consider the
w-hoie country.
If freight-icould not be got
at 1 ortland, the steamers would
necessarily
want power to go
elsewhere, because witiiout freight they could not
on
the voyage
go
*‘aUIt was necessary, therefore, that
there should be liberty given in the contract
to despatch the vessels to other
ports besides
f ortland, but that does not exclude St. John.
J he object of the clause was to
get freight,
and if freight could be got iu Canadian
ports
under the terms of the
contract, the Postmaster General would
send the
naturally
steamers there.lie and his colleagues
w;ould have great pleasure in presenting the
views of the delegation to the
Privy Council.
The members of the delegation then withdrew, after thanking the ministers for the
kind and courteous
hearing they had received.

"ot.

PERSONAL.

on

Pierce, the artist, has opened
Neal street,

Prompt Payment

day.

Hon. T. 11. Reed will attend

ex-President
of the commit-

Arthur’s funeral today as one
tee of the House.
Hon. Stanley T. Pullen arrived from New
\ ork, Saturday, and will
pass Thanksgiving
at his old home in Foxcroft.
Councilman Jerome Rumery,
Commissary
of tlie \ C. A. and P. C., entertained
the
members Friday evening with a
supper at
G. Dana Robinson’s dining rooms.
Mr. G. W. Marston has published a new
sacred song, “Love not the
World,” for
tenor or soprano, and a

piano, which

by

the

">aurancr‘

Mai
Dear

Company,

Sir,—lam pleased

to

I

“Caprice”

for the

highly spoken of.
George Batty, engineer, a Portland boy,
writes the Advertiser a sad picture of life in
Honduras, and says he shall be glad to get
home “in the spring time.”
Dr. J. H. Keating of this city will
remove
are

Portland,

acknowledge

SPECIAL SALE THIS WEEK

others Saturday, and his age and enfeebled condition did not permit him to rally.
Jeremiah Dow was born in Salem, N. H.,
March 22d, 1802, and was
consequently in his

85th year.

When quite young he moved to
Haverhill, Mass., where he went into the
dry goods business. About 1826 he came to
Portland, and in connection with the late
John Dow formed the dry goods firm of J. &
J. Dow. This firm took the same position
here tliat Smith & Brown ^id in West India
goods. Mr. Dow was a contemporary of the
eld line of merchants, of whom but one or
two now remain, who gave a reputation to
Portland for mercantile activity and thrift.
The firm was established in the old Mussey
block on Middle street. Mr. Dow afterwards
entered into partnership with Hon. J. S.
Palmer and Henry Ward, under the firm
name of Dow, Palmer & Ward.
This was
the first firm to engage in the wholesale drygoods business in this city, and for many
years it was located at the comer of Middle
and Cross streets.
In 1857, Mr. Dow

went out of the

dry

goods business, and became an insurance
agent for several of the best known companies. He had been for many years the agent
for the Hartford, while in the dry goods
trade, and he held the agency until ten years
ago, when he retired from active business,
having held the Hartford agency over forty
years.
Mr. Dow was foreman of the sheriff’s jury
that tried Neal Dow for the murder of Robbins, shot in the Dow liquor riot, during
Gen. Dow's term of office as mayor. Gen.
W. P. Smith was sheriff, and Mr. John Reed
of Deering is now the sole survivor of that
jury. At the time that the city issued bonds
in aid of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad, Mr. Dow succeeded In placing many of
them in the sinking funds of Massachusetts

cities, his brother-in-law being State Treasurer.

Mr. Dow married for his first wife, Mary,
laughter of John Dow, of Haverhill, and
md by her six children, only two of whom
rre now living, one of them being Mrs. T. R.
Lyman of New York—who married the son
>f Hon. S. R. Lyman of this city—and the
ither Edward F. Dow of Portland. A daugh:er married Hon. J. S. Palmer.
The other
■hildrcn were Mary F., Henry and Albert.
His second wife—who was Miss Mary E.
taymond- -survives him.
Paint and Oil

Club.

The regular meeting and supper of the
Club, held at the Falmouth
lotel, Saturday evening, was noticeable for
I he number of invited guests.
Among them
*aint and Oil

PRICES

made for

men.

BOYS’ OVERCOATS, ages 14 to 17 years, in large variety.
Also BOYS’ ULSTERS and REEFEKS.

CHILDREN'S

Sarsaparilla

OVERCOATS.

Mammoth stock at the lowest prices

ever

heard of FOR THE OUAL-

$1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50, $5, $6, $7, $8

JTY^of)goods,
tHILDKEN’N

HEAVY WARM ULSTERS, made from
all
heavy
3
Wool B<ue Chinchilla Beaver, Wool lined.
DRESS SUITS for Gentlemen, Young Men, Boys and Children a

*_is

druggists sell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than
of all other sarsaparlllas or blood
purifiers. The
same success Is extended all over the
country.

Hood’s

LOW

THANKSGIVING WEEK!

lias met peculiar and unparalled success
at
home, Such has become its popularity in Lowell, Mass., where it is made, that whole neighbor-

Cardigan Jackets, Leather Jackets

all

grades,

sizes, and
UU

and

prices.

WOT

FAIL

TO

Vests, Reefers

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

IOO Doses One Dollar.

apl_il&wlynrin

SICK HEADACHE! 255 MIDDLE STREET. PORTLAND, ME.
~

~V

PA

I

by|

wmPoaitJvelv Cured
■
H V ihc*Q Xdttle
also relieve l)is-H
E.b\0 tress
They
from Dyspepsia^

-—
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__

ITTLE
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W fcilrft

■

Dig

■
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■

mn"Fv"*

andToSB
JndigeBtton
lloarly Eating. A per-B

WARE, Manager.
dtf

______

frct *™iedy lor Diz gj
ueac, Naim, Dr>>wsi-B
iieae. Bad Taste in thcH
M oath, Coated Tongue ,KB

GRAND MARK DOWN SALE

Bids,
They regulate the Bow-S
Pain Id the

prevent ConetiAu
it
potion and Piles. Thesinidlustnud easiest to ml;
Duly one pill n dose. 40 in a vinl, Purely Veg-H
•table. Price 25 emit#, 6 vials by mail for$1.0DJB

c-

T

i

NEW

.tUVEKTINEMENTS.

AUCTION

°TR!MMINfi$.

THIS MORNING, Nov. 22d, we shall
place on
sale our entire stock of Feather
at an
Trimmings
average price of not much than more 50 cents on
the dollar, as follows :
LOT X.
15 dozen Feather Trimming, our
price 75 cents,
marked down price 39 cents.

SALE.

Hallowell Cotton Manufactur-

ing Company.
the property of the above corporation, sitALLuated
in
Hallowell. Kennebec County.
will
Maine,
est bidder,

FEATHER

be sold at public auction to the highthe premises in said Hallowell. ou

LOT 2.
An
extra
75
cent Feather Trimming marked
Thursday, the 9th Day of down to 47good
cents. This is to complete our line at
1886.
December,
that price, viz: 47 cents.
The property la centrally located near the M.
depot

jjaitcu

and

uiiu arc in jair

LOT 3.
Feather Trimming,
marked down to 68 cents.
20 dozen

cuiiuilioil.

17-4

-ale at

m

K.

LH V 1VH SOBI HIIUI
5o will buy a
x
pair of Burt's Best French Kid Boots. We
have orher equally good bargains for men, women
and children, and the flnest and most complete
assortment
of
Rubbers and Overshoes ever
offered. M. O. PALMER. No. 541 Congress
street.
16-1

hai gam also pianos
No. 431 Congress Street.
20-1

HAWKS,

a

pair good road horses, one
saddle and carriage horse, 10 hands.
1»-1
HOPK1N8
SMITH.
Addresser

First

Quaker,

MAI.E--Grocery-.'ore, stock and fixtures, a good staud; on the corner of two
streets above State street, good run and good customers. Proprietor been in tlie store five years
Sold for no fault of the business. A good opening.
N. 8. GARDINER. 40 Exchange St.
19-1

FOR

MA I.E

cabin

Ocean

—

Continent at cheap winter rates; also exchange
on the same; to California per Acapulco, Nov. 24;
cabin $00, steerage $30; also, cargoes Cumberland and gas coals by J. L. FARMER, 22 Kxchange St.19-1
MAI.E

nearly

VNOB HALE-A
L
street, Boston,

lodging

house on
18 rooms,

FOB

NALB

sacrifice
FOB
House In

Owner

—

leaving

the

country

LET—Two story wooden bouse
TOGray
St.
Enquire at BANK’S

STORE, Junction Convress and Free

Sts.

auu

aw

on

WANTED.

4.00 PER DOZEN.

Thanksgiving?

WANTED-For

Well, at
Mitchell's 5c. Store, 620 Congress St., you
can get your Flatters, White nr Yebow Nappies,
Pie Plates, and about everything In the Crockery
line, cheap. A fine Dinner Set of 114 pieces for

$9.75.___

Thl. apparlaaity ha. sever hr fere terra
offered hr a., aid ..llbough the price
la very lew, we wUh (he public
la knaw lka(

20-l_

will pay from $40 to $75 per
WANTED—We
month to
and women to represent
meu

will the work be
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.

n no

our

interest in all unocupled territory. Apply to or
address with stamp. C. C. PARKER & CO., coruer
York and.Park st- Portland Maine.
20-1
a

1175. City.

20-1

Itl tfEDIATELT
glneer on a steamer for a trip
Enquire 606 Congress 8t.

An

En

New
20-1

to

LADIEN

Boston, Mass.oct22eodAw3m

Photographer,

energetic man,
WANTED—Alive,
sent
$75 per month and

to repreexpenses.
particuSTANDARD SILVERWARE CO.,

us.

staple; every

Goods

lars free.

on*

buys, outfit

and

NO. 514 CONGRESS STREET,

Boston._oel22eod&w3m

ACTIVE MAN (ONE OUT
of employment) to begin on moderate sal-

WANTBB-AN

iituiscii

Portland, Maine.

icurrsnuiiUR, m ni.9 own

uu.

locality, an old established house. References
exchanged Am. Mancwactvbuvo Uochk. 10
Barclay Street. N. Y.
novlodlaw4wM

of

I’. ». —Those who bold Club l irhru <>r Oar.,
cao use the same by paying
#3.o<> brsl.le. the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
ticket* can be used by paying $3..->o. thus making
(the total amount paid) $4.00 f..r the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
novlueodtf

in.nEDiATEi.y-A elerk in
Wanted
Portland office. Good education, penmana

and inferences required.
Wages moderate,
Address, at once, “M,” Press Office, City.

ship

19-1

Gentlemen, Don't

to please call, before having your coal and wood, on I. Littlejohn,
where you will Und the best assortment of thick
Maple and Beach Wood; also,plenty of Soft and
Birch Edgings and Slabs, under cover.
Wood
sawed and split
steam power.
ISAAC L1TCongress street.
13-2

WANTED—People

Foil to rail nnd see our stork ol
Fall and Winter goods. It Is more
complete than ever before, and
Includes everything that is nobby
nnd stylish In the shoe line, and
4iunlliies and prices to auil till
tastes and pos ketbooks.

by
TLEJOHN7i74
WANTED—By the Trustees of Brldgton
’I. Academy, proposals lor taking full charge
of the school for a term of
years.

Address GEO

CHADBOURNK, Secretary, North Bridgton,

WAI'T*'PtT°
of all kinds.

fl .000

cast

off

clothing

CHAMBER SET DEPARTMENT.

TELL YOUR WIVES
that

new

«

an

us

as

a

JINES BROTHERS.

AT LOWEST NEW YORK PRICES.
Faded hair restored to its original color. Waves,
frizzles, or any hair work dressed over
equal to new. at

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

JOHN F. SHERRY,
Practical Wig .Maker and Manufacturer of Hunov22
man Hair Goods.
eodlin

R E M OVA L.

House.

or.

a*J
P*eMei*

Rotton Underwear,
Ladies’Jerseys,
Dress

tl2w*

16 2-3 per cent.
16 2-3 per cent.
25 per cent.

Trimmings and Buttons,
Decorating Coods,.25
1

Japanese Goods,.25

dattous.

B. 0.COBURN. Box 175, Gorham,

Me.

©—The people of Portland to know
\\T* that
JJTKMRS.
SNOW. Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, lias returned from
her vacation, and can again be found In her
parlors in Eagle Hotel. Middle St„ corner of India.
Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m.,2 to 6 and 7 to 10
m.

▼».

Jj
maluTmnkt0!,
Thanionuf»t,^u

g.

~

~Wanted !
ENEMGETIC, U1MHIAD MAN,
who has either had experience and been successful, or who has the ability and energy to succeed
to act as General Agent for an old and prominent
Life Company for a desirable district.
To such u
man rare Inducements will be offered.
Address
stating age and references,
DKAH KR VI.VI,
noviw-d&wlni
ALBANY, N. Y.

B. A. Atkinson

Congre..

St,.,,.

KID GLOVE

29 4

STORE,

sep28-«

our

463

Congress Street,

DEERINC

BLOCK,

Will Open Saturday, Nov. 14, 8
We shall Introduce

our

new

a. a.

store by

offering (2) two perfect bargains:

BARGAIN NO. 1. 100dozen real French
Kid Ulovea, 7 button; Ibis glove can.
not be imported to be SOLI) for less
We shall offer
the lot at the low price of #0c.
per pair.
BAKUAIN NO. 2. We will sell 20 dozen

!£“? t‘-7» P?rP«lr.

WANTED.

&
Open Every

CO.

Evening

GIltL to do general housework, who Is also
a good cook.
Apply at 10 PINE STREET
between the hours of 7 and 9 p. m.
novisdtr

A

STEINWAY.

until 9

Electric Lights

on 3

Floors.

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
No. 463

Congress St.,

BLOCK,
_

•

Portland, He.
dtf

_

E. It. KOBIXSOA A CO.

etty._22-1

i

Slalne. Recap-

specialty._

WANTED—Horses

housahold goods, and we shall
forward them, and do our utmost in
satls{y e,vt*[v desire througli the
Just as honestly
m tW««h9t as BUCC®a*luUy and
*er.efor the u> select yourself.
public
B8
very generous support in the past, we are your obedient
servants,

per cent.
per cent.

One Week Only, Commencing To-day.

l.ET—Two nice furnished rooms with furTOnaceheat,
gas, water aud closets, at No. 22

a

PALMER,

DARRAH’S

to board; a few horses
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good care and accommo-

special contract system,
come to ourlMauunoOMWare kooms
lease write us fore Us and descripMinis of
on

P. O. address Deering

plng piano hammers

Ln«i'ei.necw

541

N0.r,

on

AN

—

Mo. 280 Congres Street,
occupied by Dr. Tolford.
..„V,(?oCcf0r,n<‘,1y
hov^g

22-1

cent,

a

so

DISCOUNTSALES.

DR. WM. CAMMETT,

nilmolSt.; also two very lime pianos at 114‘a
Exchange St., at HASTINGS’ WAREROOMS.

_

we

apart
sufficiently large,
correspondence Is answered the same day it comes
t0 ?end stal»Ps. we are
to
siry
We have all kinds aud grades ofglad
feathmattresses,
springs, comforters,
*J*dablankets and
pillows. Dinner sets in beautiful
*8-®u •"
each set put up carefMioMn1.0?*
f20;
barrfl- aud “right prepaid to any potut,
mf

Rr

457 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.

FWJ*

v

complete

M. G.

on com-

me

weaving done

"A,'E—One Bay color horse, welulit
I ICO lbs., aud one 1300 lbs., und one good
artvlng horse, C years old, weight 900 lbs., all
good and reliable horses. For further Information
address f, 0, BOX, 143C,

___

our
we

on

All kinds of repairing done; old pieces made
over to look as good as new; knotting and

fin?,’

or

are a

WORK.

NAI.E —House in Heeling, 1 mile out,
E°R car
Hue; large 2 story bouse fur two fain
in,. V."
lucuuce. beliago, large stable, large lot w ith
cut Irees,
buildings nearly new. full view of
cyceUeut neighborhood; price *3.000,
*280 pec annum. W. H.
N\ A1.HKQN, 180 Middle
22-1
St.

a

a

lines of

Ladies tiood*
nnd as usual.
Include all the correct styles.
We want to show yon our goods.
Come and see them.
our
are now

our

dtdecS

nor

wanted to get up Tea CluBa for our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful articles to select from as premiums. Send for Illustrated Price and Premium List. Hpeclal .free ■
to every tenth person that answers this advertisement, we will send free one pound of choice
Tea. Address NAT’L. TEA & COFFEE. CO.

shall

a

sense

slightest,

situation by
double entry
WANTED-A
bookkeeper; references gtveu if required.
Address
Box

ladies’ and gents’ student rockers which we can
sell from $7 to $50. Our line of parlor tables is
elso complete, and make a beautiful
present.
Heavy drapery curtains imported from Vienna,
and make the room look so warm aud comfortable
n winter.
Madras lace, Swiss lace, Nottingham
lace, and all kinds of drapery. Hall stands, which
are almost as essential in the hall as the
range in
the kitchen. We have them from $7 to $60. Parlor suits in hair cloth from $32.50 to $*0.00: In
mohair nlush from $45.00 to $300: aud we sell
any of the above goods for cash or a^udrter down,
balance by the week or month. We prepay freight
on all tills and charge
you no interest, write Tor
cuts aud descriptions of these goods.

or

ehnll nmki for n *4hori Time Only,
Pir*t ('lain i nhmri Ph»lo«riiphs tear

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

Maine.__
we

No*. 9, 1886,

20-tf

PREBLE._

TO

out

Kinus

U

on
or

I.ET—House 29 Cushman street; newly
papered and painted, and In first-class order.
Inquire at 81 State street.
4tf

our
We

ujmarus,

Commencing Tuesday Morning,

18-1

BENT—unices

street ; also one store
to L. D. M. SWEAT

FINISHED

CabinetPhotographs

17
DRUG

No.

and chambers suitable
FOB
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
Middle

come

uuui tiuui

FINELY

BENT—Unfurnished house No. 3 DeerPlace, having Just been put lu thorough
repair; good neighborhood; short distance from
Congress 8t.; Sunny exposure. BENJAMIN
SHAW,48‘i Exchange St., or H. F McALLISTER, 4 Peering 8t.
16-1

our Inquirers.
We have
uandsome line of platform
all the way from *16 to *26.
upholstered iu leather, crushed mohali
They are
blush, and silk plush; and we have patent rockers
u.«i

dtf

-FOB-

FOB
lng

A,

•

■

$4.00 PER DOZEN

LET—One ball of a double house No. 248
Danforth Street; 4 rooms on first floor, 3 on
second, and aitlc finished; bay window, etc., for
$15 per month.19-1

WM. P.

22.00
23.00

LET.

i.KT-A small pleasant tenement at 34
Apply to S. H. JOSE, 24 BramSt.20-1

Mussey's Row,
Temple street. Apply

28.00

•
•

& BANCROFT.

novlO

Gilman St.
TO
hall

business we never
have been recently
adding a beautiful line of oddly carved frames in
mahogany and cherry, and upholstered in silk
brocatelle. making the finest goods known to the
trade in the Uniteo states. Our line of rattan
chairs and rockci s, plush trimmed and with plush

rockers, whieh

will

for $400, Boarding aud Lodging
flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed bands; investigate. Address J. W. FKKGL'KSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12
TO

$25.00

•

EASTMAN BROS.

TO

send

years,
years,
years,
years,
■

HALE—New milk cows, at TEWKE8BlIKY FARM. Ocean 8t.. Peering.
12tf

PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT.

cuts of them to any of
also Just added a very

PRICES.
Ko. 1 In 14
“
“IB
No. 2 In 14
“
“
16

Tremont
all full;
Mass.,
furniture, black
walnut
and painted sets;
carpets, tapestry and Ingrain. Kent $71 a month.
Price $900. Cause of selling, sickness. Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Tremont street. Bos19-4
ton, Mass.

Natloaal,

can

qualities.

FOB

York.

we

small

HALE—A good bargain In a bouse located on Mtmjoy 11 ill; if sold at once: the
owner Is to leave town; 2 story, arranged for two
families, pleasant and sunnv, Sc bag o water
closets, good lot, stable. N. 8. GARDINER, 40
10-1
Exchange 8t.

WANTED

and

We have had frequent calls fur Misses’ and
sized Ladies' seal Plush Saeques.
Tu meet this demand w are happy to announce
we
have now m stock this Raiment in two
that

we nave Just
hale—Almem Grapes,
hundred barrels Almeria
two
Grapes, ripe aud sweet, and are offering the
same at bottom prices.
I. 8. BEAN, 187 anil 189
Commercial street.18-1

grades of Iron, smoother in finish, giving a higher
polish, and possessing more improvements than
any other Range now manufactured in the New
Kiiglaad States. And we want every person in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Connectl
cut, who are thinking of buying a Range this fall,
to come and see our stick, or write us for cuts and
descriptions of these stoves. Remember we prepay freight on all goods sold by us, tolyour depot,
and we furnish with eveiy Range zinc, leg rests,
all the ware, including steamer and the pipe. All
wo ask Is, when you send us
your order, send ns
height of hole in the wall from floor and we will
send your stove complete, ready to set up. We go
further than this, we will sell you a Farlor Stove
or a Range for cash or for $5 or *10 down at the
tune you order, and the balance by the week or
month, and wo charge you no interest. That we
have made a reduction in the prices, you will see
when you come to write us for cuts and prices.
We do this because of the enormous sale which
our Ranges are having, and the
larger the sale the
less profit we require to run our business, and satisfy us for the year's work. Don’t fail to write us
at once, so that you may have time to negotiate
and have your stove set
up earlv In December.
The price we have marked on these goods will
hold good until further notice. One thing further
we wish to
say. tf there are any who are skeptical
as to the
quality of the goods we handle, we will
ship any Range or Parlor Stove whieh we consider
first-class in every particular, without any money
accompanying the order, and if they are not lust
as we claim, they can be sent back to us at our
expense. A fairer offer we don’t know how to
make. Let us hear from you.

complete,

PLUSH SACQUES.

received
Imik

but the stoves which we like to sell, and which we
will back with all we are worth against all comers, are the Quaker and New Tariff.
Of course
these stoves are a little higher priced than others
but they are fully worth It, being made of better

now

MISSES’

Stoves.
1 No. 8 Kenwood
new; 1 No. 7 Autocrat Range;
Range,
1 No. 8 Adrance Maggee cook stove. 1 No. 7
Maggee cook stove; 1 t wo hole range; 1 large parlor stiive used only one winter; 1 medium parlor
stove; 1 small parlor stove. O. W. FULLAM.
1(12Cumberland St. Call from 7 to 9 a. m., and
from 12 to 3 p. in.
17-1

lyOtt

Atkinson, Daisy and Token ;

is

E. B. & B.

tickets,
Holiday
FOR
and steerage, direct to England. Ireland and

rose, New Byron, Onr Choice,

department of
fully stocked.

_

_

______

One fine dickering plai

MAI.E— One

are

CONVERSE, Tranter.

HAS REMOVED TO

IIOIBHKII
Hay and grain;
a
a week. Best buildings In
enclosure
for
large
county,
exercise, Sebago water, box stalls. 11. (J. THOMAS, Saccarappa.

nOKMKW
$U> mouth, gg.g.l

order

over

No. 62 Franklin Street, Boston,

—

PIANO

an

Where schedule of niacliluery end plaus can be
seen, or at the mill.
TKKIMN OF MALE-33,000 ca.b at time
of sale, balance to be paid January 1,1887.

HAIR

SPECIAL BARGAIN for TO-DAY

I'll AI R«- persons wanting the best
seat for piano or organ should call and examine the "Eureka’ Plano Chairs at the plauo
rooms 416 Congress St., where may be found the
Hamlin
Mason A
celebrated "Weber" and
Pianos. CHERSKY A USHER. 410 Congress Rt..
Portland Me._ _19-1

Highest cash price paid!
sale
add"99 Immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 97
Middle St.. Portland, Me.
12-2
30 dozen Misses’ All Wool 37 1-2 cent Hose at the
-A graded Jersey,
milk cow,
X\TANTED
low price of 25 cents per pair.
T V
must give
extra quantity and quality of
milk, not under 5 ami uot
8 years old. Mall
One lot Ladies’ Hose in Colored and Black, at
‘W* <lepartm<mt we have !K> styles in Pine,
tKlttom
price to M. C. TREi
West ?nd
MAINE,
Ash, Cherry, Oak. Walnut ami Mahogany, and
Buxton, Me.
29-4
37 1-2 cents per pair.
from $10 to $700. This
prices
very wide
NTE D—Salesman with
range, yet we have the goods all the way up and
established
WA
This Ia4t has been our regular 50 cent Stocking, down
trade with dry goods and merchant tailorbetween these figures,
We sell them for
Uig trades, to sell
stable line of goods
cash
onc-quarter down, balance by the week
and at price named will self
mission. Address BOX 1115, Springfield, Mass.
month. Write for cuts, some of these sets are
rapidly.
marked at specially low prices, and
20-4
We have always carried in stock a
which will not last but very short time, bargain
In
thousand dollars at five per
large assort- Carpet
W ANTED—Six
Department, tnls Is
the first floor,
for five years
real estate in Portment of Ladies’, Misses’ and Children^
over 76,0<u> yards of
Wool, Tapestry, fcody land. Ollt Edge security. Eor further particuHoods, have
Brussels, Velvets. Cotton Wool, Hemps, Dundee lars enquire of O. D. LICE. 261 Commercial
St.
Gaiters, Mittens, Knit Jackets, &c., yet it is not too Tapestry,
and all kinds of floor coverings known
to
trade, aud at prices that cannot be beaten
___12-tl
much to say that our stock is now more
public to know that J D
complete an3,)iton,or£ew.York- Wr,te for samples, and WANTED—The
CHENEY Piano and Organ tuner tnU
oi putting
than ever before.
to trouble,
mate at Horse R. R. Station opposite Preble
have set
force
that all

place

CONVERSE, Trustee,

UOV22

a

.71UST K (.LAN KOI'SI.

has
FOR

(•rovelaud, Union, Viola, Falrj, Mel-

lu this

unfurnished at 320 CUMBERLAND ST.
17-1

FOR

this: that In the first place we don't keep anything
but a first ('lavs line of Kanges, made by the Taunton Iron Works Co., Weir Stove Co.. Smith & Anthony Stove Co., and the Urovelaud Foundry Co.
We mention names of these concerns, so that parties that are
buying through the mall shall kuow
who are the makers of the goods they are buying.
That these concerns stand the highest in the lists
of manufacturers there is no room for doubt. In
the speond place, we warrant every stovea baker;
and limber, we guarantee them
against cracking
for 12 months; aud we shall be pleased to have
any one who questions our guarantee look up our
record andpnercantile standing, aud you will find
that we are fully able to back every guarantee we
make. For Kanges we handle the

were more

'I TO I.KT

or

20 1

freight

New Tariff,

Call from 7 to #

_20-1

m.

KOO

JORDAN
20-4

_

al-

_

E.

As

of

good

an

MAEE-Three fine music boxes, at extremely low pi-ices to make room for new
stock. C. K. HAWES, No. 431 Congress St. 20-1

woud burners, and we believe the handsomest line
ever offered by any house in the business; because we have taken special pains in this branch
of our business, and have been fully rewarded for
the effort made, as our eno'mous sales In the
Write for cuts and
past six weeks will show.
prices of our Parlor StoVes, and remember we
to your depot, and put In oilcloth
prepay
mat. set of Teg rests and pipe; so thatjthe only exattending the stove for buyer Is moving
pense
from depot to your house. Now, In the matter of
ftHtucu iMiugca, which is n.y iar tuc iuhsi
important article ot furniture in the house, let us say

u

All the above buildings, except the boarding
and one trnemenf are located in one square,
bounded. Norther y by Academy, Westerly by
Second, Southerly bv Temple and Easterly by
Water Sts. covering In the whole about 8,000
smiare feet of land.
This mill has been in active, and of late, successful operation up to within a few weeks.
The parties purchasing will take the stock in
process ofjnanufacture, supplies coal and repair
materials at an appraisal.
For full particulars and all further information,
enquire of

K. W.

$1.00

LOT 4.
5 dozen Black Feather
Trimming, our price $1.25
marked down to 88 cents.
We would strongly advise an early call while the
assortment is complete, yet the price will remain
the same till all are sold.

house

E. W.

price

is hi
W. S.

with

room

or

r«lO I.KT—Nice house e raoms in western sec1. tinncity; modern Improvements. Enquire
C. P. WALDRON. 40 Exchange Street._ HM

SALE
A ill o Mahogany sofa. In good
repair, will he sold at a great bargain by
calling uamedlatcly at ml CUMBERLAND ST.

holidays. If they
not warm and comfortable, and what housekeeper could enjoy Thai ksgtviug or Christinas if
their cooking stove was old or cracked, and did
not bake weTl, and let the ashes sift through on
the turkey or bread? Here are two articles that
are Just as essential to the coinfort of the house
keeper as the bread we eat; and never was a better opportunity offered for every person who wants
a new Parlor Stove or a new
Range, to buy it than
now.
We have some 25 styles of Parlor Stoves,
ranging In price from;*3.<S5 tu *40, both coal and

cushions,

our

ust

let, by C.

to

Who could he happy iu the

on

the Kennebec and Boston S. B
wkarl and consists of Brick Building 262x47 feet
6 stories high,
containing 16.016 Spindles, 326 40
in. and 28 46 in. Looms. All in good condition
lor immediate use, a part of the
machinery being
nearly Hew and of modern manufacture.
Power is supplied by two “Corliss” Engines,
eaeh 48x20 inches witli six Tubular Boilers
4'Ailfl feet. Brick L 62x43 feet, 3 stories high,
in which are the boilers and pickers.
1 sU,ry with basement, 17x26
..Brlck.0J5£e
feet,
Mill and Office piped for gas and steam.
One frame 2 storyjstore house, 68x40 feet.
One large 3 story frame boarding house, directly
opposite mill.
Nine frame tenement houses divided into 14
tenements, part of which have boeu recently reC. K. R.

tNOR
little

front

a

gentlemen

wife; all modern conveniences.

1877

Enquire

CO._

A

cove

i

MAI.:.

were

and Ulsters in

EXAMINE.

&

RANGES.

specialty.

Sarsaparilla

Is peculiar In the confidence It gains
among all
classes of people.
Where it Is once used it becomes a favorite
remedy, and Is often adopted as
the standard family medicine. Do not be Induced
to buy other preparations.
Be sure to get the
Peculiar Medicine. It Is sold by all druggists,
*1; six for f 5. Prepared only by C. I. HOODS CO..
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Mr. 0. E. W. Hinckley of Oldtown, is to
run for some time as postal clerk on the Bangor & Piscataquis, the regular|clerk, Mr. R.
B. Cookson, being unable'to perform his du-

by

KITCHEN

We offer one large lot of Men’s Black Chinchilla Beaver
Overcoats,
sizes 33 to 44, at only $8 each.
Heavy Oxford Mixed Diagonal Overcoats in Men’s sizes at only $6
each.
Specially tine values are offered in Men’s all W’ool Overcoats at only
$12, been reduced in price from $13 and $18, most large sizes.
Blue and Black heavy Elysian Overcoats at only $13 and
$18, the
best bargain of the season.
YOUNG MEN’S elegant, nobby Austrian Elysian Overcoats at $18,
$2o and $22.
Also some choice lines of Kerseys at extremely low nrices.
Also one lot handsome Blue Kersey Overcoats ONLY $12 for young

Friday.

Jeremiah Dow.
Mr. Jeremiah Dow died at his
house, No.
210 Grove street, Saturday afternoon, from
paralysis. He had been in failing health for
some years past, and on Thursday last received a severe shock, which was followed

Men, Young Men, Boys and Children.
are

Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Sick Headache, Indigestion,
General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney
and Liver complaints, overcomes that tired
feeling, creates an appetite,and builds up the system.

complete.

AND

SPECIAL

Is the best blood purifier before the public.
It
eradicates every impurity, and cures
Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, Boils, Pimples, all Humors,

oqn-wa

TO I.KT

desirable
at No. 610 Congress so
KOOfl
a gentleman and his
for two

fSOR

We offer many leading bargains this week to close out certain lots
of which we have not full lines, and

Sarsaparilla

iha

KOOlts.

»

mai.e

Is 1

a

WANT

MAI.E—The *lvers" and "pond” Pi-

M

Farrington

S

BO—Capable girl or woman for general bouse work In faintly of two. few miles
from City by rail
Inunlre at 91 WINTER ST.,
between 2 and 3 and 7 and 8 p. m.
16-1

HALS.

MAI.E—Sehr.
bnilt in Newburyport
fjlOR
and well found.

to

-FOR-

WANTKD At No.
Reference, required.

Place,

by
young girl to do
\y
TT
general housework or secmidwork. Best
ol references. Apply at 57 SPK1.NO ST
16-1

Palace Organs. f,,r
sale bye. K. HAWKS, No431 CongressM..
•n unique In design, unsurpassed In tone; and
their Intrinsic merits recommend them to all that
wish to purchase a first-class Reed Organ. 2"-l

And at this time of year, conthe supposition that holiday goods must
trary
Lie trivial articles, we are going to commence this
notice by announcing a Great Reduction tu prices
of
unw

Overcoats, uislers and Reefers

o'clock. Burkindly request to send no

Sarsaparilla

at

IjXOH

PARLOR STOVES

at 2.30

where others fail.

Arp. tilkimr it

Is

IKK

ANT KU- suuatlon

EE—Slightly soiled Boots and Shoes
Special sale of goods from Shaw, Coding *
Co., whose manufactory was destroyed by fire;
good perfect Boots amt Shoes at a great reduction
from the actual cost to manufacture. DEAN
BROS., No. 463 Congress St.
2o-l

Holiday Goods,

peculiar medicine. It is carefully prepared
from Sarsaparilla, Dandelion,
Mandrake, Dock,
Pipsissewa, Juniper Berries, and other wellknown and valuable vegetable remedies,
by a
peculiar combination, proportion, and process,
to
Hood’s
giving
Sarsaparilla curratlve power not
possessed by other medicines.
It effects remark-

hnnriR

Cl

One

FOR

houae191

work, at 22 DKKRI VO STREET.

room

I|sOR

a

Hood’s

FOR

—

III: IP.

\IfANTKD-A
capable girl for general
'»

CHANCE*.

of the best Jewelry
MAI.E—$000.
Stores In Boston; excellent location on the
depots.
To
a
mau
looking for such a store
i1*1.®
this Is a flue chance. Kent
only $400 vear with
tenement connected. JOHN W. 5.
RAYMOND A
CO., Real Estate Agents, 277 Washington street
Boston. Mass.
jj_2

would respectfully announce to all Ihe people,
that our line of solid, substantial

Nov. 11, Miss Huldah Pulsifer,

Hood’s

IN

C. W. Al.i.KN
ltl

KKtlAI.K

^L.

■ USIItKSS

PORTLAND,

In Newcastle, Nov. 12, Mrs. Tamson W., widow
of the late John D. Place, aged 84 years
In Topsham. Nov. 1C, Frances J. Purlnton, aged
6
62 years.
In West PoUnd, Nov. 16, Sarah M„ wife John
S. Dunn, aged 61 years 6 months.
In Pownal, Joseph W. Haskell,
aged 71 years
4 months.

cures

BIILVV.
marl 4

1JSOCND—If yon need any Glass Ware for
Ptekles. Plates,
Salvers. Mugs, Bowls, Sets Gob
lets. Tumblers, In Colors or Crystal, Just drop In
at Mitchell’s 6c. store, 520 emigres* st., opposite
Mechanics’ Hall.
20-1

FOR

In this city, Charles R. Frost, aged 73 years and
mouths.
In this city, Nov. 21, Mrs. Bose, wife of James
Devlin, aged 65 years.
In Peering, Nov. 21, at the residence of Chas.
H, Leighton, Miss Sarah A. Brown.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
In Southport, Oct. 17, Effle Jane, wife of
Capt.
Freeman Orne, aged 65 years.
In Wlscasset, Nov. 10, Miss Abble Bailey, aged

Hood’s

Steirm

Exchange Street.

W. O.

anos, both upright and squre, so favorably
known by all musicians; used in the New
England Conservatory and by many of the best artists
In the country, are tor sale by C. K. HAWES, No.
431 Congress street.
20-1

8

Is

Nalcsroom 18

20-1

p.

years.

19 years.
In Wlscasset.
aged 70 years.

lurtiooeers and Commission flrrrhuts

books and papers. In going from
24 Temple street by way of Middle to Pearl
and Pearl to r’ore, down Vine to Commercial and
to Franklin wharf. The finder will be rewarded
at
Temple street. M.

DONNELL BUILDING,

this city. Nor. 20. Susan Douglass,
daughter
of John and Susau Dryden.
aged 27 years.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at No. 7 Locust street. Burial
private.
In this city, Nov. 20, Jeremiah
Dow, aged 85

flowers.

Congress

St„ opposite Mechanics' Hall.

__

& CO.

—

In

are

52u

House Furnishers,

OEATH8.

Freuds

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Folks, Toasters,
Pots, Sifters,
Dippers Graters. Ladles, Skimmers, Corn pop.
pers, with other articles, at Mitchell's 6c. Store,

Thanksgiving, as Nappies,
IF.
Celeries, Cake

Minot.

private.

For Thanksgiving,
of Tin
FOl’ND
Ware, Pans, Palls, Basins. Spoons Knives
and
Tea and Coffee

Union

In Bootlibay, Nov. 7, Asbury M. Powers aud
Miss Bora 1). Keel.
in Biddoford, Nov. Hi, Edmund 1*. Smith and
Miss Cora I. Hanson.
In WlDthrop, Nov. 15, C. A. II. Davis aud Miss
G. A. H.
Kay mood.
Ill Casco, Nov. H), James H. (iraffam of Casco
and Miss Alice M. Gould of
Bridgton
In West Minot, Nov. 7, Clias. L.
Perry of East
Hebron and Miss Jennie Kleliardson
ol West

ial

AUCTION MAI.KN.

LOMT—Some

i

MARRIAGES.

to Biddeford to assume the practice of Dr.
T. D. Sullivan of that city who is to move to
Portland.
Rev. Father Smith, S. J. of
Baltimore,will
preach at St. Dominie’s each night this
week in connection with the Jubilee exercises.
D. W. Sawyer, Esq., has resigned the
position lie has so long held as treasurer of the
Boothbay Savings Bank. B. C. Matthews
has been elected in hi* place.
A grand ovation was tendered to General
William Booth of the Salvation Army, on
the occasion of his visit to Augusta, last

ties.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Woodman celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary at their residence in Deering Friday
night. A silver water pitcher, Rogers’
group, and silver in money were presented
them. Revs. Messrs. Shinn and Martin made
addresses.
Mrs. F. A. Warner of East
Saginaw,
Mich., sends to the Press some of the curious money used by the Indians in
Alaska.
She writes that, having more than she needs
for her own collection, she will send
specimens to any collector of curiosities who will
send her a stamp for the postage.

~n\r^^n T777

°t draft for $'.>76.26 In payment
“}0J‘e.c,eiPf
of
Policy Issued by vour Co. on the life of
the late Walter If.
Pomeroy. The Policy
f"r
ui« so™ of $1,000, dated June 15th,
188., No. (5,400, lapsed for non-payment of
premium due J une 15th, 1886, but was continued in force by provision of Maine NODI' orfeiture Law.
Mr. Pomeroy died Oct. 16th, 1886. Proofs
of his death were forwarded
your office Nov.
12th, 1886. By tile terms of the policy the
claim was not due until
Feb’y
loth, 1887, but
your Co. paid the amount less the unpaid
premium Nov. 15th, 1886, only three days
after the proofs were tiles).
Hattie E. Pomeroy,
Widow of W. H. Pomeroy.

[Funeral Tuesday afternoon

I.OMT AND FOUND.

THANKSGIVING BARGAINS! B. A. Atkinson

Mutual.
The following letter speaks for itself, and
is another evidence of the wise provisions of
the Maine Non-Forfeiture law, which applies onlv to the policies issued by our Home
Company, the Union Mutual:
Lewiston, Me., Nov. 15,188G.
"v S' s‘“ith' Cmj., Sec’y, Union Mutual

a

Hon. James G. Blaine will attend the funeral of the late ex-President Arthur.
Mr. John Porteous, general
freight agent
of the Grand Trunk, was in the
city yester-

NEW ADVEBTIAEMENTA.

Burgess presided.

able

Mrs. E. It.

NEW^ADVIBTIlEnEFin.

all kinds

*1..,i

advertisement, lie thought that the delegation misunderstood the
meaniug of the

studio

C-'-ia

Heatv

123 EXCHANGE ST

ISAAC (’. ATKIASOA, Manager.

nov9d4w
Can be Em lchv«l la Flavor

by tuUaf

AtlINTR WANTED.

____

leather Jackets
FSSKNAI.E-38.CO
•5.00, (a genuine bargain!) at

unAliK'S, 482 Congress street, Portland

at

only

IRA

!■.
22-2

Orders by Mall will receive
prompt atrt'ntlon.
oov23

M

;

IIT ANTED- Live agents for the best and fast
VT
est selling article out; couutry rights glvetr
leun stamp for particulars toC. T.4C, U.CUR-

1 HER. 120 Worthington 8t.. Springfield Mass.
U0V19-4

I Spiced Seasoning.
novlu

dim

<

